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INTRODUCTION

Journalism is among few professions, where one can seldomkeep professional

inadequacies underwraps for too long. This hard professionalrealityhas forced

loumaiists, irrespective ofthe medium they serve, to stay committed to their quest

forhighprofessionalstandards. The requirements ofhigh-qualityofwriting and

growLg-market challenges keep media professionals very focused' They need to

be on their toes to survive in the industry Any media product, which is basically a

journalistic endeavour, can make a mark in the market only on the basis of its

quality. Amedia house needs a team ofhighly accomplished journalists, editors

and competent management to make products available to its patrons much below

the cost oftheir production. This testing situation, specific to media products, has

led to cut-throat competition among journalists or media men.

The immaculately designed newspapers, which land on our doorstep with

the freshness oflatest news and views, are the outcome ofmanyjournalists buming

midnight oil on their respective desks. These rurknown soldiers ofpen-work toil

really-hard to make clumsy writings ofreporters and other writers to make them

prini-worthy. Even the well-known newspaper columnists have flaws and

shortcomings intheirwriting styles. We appreciate their ffirmative write-ups

appearing injournals and newspapers. Alot of credit for this goes to the people

who process or even rewrite their copy. They are the real editors. This book is an

attempt to make the new entrants to the present daymuch glamorized profession

ofjournalismunderstandthe art and craft ofediting and its crucialrole inmaking

any newspaper or joumal readable.

In this book, efforts have been made to make a new journalist understand

the basics of editing to enable him to proceed in his career with confidence and

necessary professional knowledge. It takes years to carve out an image in the

profession, but once someone reaches to the desired position, he may really feel
^himselflfte 

a mountain climber who wades tkough diffcult, steep peaks to achieve

the goal.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Denis McQuail defines journalism as 'paid writing (and the audiovisual
equivalent) for public media with reference to actual and ongoing events of
public relevance'. Due to its relevance for the contemporary society at any

given time, it is a very popular profession. In fact, there is a never-ending

stream ofbright young people who want to become journalists. it is an exciting

domain involving opportunities to meet powerful and interesting people,

villains and victims, inspiring role models, public heroes, etc. It satisfies

many passions related to travel, knowledge, writing and tasting the soup of
different cultures. Young reporters get the thrill of their life by seeing their

byline in the newspaper. Journalism provides many categories keeping with
your interest and hobbies. These are: tabloid journalism, 'prestige'or quality
journalism, specialist journalism, local journalism, civic journalism,

investigative journalism, development journalisn; advocacy journalism and

even gossip journalism. In the modern scenario, when democracies world
over are establishing themselves on a more solid footing, the 'fourth estate'

has emerged as the pillar of modern democratic systems. Naturally, given

the nature of things involving the public issues, the role of editing is really
critical. The editors are supposed to be skilled, well-informed and sensitive

human beings who polish the inputs keeping in view both the professional

as well as the outside issues like legality, morality, ethics, etc.

Se A- I n s truc tio na I Materia I
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During the two centuries of newspaper history print media has emerged as
one of the key components of civil society. with the new technorogicar
inventio.s,journalism t99 has undergone unprecedented changes. It all started
with hand composing. There used to be bighalls ror.o-po.itors, where theproofreaders and composing teams gave final touches to the copy. Meanwhile,
one of the news desk members kept a vigil on the tele-printer for the latest
news. The situation has undergone a sea change now. The newsrooms remainin touch with the world through tele-piinters, which have become
computerized now. Apart from this, they also keep an eye on the satellite
24x7 news channels. The pressure has increased manifold tn the news desk,but the work discipline remains unchanged. There are instances when a
:1b.t^1-:1has.lo 

take hard decisions even to the extent of assuming the rolen+ +^- ^-.^^--.:--- Tl

1.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:
o Evaluate the significance ofjournalism in the society
o Discuss the role of editor in the media
o Learn the troublesome and exciting times in Indian media history
o Explain the exciting dynamics of the editorial department

1..2 JOURNALISM IN THE CONTEMPORARY
SCENARIO

of top executive. There have been instances of multi-skilled personalities
like S. Mulgao,ker. Mulgaonker, who had served nThe pioneeras its News
editor before assuming the editorship of Hindustan Times, was one of the
rare editors who had mastered the art of typography and composing. In an
era when there were no computers, he could *.n t"u by the size of a copyhow much space it wourd take. His language was perfect because he hadgraduated to the top position by sheer hard work. However, we are living in
an era ofnon-journalist editors. The reason is that the character and challenges
of newspapers have undergone big changes. A professional journarist maynot be able to fathom the difficulties of the circulation and advertisement
cepartments.

The tradition ofhighly skilled editors having a rear expertise in language
appears to have dwindled with the passage of time. It is also true that in
some newspapers, the owners themselves have assumed the responsibility
of editor. In some cases, theyhave appointed some junior under the law to be
made responsible for the contents. These are somehow tricky issues changing
the entire gamut of media. It is now the technology, whic-h is the deciding
force for new experiments and challenges. It is obvious that the newspaper



owrers pursue a good return for their investments, but if they reduce the

status of a newspaper to a public relations exercise, the paper loses its
credibility. It should be clear that credibility cannot be camouflaged by
packaging only. All these factors need to be examined very carefully. There

is a need for a new press commission to study and advise the government on
these sensitive issues. Fortunately or unfortunately, the present laws are

seldom invoked against the media even for defamatory pieces. The reason,

perhaps, is that the successive governments have remained committed to the

freedom ofpress. The only exception was the l9-month period ofthe Internal
Emergency, when the press was kept under severe censorship.

Introduction to Journalism
and Ediling

NOTES

1.3 THE PRESS IN INDIA

There is no state censorship on media, but there are other factors which directly
or indirectly control the contents. It is felt that the pressure is much more on
the Indian language press than the English publications. Some ofthe Gujarati
papers in their bid to grab maximum circulation offer gifts, which are

equivalent to a month's subscription. Even popular news magazines offer
gifts, if someone subscribes for long periods of 1-3 years. These commercial
gimmicks may make it difficult to evaluate the real journalistic worth of a
publication just by knowing the circulation nurnbers. During election times,

some ofthe leading language dailies have been reported to publish the election
campaign of a particular party or a candidate in news form. It is alleged that
these campaigns were paid for, but the impression gained by a common reader

was that they were part of news only. The matter is under the consideration
of the Press Council of India. Press freedom faces various unprecedented

challenges now. The state pressure on newspapers is more visible in smaller

states. However, the ownerships are so varied that it is difficult to really find
out the level of independence being enjoyed by the journalists in today's
newspapers.

Readers in India have various choices when it comes to publications
and audio-video channels. Theymay shift to a newspaper or news channel of
their choice, if they find the news is opinionated or biased. Therefore, a
newcomer in the profession of journalism needs to be much more aware

about the real meaning of the freedom of press. A budding journalist can

definitely carve out a niche for himself, if he really works hard and picks up
the art of editing with sensitivity. Further, he must learn to visualize even

through a printed copy.

S e lf- Instm c tio na I Mat eria I
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3.

Cnucx Youn PRocnrss
why the subeditors must be trained to attain a comprehensive
approach?

what is the difference between today's subeditors and their
predecessors two decades ago?

How can a subeditor remain calm even during a crisis?

6 Self-Instructional Material

1.4 THE ROLE OF EDITING IN MEDIA

Each media house, irrespective of its domain in print, audio or video, has to
adopt the twin strategies of continuously improving its contents as well as
updating its technologies. The market is highly coirpetitive. The cost of a
media product has to be met by selling its space, be it a newspaper, periodical
or a television channel. For example, the cost of a newspapei which includes
the inputs ofnewsprint, printing and content development, i, ut nort ten times
of the printed price. This cost has to be met through intensive marketing of
the space. It means, only higher circulation wiliattract advertisers to a
newspaper. Similarly, the audience response determines television rating
points (TRPs) in case of electronic media. However, one has to remember
that there are multiple choices before a newspaper reader-he may watch
news on a television channel or for details visit any news site on the Internet.
with the help of a 'remote controller,' one may shift to another channel.
Therefore, the content has to be made really attractive to lure the audience or
a newspaper reader. In this context, editing becomes a key factor for any
media product whether it is print or electronic.

I Further, the state-of-art technologies available in this field have
revolutionized the media scenario world over. The technology has provided
level-playing ground even to small players in the field against their formidable
rivals. Presently, even a local daily can be accessed a-nywhere in the world
through the Internet. on the other hand, big newspap.r.'huu. launched multi_
editions to cater to the requirements of audiences-in various metropolises.
Even before the start of the present hi-tech era, some well-known national
dailies used to represent specific regions. The Times of Indiawas known as
a Mumbai daily (an undisputed leader in western India) and Hindustan Times
was considered to be a north Indian daily from Delhi. Similarly, The Hindu,
initiallypublished only from Madras (now chennai), was considered to be a
south Indian giant. The Hindu was first Indian dailyto introduce the concept
of daily multi-editions through facsimile editions. It happened much before
the advent ofcomputer and Internet era.

The current tradition of editorial systems in the Indian newspapers is
inherited from the British-period newspapers. However, during the past three



decades, the Indian newspapers have come out of the sphere ofproven British
systems in the editorial management to acquire distinct traits. The journalists

are no more insulated from the day to day interference by the management.

The role of editors has changed from being the team leaders to become

departmental heads of circulation, advertisement, etc. In most of the dailies,

except where the owner himself is the editor, editor is considered just like
any other manager appointed in other sections ofthe newspaper establishment.

However, n Times of India the position of editor is discontinued and the

entire editorial department functions under q highly skilled marketing team.

Only those news are allowed to be printed which are cleared by the

advertisement department. Also, some big media establishments in India have

reinterpreted the concept ofpress freedorn For them the press freedom, which
is derived from the fundamental rights provided in the Indian Constitution
and supposed to be expressed through the editorials, is now the freedom of
newspaper owners. The position of editors in the media houses has been

compromised in such a way that the owners now prefer their own name or
the names of their kin to be published as the editors. Nonetheless, in spite of
these structural changes within the newspaper industry the role of editors

remains crucial in the newspaper and electronic media.

Editing remains a key factor for any media product. This book attempts

to make the upcoming journalists understand the role of editing and explain

how the newsrooms function. The author, during his long years in the
profession, has served in the newspaper offices in different capacities. Like
any reporter from the field, he too had frequent clashes with the news desk

for giving inadequate space to his news. There was, however, a realization

also that whatever appeared in the newspapers under the bylines of a reporter
or special correspondent is the processed copy. It reflects the hard work done

on the news desk. The credit for error-free writings in any newspaper or
periodical goes to the effort or toil of many faceless journalists who serve on
the news desk. Their names are not known beyond their respective newspaper

offices and the small circle of their editorial world.

The tough training in newspaper offices really prepares the 'soldiers

of pen' for a challenging task. They have to provide orderliness to the final
product. This process is called layout. Prornpt decisions have to be taken for
giving suitable treatment to each copy. They have to decide what will be the

first, second or the third lead stories. The type size is decided according to
the importance of the news item and availability of space on the page. The

blending of photographs, graphics and headings has to be made in such a

way that the reader finds it easier to locate important news. Usually, there is

an overflowing of news. The practice of introducing the bill of news giving
brief details of important news and also telling on which page the reader

may find the fulI details has become a normal practice in the newspaper

offices. The growing emphasis on visuals and graphics is, perhaps, the impact

Introduction to Journalism
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of the electronic media on the print media. However, with the Internet, the
print, audio and video have converged on a digital platform with worldwide
access.

1.5 TROUBLING TIMES IN INDIAN MEDIA HISTORY

Except the brief 19 months oflntemal Emergency censorship on media during
1975-77 ,Indian newspapers have enjoyed reasonable freedom of expressionl
The Govemment seldom interfered in their functioning. In the usA, th.
constitution guarantees press freedom, but in India press freedom is provided
by a clause under the fundamental rights. However, with the unprecedented
expansion of both print and electronic media, the journalists are facing new
challenges.

Like any other profession, media too has its own dark shades; but despite
these aberrations, India still has a vast reservoir of dedicated media
professionals. They work almost round the clock to maintain the credibility
ofthis profession despite political, market and owner's pressures. It is widely
believed that the media campaign on the reported comlption in the common
wealth Games (cwc) 2010 was not an altogether open affair. Allegedly, a
section of print media, which was denied advertisement revenues, and the
electronic media which could not get broadcasting rights joined together to
raise the issue. Since most of the newspaper readers and television viewers
are not aware of such tactics of the owners, the journalists are blamed for
such campaign reporting.

As per another contemporary trend, the institution of .editor, is being
eclipsed; the owners themselves are officially taking up the post of editor.
There is an opinion that this step is motivated by the wish to meet and build
personal acquaintance with the who's who including the prime Minister,
President and other dignitaries. critics point out that they seldom write, bu;
use the dignity of this position to promote their other businesses. In Indian
political history there have been instances when some ofthese owner-editors
became mernbers of the Rajya Sabha (the upper House of India,s bicameral
Parliament). Thus, there is this unfortunate trend of using media to achieve
personal political ambitions and also for promoting business. Another setback
to the editorial autonomy-looking at it from the purely .editorial 

skills,
point of view-is due to the deployment of brand rnu.rug"r, to supervise
editorial functioning.

These new experiments are being done in India,s biggest newspapers
or media establishments. After the supposedly .uncer.*oriour, 

exit oioitip
Padgaonker as its editor, Times of India does not have any editor; it has only
resident editors or market page editors to fulfill the statutory requirements
for publishing a newspaper. It is noticed that the brand managers too have



diluted the autonomy of news desk. For example, recently it was observed
that a national daily surprisingly relegated the news concerning Bihar state
legislative elections to the list of nondescript items, while it continued to
give banner news on the alleged comrption in the CWG 2010 games.

Earlier, the newspaper owners seldom used to interfere in the editorial
functioning of their newspapers on a daily basis. The journalists now get

much higher wages. However, a contract job regime is being introduced. It
means that the tenure of, a joumalist depends upon the management. There

are instances when on the complaint of a rninister or a high-ranking
govemment official the tenure of a journalist was not renewed. The impact
of these developmcnts is now visible; during press conferences most
journalists almost cringe before the ministers and high officials and seldom
ask probing questions. The impact of this policy is quite noticeable during
the press conferences of highest office bearers in the country. In has been
alleged that with a view to avoid any searching or inconvenient question
being asked, the concerned ministry and Press Information Bureau give
advanced questions to the journalists. Although such measures help the media

owners enter the good books of the government, yet this approach curtails
the right to lieedom of expression. Such press conferences do not leave any

impact on the people watching the lacklustre drama on television. It certainly
defeats the purpose of press conference. Normally, one expects the
announcement of sorne credible policy statements in such press meets of a
high dignitary. However, these types ofmanipulations rob the people oftheir
right to get first-hand information from the people who really matter.

The Indian media scenario is under stress due to the challenging
dynamics ofsocio-economic and political factors. Unfortunately, the response

from most of the journalist unions on the media issues has so far failed to
evoke the issues related to the neutrality and independence of media. In this
matter, the plight ofthe language press is even worse than the English dailies.
The market forces have made independent journalism r,ulnerable. The Gujarot
Samac:har, perhaps the most popular daily of Gujarat offers a bucket to its
readers, if they submit a coupon published every day in the daily. The price
of a bucket is equivalent to the monthly subscription of the daily. It means

that the daily is available to the readers almost without any cost. Such market
gimmicks undermine the value and credibility of newspapers. There are
allegations that some highly circulated Hindi dailies too indulge in such
practices during the election tirne. Thev trrublish political carnpaigns as news

and charge money frorn the political parties or candidatcs. The plight of
journalists is hardly better in Orissa. Flcrc most of the dailic-s are owned by
the political leaders themselves.

The self-corrcctirtg nrechanisnr is alnrost non-existent. Thc' Press

Corurcil of India, which is gc'ncrally headed by tr fornrer pronrinent judge of
the Supreme Court or the Chief Justicc of a High ('ourt. has no teeth to
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punish newspapers for their unprofessional activities. The trade unions of
journalists, which were earlier serving as a vanguard of press freedonr, too
have fragmented due to the personal ambitions of their respective leaders.
Also, most of these leaders are either inept or self-seeking journalists.

Cnrcx Youn Pnocnnss

4. How has the tradition of highly skilled editors come down during the
recent times?

5. How are the costs met in the newspaper industry?

6. How have the latest technologies revolutionized the media scene?

1.6 GROWTH AND EVOLUTION OF INDIAN MEDIA

In spite of some aberrations, the Indian media has reached almost each and
every village. There are daily newspapers being published in the remote hilly
regions of north-eastern states of Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram,
etc. With the increase in advertisement revenue, even the state or regional
papers are offering better wages to the journalists. These higher wages and
job opportunities are further attracting fresh incumbents to the fietd. The
salaries in established media houses are now at par with any other profession.

India's print media has been enjoying an ever-increasing readership
because ofthe growth in educated class. Further, the Supreme court's verdict
allowing the private sector to enter electronic media has opened numerous
possibilities for the new entrants. During the last l5 years, we have witnessed
enornous growth in this sector.

During the British rule, the three prominent English dailies, Times of
India, The statesman and The Pioneer were the custodians of imperial
interests. These dailies were edited by Englishmen. The Indians working in
these dailies could be promoted only to the post of news editor or assistant
editor. Among the top three dailies, S.N. Ghosh was the first to be elevated
as editor. The Pioneer had a rich history. one of its assistant editors, Rudyard
Kipling was given Nobel Prize for his literary contribution. During the First
World War, Sir Winston Churchill had served as its war correspondent before
joining active politics. Its another famous editor, Desmond young, had left
the job to join the Second world war. He was one of the officers of the
British army which had fought the decisive battle with Rommel in the famous
desert war. His book, Desert Fox, is considered one ofthe finest books written
on the Second World War.

The Indians had launched their own dailies, such as The Hindu, The
Tribune, National Herald, Hindustan Times and a number of language journals



to promote country's nationalism. In professional terms, only The Hindu
could match in quality and content with the British-owned dailies. The dailies
under the native initiatives were almost campaign papers. They were always
resource-starved. In spite of the paucity of funds and the continuous
harassment of the colonial government, National Herald, under K. Rama
Rao, could be matched with the best newspapers during the pre-independence
era. However, during the post-independence era, the Marwari businessmen
took the ownership of the British-owned dailies.

1.7 THE DYNAMICS OF EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

There is a general practice in each daily newspaper that editorial meetings
for the night editions are held before the final pages are sent for printing. In
case ofreporters, such meetings are held during the morning hours. It enables
the newspapers to plan their news priorities accordingly. It is also an
established practice that the reporters can also alert the newsroom regarding
the developing stories. For example, in case of the judicial verdict on the
disputed temple-mosque issue of Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh, the judgment
date was known. The reporters as well as editors were alert and awaiting the
court order. In this case, the judges too ensured that media should get fulI
text ofthe order. It was intended that the media should not report the verdict
in parts because it might be misinterpreted. Since the verdict might have had
an adverse impact on the communal harmony in the country the judges were
cautious, especially if their verdict was partially reported in the electronic
media. With the availability of the full text of the order, there was little
apprehension that the verdict might have been misreported. The credit goes
to both the electronic and print media that the coverage was extensive and it
was quite balanced with views and counterviews.

During editorial meetings, the editors interact with the news editor,
chief subeditor and other senior desk persons to give a final shape to the
daily. In case of electronic media too, such meetings are held before the main
evening bulletin is broadcast. It has been noticed that despite these efforts,
the coordination sometimes is not effective. Some experienced editors feel
that due to computeraation, the shifts fail to coordinate or leave the message.
The online editing system is faster, but in many cases the desk is not able to
really restructure the copy. These are only technological hiccups. The
newspaper industry has undergone a sea change due to technological
innovations. These problems are expectedto be resolved, whenthe technology
is assimilated among the desk people.

There is a general practice in each daily newspaper that editorial
meetings for the night editions are held in evenings to decide the highlights
of the final pages scheduled to be sent to bed for the night edition. However,
the reporters meetings are normally scheduled during the morning hours to
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plan the possible news stories in advance. The advertisement departments

also give a dummy to the editorial during the morning hours to inform the

details of the space available for the editorial contents in each page. Unless
there is some additional flow ofadvertisements, the number ofpages is seldom

changed.

It has been noticed that the Indian media suffers due to its inability to have
direct access to the international news. The international news services are either
the British- or US-owned. Thus, the Indian media sees the world mostlythrough
the Western perception. Hence there is a need for a caution while handling
international news.

It is interesting to note that before the Al-Qaida attack on the twin towers of
the World Trade Center in New York and Pentagon buildings on September
I 1, 2001, the Western news agencies used to describe the terrorists ofKashmir,
Punjab and Chechnya as freedom fighters. Their tone has changed
considerably following these terrorist attacks.

Csncr Youn PRocnnss

7. Name the daily which started the concept of multi-editions.

8. How has the editorial system in Indian newspapers changed from its
British times?

9. How is the self-correcting mechanism almost non-existent in Indian
press?

1.8 SUMMARY

After going through this unit, we got an introduction to journalism in
electronic and print media. Journalism is defined as 'paid writing (and

the audiovisual equivalent) for public media with reference to actual
and ongoing events of public relevance'.

It is a very interesting and challenging profession. Media sets up a

viable platform for providing knowledge and information on scores of
issues related to the social, economic, religious, cultural and political
issues at all levels, i.e., local, national and international.

In fact, it serves as the tool of healthy awareness among the masses so

that they become better functioning parts of democracy.

It is necessary that the media creates an unbiased environment for free
flow of news, vie$,s, opinions and insights on the issues directly and
indirectly related to the welfare of the individual as well as the masses.

Under this scenario, the role of editors becomes really critical.



o There is always a risk that slightest misrepresentation of facts might Inffoduction * !::':'::!:::
result in severe repercussions. So the editors have to be muti-skilled
professionals having not only the professional capabilities, but the

foresight and wisdom to visualize the events in multitudes of aspects.

o The role of editors for any publication can not be understated because

they are the people who devise media products that meet the ends at

many levels.

1.9 KEY TERMS

o Journalism: The discipline of collecting, veriffing, reporting and

analyzng information gathered regarding current events, including
trends, issues and people.

o Journalists: The people who practice journalism are called journalists.

o Byline: It is the line at the beginning or end of an article in a newspaper,

etc. giving the writer's name.

o Reporter: Atype ofjournalist who researches and presents information
in certain kinds of mass media.

o Film editor: A person handling the responsibility of the flow of a

motion picture or television programme from scene to scene.

o Sound editor: A person responsible for the flow and choice of voice,

music and other sound material in a recording.

o Text editor: A kind of computer software for editing plain text,
distinguished from a word processor in that it does not involve
document formatting or other features normally used in desktop
publishing.

o Editing software tools: This class comprises HTML editors, text
editors, source code editors and graphics editors.

o Copy editing: The procedure of an editor making formatting changes

and other improvements to text.

o Copy: It refers to material such as handwritten or typewritten pages to
be set (as in typesetting) for printing.

. Copy editor: Aperson who performs the task of copy editing.

o Civic journalism: It makes an effort to reach out to the public more

aggressively in the reporting process, to highlight how citizens put
their problems and what they see as solutions for such problems.

o Investigative journalism: In this form of journalism the reporters

deeply investigate a single topic of interest, usually involving political
corruption, crime, or corporate wrongdoing.

and Editing
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. Development journalism: This type ofjournalism involves an effort
to heavily influence the government policies for development.

o Teleprinter (teletypewriter, teletype or TTY): Presently outdated,
this electro-mechanical typewriter can be used to communicate typed
messages using a simple electrical communications channel, usually
just a pair of wires.

o TflP (Television Rating Point): A communication tool specially used
for cable television ratings and cable TV show ratings. It is used to
judge and rate the frequency of viewing the television programs.

I.IOANSWERS TO sCHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The pages in a daily newspaper cannot be produced in isolation.
Therefore, a subeditor has to be an all-rounder, i.e. an expert in language,
a visionary like an artist and a learner of the art of coordination. He
has to face the blast of information; still he must have the capability to
select and prioritize the news for the day. He cannot insulate himself
from the happenings around him, because a newspaper is a capsule of
information printed to keep the readers well-informed.

2. The invention of computers has given a totally new look to the
newsroorn The era of composing through hot-metal is over. A subeditor
has to acquire thorough knowledge ofthe computer software. He may
be supported by the graphic artists and computer operators, but he
must be well-versed in computers to have an effective coordination
with these key persons. In desk-top publishing, the role of pre-press
operations has now shifted to the newsroom. The subeditors have to
give a final touch to the daily before it is sent for printing.

3. The crisis in a newsroom is always two-pronged: the lack of news or
overflowing of news. There are occasions, when due to the paucity of
news, the desk finds it extremely difficult to decide a lead story. Also,
when there are big events happening simultaneously, the decision to
select the lead story becomes difficult. There cannot be any set protocols
for handling such situations, but the subeditor may decide according
to the location of a newspaper and its focus. For example, a district
daily may not give the same importance to UN news, which a national
or international publication might give.

4. The traditionofhighlyskilled editors having a real expertise in language
appears to have dwindled with the passage of time. It is also true that
in some newspapers, the owners themselves have assumed the
responsibility of editor. In some cases, theyhave appointed some junior
under the law to be made responsible for the contents.



The cost of a newspaper, which includes the inputs of newsprint,
printing and content development, is almost ten times of the printed
price. This cost has to be met through intensive marketing ofthe space.

It means, only higher circulation will attract the advertisers to a

newspaper.

The state-of-art technologies available in this field have revolutionized
the media scenario world over. The technology has provided level-
playing ground even to small players in the field against their formidable
rivals. Presently, even a local daily can be accessed anywhere in the
world through the Internet. On the other hand, big newspapers have

launched multi-editions to cater to the requirements of audiences in
various metropolises.

The Hindu was the first Indian daily to introduce the concept of daily
multi-editions through facsimile editions. It happened much before
the advent of computer and the Internet.

The current tradition of editorial systems in the Indian newspapers is

inherited from the British period newspapers. However, during the
past three decades, the Indian newspapers have come out of the sphere

ofproven British systems in the editorial management to acquire distinct
traits. The journalists are no more insulated from the day to day
interference by the management. The role of editors has changed from
being the team leaders to become departmental heads of circulation,
advertisement, etc.

The self-correcting mechanism is almost non-existent. The Press

Council of India, which is generally headed by a former prominent

Judge of the Supreme Court or the Chief Justice of a High Court, has

no teeth to punish newspapers for their unprofessional activities. The
trade unions ofjournalists, which were earlier serving as a vanguard
of press freedom, too have fragmented due to the personal ambitions
of their respective leaders. Also, most of these leaders are either inept
or self-seeking journalists.

1.11 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

5

7.

8.

9.

Introduction to Journalism
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Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a brief note on the press scene in India.

2. What is the significance of editing in media?

3. What makes journalists'soldiers of pen'?

4. What have been the troubles faced by the
Independence?

Indian media after
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5. How were the prominent English dailies working as the custodians of
imperial interests during the British times?

Long-Answer Questions

1. What makes journalism an ever-interesting profession?

2. How contemporary journalism is different from the British-era
journalism?

3. Discuss the growth and evolution of press in Independent India.

4. Explain the role of editors in rnedia.

5. Critically evaluate the dynamics of the editorial department.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

ln India, the newspaper industry cannot be compared with the evolution of
the British andAmcrican ncwspapers. In these advanced countries, journalism

developed along with their cletnocratic institutions. However, in India

journalisnr started during the colotrial rule. It evolved through two streams

tf professionalisrn: while the British-owned dailies were symbol of
professional excelience. the Indian-owned dailies (both English and language

dailies) could not compete with thern in terms of printing quality and the art

of newspaper productiotr. Nonctheless, the Indian efforts in journalism were

the symbols of the people's urge for freedom. In fact, the editors of such

dailies were prominent personalities related to our freedom struggle and they

paid dearly for expressing their independent views.
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Ttll1947 , when our country attained freedom, there were two categories
o f newspapers : Indian- owned newspapers and the British- owned newspipers.
Broadly speaking, the language dailies were Indian initiatives, *tiit, tt.
English dailies were owned by the Britishers. The British government had
enacted tough larvs to regulate and control the vernacular piess. .fhese 

were
fined and even their editors were arrested for promotinj Indian interests.
The English-owned dailies were The statesman, Times of India and The
Pioneer, etc. There were some Indian initiatives as well in the field ofEnglish
newspapers such as The Hindu, Hindustan Times and,Indian Express.

2.I UNIIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:
o Discuss the historical background of the Indian newspaper industry
o understand the basic concepts ofprint media and the key role of editing
o Identify the editorial challenges in today,s newspaper establishments
o Learn the art of work distribution within the editorial department

2.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

During the British period, Indian journalists struggled to give voice to Indian
sentiments, hopes and aspirations. The famous trial ofBal-Gangadhar Tilak_
and that of Gandhi more than a decade later-serves as a lesson of press
freedom even todal.^Ar the struggle for independence was gaining
momentum, the need for putting across the Indian view point agaLst thl
British rule was felt more than ever before. Tilak, with his Kesa ri and, Maratha,
the two dailies in Marathi and English respectively, and later Mahatma
9uoani with Hariian, Navaiivan and, young India,vociferously took up the
fight for the freedom ofpress.

In 1909, Tilak was tried by the British for sedition when he justified a
bomb attack on a district judge by some youths, who were part of some
underground movement against the colonial regime. In his editorial, he had
written:

This, no doubt, wil inspire many with hatred against the peopre beronging to
the party of rebels. It is not possible to cause British rule to disappear from this
country by such monstrous deeds, But rulers who exercise unristricted power
must always remember that there is also a limit to the patience of humanity,. ..
True statesmanship consists in not allowing things to reach such an extreme
stage.... where government neglect their duties towards their subjects, the
occurrence of [such] calarnities is inevitable. , . . The authorities have ftlsily spread
the report that [these] bombs... are subversive of society. Th.;; il;, excess ofpatriotism at the root of the bomb., .. If bombs are to be stopped, lovernmentshould act in such a way that no 'turn-headed, man shourd r."i urv-n...ssity at



all for throwing bombs. when do people who are engaged in political agitation

become'turn-headed'?.... The real and lasting means of stopping the bombs

consists in making a beginning to grant the important rights of Swarajya to the

people....

Tilak was sentenced to six years of prison in exile. The final exchange

between Tilak, who was defending himself without a lawyer, and the judge

is very interesting. Tilak maintained: 'In spite of the verdict of the Jury I
maint;in that I am innocent. There are higher powers that rule the destiny of
men and nations and it may be the will of providence that the cause which I

represent may prosper more by my suffering than my remaining free.'The

judge on his part censured Tilak thus: 'You hail the advent of the bomb in

it diu as if something had come to India for its good. I say, such journalism is

a curse to the country.'

The most significant initiative in the domain of news services was that

of Sadanand. In a bid to counter the pro-British propaganda of Reuters and 
I

Associated Press, he dared to start an Indian news service, Free Press News

Service, n Ig27.The news Services, as we know today, are the backbone of
any newspaper. They provide 24x7 news on a teleprinter. Unfortunately,

Sadanand's news service could not survive. Afterwards, he acquired a loss-

making newspaper, the Indian Express, published from Madras (Chennai).

He worked very hard to make it an economically viable enterprise, but he

lost its ownership to Ramnath Goenka, who had initially financed the

newspaper. In I 93 5 , after a prolonged court battle, Sadanand lost the daily to

Goenka. He made yet another effort in journalism, when he converted the

Free Press News Service into the Free Press Journal newspapen With his

death in 1950, his plans of an Indian global news agency were also forgotten.

During the Emergency days, Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, merged the two

Englistr news agencies, Press Trust of India (PTI) and United News of India

(1IND. Further, the two Hindi news agencies, Samachar Bharti and Hindustan

Samachar were also merged into one bilingual news agency, Samachar.

Following the end of the emergency, Samachar was again bifurcated. The

four news agencies were again revived, though they were economically weak.

The Hindi agencies, Samachar Bharti and Hindustan Samachar could not

survive due to severe financial losses. The UNI is also reported to be under

huge losses. The financial health of the PTI is also reported to be critical.

Thus India still continues to view the world events through Reuters and other

Western news agencies.

Post-independence era: The British-owned newspapers were quietly

transferred to the Indian ownership during the post-independence period.

The prominent among the British-owned dailies werc The Statesman and

Times af India. Earlier, the ownership of The Pioneer, which was owned by

an Englishman, was transferred to a consortium of landlords known as British

India Association having deep sympathies for the colonial government.
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Therefore, all these three dailies were the backbone of pro-British media in
the country.

on the other had, there were dailies such as Nationar Herard, The
Leader, The T'ibune and Hindu.stun Times, which were either owned or
promoted by the hrdian busincss cornpanies or political parties. Apart from
these English dailics. there rverc lan_er-r.agc dailies .rpo,,ri,lg the cause of the
country's freedom. They ri'ere successir.,ely crushcd and har.issed under some
or the other draconian prcss larvs; yet they did not succumb and survived
under the colonial administration.

and fight for their survival in a tro holds barrecl cnvironmcnt. Therefore, in
spite of the pressures, the rolc o{'c-clitor re-rnains crucial for the quality of
final products made available to thc rcaders, viewers rlr listeners.

2.3 THE MEANING OF PRESS FREEDOM

If during the British days, the editors werc sent to jail for writing anti_
British writings, the modern newspapcr owners sack the editors for toeing a
policy which is not suitable to thc,r. Trre press council of India (pcr) ourilg
the chairmanship of Justice p.B. Sarvant, known for his dcep conmitment to
the freedom of press, tried to chastise the big dailies suclr as the Tintes of
India, Hindustan Times and,Incliun E-rpre,ss. However, the owners of these
dailies joined hands against thc pcl, The pcl, which has no power to punish,
has become a totally defunct instittrrio,. These dailies or. io powerful that
even if someone studies the judicial r.crclicts, one may notice that seldom ajournalist gets fa'ourable order by thc apex couft on thc issues of delayed
wages.

Therefore. the job of editor and his editorial team remains uncertain
even today unless they succurnb to toe the management line. The moment
they lose the favour of the management, there is little chance to get any
reprieve from the court of law. There are scores of cases, when the wages ofjournaiists were forfoitecl. Hcncc tlic chanrpions of fieedom o[press were
forced to take up some other profl'ssion fbr tlreir survival. I{owever, there is
also a silver li,ing to the gro*'th .r'journarisnr in India. The readership has
gone up' which is being supportcd b1'unprececlented boom in advertisements.
The salaries of journalists havc incr.caiecl rlanilbld. Nou, they ca, be the
envy of any other profbssional cxecutivc. Thc freedorn of press needs to be
reinterpreted because due to rnulti,reclia ch.ices, it lras acquired a new
perspective. The owners may be pursriing thcir orvn busincss agcnda, but the
cut-throat competition forces thun to cornc rvith latcst and interesting news
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newspapers and electronic media have flourished in independent India.
Indian constitution has -uive, freedom of cxpression u. u fundamental
to the hrdian citizens. The neu,spapers or media rrouses enjoy press



freedom under this constitutional provision, though there is no specific

provision in the Constitgtion regarding press ficedotn. There rnay be clashes

ir difference of opiniorr on thc issuc of press fieedorn regarcling whether the

journalists or press managcmcltt should har c the last say on this issue'

However, S. Sahai, one ol"thc legenclary eclitors t>t'Thu Slcie',tt'non,has defined

press freedom in these rvorcls:

By fi.eedom of the Prcss. I clo rror rncan the ticcdont of the paid employec. like

a,ry.rpe,rfur. ulrintatcly t0 11surp the paper tirl all practical purposes. By fieedom

of tlre Press. I lteap not thc tiecrlorn of lhe prt4rrietor, the editttr or reporte!'to

do lvhat they ple'ase but peoplc's right to knou'. artcl itr this sense, the managerial

ancl eclitorial u,ings ola nc\\'sp:-rpcr collectilclr di.uhurging tht'ir responsibility

to L'dttcatc, intbrrn atttl cniertrtitt thc pt-oplc.

Ilterestingly, It. Venkatoranlan, a uatiotltl leadc'r, joumalist. scholar,

who became the Presidept of lndia. has giyen fuis stamp of approval to this

definition in his foreword to Sahai's much acclairned book, Another Age,

Another Time.

This approach to press fteedom ends unnecessary discussions on the

issue of press freedom, i.e. whether a journalist is the custodian of such

rights or the press magnates. The li'equent clashes between the management

and editorial have presently subsicled to an extent due to the marginalization

of journalists. lt is particularly so in big rnedia houses lke Tintes oJ'India,

where the brand managers have become the bosses of the journalists on duty

in the newsroom. While the management provides the facilities for

publication, the journalists have to perform by producing a newspaper to the

t.rt of their abilities. The newspapers function in a highly competitive

environment. Therefore, each big daily in lndia evolved as a regional giant

during the past 100 years or so. The situation, however. has changed during

this Internet era.

2.4 AN INTRODUCTION TO BIG DAILIES

There has been a surge in the numbef ofpeople feading newspapers in India,

especially after the Independence. We now have English national dailies which

have acquired international status. Apart from this, there are many influential

,.*u.rrL, dailies playing a very crucial part in spreading news, views and

opinions.

2.4.1 The English Dailies

The British Times of' Intlitt li'orn Bombay, The Mail, the English daily h'om

Madras (now Chennai), and T'h? Statesmar in Kolkata were started in 1838,

1867 and 1875. respcctivcly. Robert Knight, the founder ol The Stutesmcrn

successftrlly mergecl two llcwspapers. The Englishman and the Friend rl'
India to start this claily. It rvas lbunded in 1875 and presently it has
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simultaneous editions from Kolkata, New Delhi, Siliguri and Bhubaneswar.
Initially, all these four dailies were owned by the British; however, their
ownership shifted to Indian hands afrer 1947.

The first Indian-owned daily was The Hindu, which was started in
1879. In the year 1934, the Akali Dal started the English daily, Hinduston
Times, in Delhi. Due to financial constraints, its ownership was transferred
to Ghanshyam Das Birla, a noted industrialist. The daily has now been
inherited by his granddaughter Shobhana Bharitya. Thus, India,s major
English dailies, Hindustan Times, Times of India, The Telegraph (it ias
replaced The statesman tnKolkata) and The Hindu are being published from
the four metros, Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and chennai. All of them are
considered as the unquestioned leaders in their special ways.

There was also anunwritten understanding that these big dailies would
not target the readership beyond their respective regional zones. However,
the situation has totally changed during the past two decades. Among the
prominent Indian dailies, only Indion Express had editions in almost all
regions including chennai, Mumbai and Delhi. However, its market share
was much less than the other giants, therefore, Indian Express was seldom
considered as a threat to any daily. It never claimed to occupy first position
in anyregion to threaten the market leaders ofthe region. It always occupied
second or third position in its respective areas. Its importance rose during the
1975-77 Internal Emergency days, when it took a strong stand against press
censorship. with the death of its founder, Ramnath Goenka, its anti-
establishment bias is no more evident; therefore, its image is just like any
other daily in the country.

Initially, a biweekly, The Bombay Times and Journal of commerce,
was published on wednesdays and Saturdays in lg3g. It was turned into a
daily as The Bombay Times in 1850. In lg6l, it was renamed as Times of
India. After independence, its ownership was changed to Indian hands. In its
bid to have impact at the national level, it started its Delhi edition. presently
it has twenty-five editions spread almost in every part of India.

Apart from these top four dailies from metropolises, there were also
equallyprominent dailies such as The pioneer and,The Tribune.GeorgeAllen,
an English businessman who had earned huge profits in tea business, had
started The Pioneer fromAllahabad in rg65. At that time Allahabad was the
capital of the united Provinces (Up) of Agra and Avadh. The capital was
shifted to Lucknow; the dailytoo started its publication from the new capital.
It remained a synbol of British interests and was known for its conservative
approach. The daily even denounced Viceroy of India Lord Irwin as Bolshevik
for his moderate approach on the Indian leaders during 1926-33.In 1933, it
was sold to a consortium of landlords of the Avadh region under the banner
of British India Association. Its first Indian editor was s.N. Ghosh. In



subsequent years, its ownership changed hands, and now it is under the

management ofChandan Mitra, once known as a journalist for his progressive

leftist viewpoints. However, Mitra later joined the Bharitya Janata Party, a

conservative Hindu outfit, to become a Member of Parliament.

The evolution of multi-edition dailies accompanied by their Internet

editions has further burdened the journalists in the newsrooms. If the

subeditors in the newsrooms are not adequately trained, the high flow of
information makes a person almost confused. The practice of appointing

some young journalists directly as assistant editors sometimes creates a

piquant situation in the newsrooflls. Since they have hardly any experience

in the newsroom, they find themselves lost amidst the heap of news wires.

They get higher wages than that of a subeditor and are taken to be on a higher

pedestal in the newspaper hierarchy. However, we are yet to get sufficient

reasons to believe that they play equally effective role in mnning a newsroom.

Interestingly, these assistant editors, who are appointed only for a

specific task of writing leader (editorial) or some special supplements, are

being elevated as editors instead of the workhorses of newsrooms. Many of
the well-known newspaper editors ofthe 20th century such as K. Rama Rao,

S.N. Ghosh, S.M. Mulgaoker and C.Y. Chintamani had served on the news

desk before being elevated to the coveted position of editor. Chintamani had

edited The Leader, a nationalist English daily from Allahabad. They could

write, rewrite and edit any copy with ease and even do make-up of pages

before the newspaper got printed.

Among the modern editors, S. Sahai and M.L. Kotru, both from The

Statesman have excelled in the profession of journalism. Sahai had started

his career as a trainee and rose to the position of an editor. Similarly, Kotru,
who is perhaps one of the finest writers, rose through the tortuous route of
proofreaders. Those who have toiled through the news desk to become editors

include S.M. Mulgaonker, Ajit Bhattacharjee andA.S. Abraham. Mulgaonker
was news editor nThe Pioneerbeforehe was elevated as editor of Hindustan

Times. Bhattacharjee, who is considered a living legend, had served as editor
n Hindustan Times and Indian Express. Abraham, who was one of the

deputies of Girilal Jain, the famous editor of Times of India, was expected to
be made his successor. Howeveq the management preferred Dilip Padgaonker,

who was considered more docile than other journalists for this top position.

He was made editor of Times of India. However, after his exit the Times of
India management under the two brothers, Sameer and Vineet, has decided

not to employ editors. They have a large and efficient team ofjournalists, but

no editors. These journalists serve under the overall supervision ofthe market

team. The business acumen of the two brothers must be admired.The Times

of India continues to attract maximum advertisement share in India. Its audio-

visual channels too are symbols of success.
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In today's journalistic world, the key positions of editors are being
taken up by the owners themselves, even though they may not be aware oi
some ofthe most sophisticatccl editorial principles. There are a few exceptions
such N. Ram of rhe Hincfu, who is an owner editor, but has also evolved
himself as an excellent journalist.

The names ofthe editors, which appear in a journal, are not necessarily
those of journalists. Some newspapers or meclia houses have now created
the position of director editorial. Earlier. thc rnanagement used to have its
say in the functioning of editorial through nranasing editors. Unfortunateiy,
such people holding the high-profile positions irr new'spaper oflices are rarely
professional journalists.

The trend of appointing those who have toirccl in thc field or on the
news desk as newspaper editors is on the clccline. These days, mostly the
directly recruited assistant editors are elevated as editors. May be it has
something to do with the changing priorities in business and political areas
that these assistant editors hold more prospects for newspapers.

Top Ten English Dailies: Indian Readership Survey (IRS) 200g

Following are the top ten English daily newspapers in lndia, according to the
Indian Readership Survey (IRS) 2008 Round 2 released recently bythe Media
Research Users Council (MRUC).

Note: These are all readership figures (in t,akh) and not circulation numbers.

TOP TEN ENGIISH DAITIES

Rank Newspaper IRS 2OO7 ROUND 2 IRS 2OO8 ROUND 2
L Times of lndia 134.78 133.32
2 Hindustan Times ' 60.92 63.47
3 The Hindu 52.53 52.76
4 The Teleqroph 30.40 29.70
5 Deccon Chronicle 29.87 28.23
6 The Economic Times 19.86 20.06
7 The New lndion

Express
18.75 1.8.25

8 MumboiMirror L6.27 16.22
9 Mid Doy 17.72 16.17
10 Doily News &

Anolysis
12.18 13.3



Crrrcr Youn PnocRriss

l. \ety u,ere the []ritish-oti'neri tiailics better cquipped than the Indian
newspapers'?

2. Who has called Nilahatrna Gandhi arld Bal Cangadhar Tilak as

campaign journalists and rvhy?

2.4.2 Newspapers be-voncl Borders

Earlier, due to logistic reasllns, disi.rict papers could sun,ive and flourish in
their respective geograpliical areas orrly. Holever, with the arrival of the
state-of-art teclinologies in the f-reld of pnnting. communication and
accessibility to newspapers. periodicals aiid electronic media, the reach of
nationaldaiiies has increased to the toll,ns in ali rcsions of the conntry. It has

also enabled the district or sn:alltou,n regionaldailies to fatirorn unchartcred
waters thousands ol'kilometres a\\.ay. For example, Rajastltan Putriku, a

regional Hindi daily from .Iaipur. has started its edition from Chennai,
hundreds of kilometres away in a non-Hindi re-qion. Sirnilarly, a Hindi daily
from Madhya Pradesh, Bhasker'. has alreadl' beccu',e a rnulti-state edition
daily carving its unenviable positicn in the e\.er-expanding rnarket of Hindi
dailies. It has also fara.ved into Englisir journalisnr b1' starting L'nslish daily,
DNA (Dail1,rVe.,l:!' & Aniti.t,.si:;) that tuo frorir the coutrtry's rnosi challcn-sinq
media liub oi lvlunibai.

All these mecJia initialives could be possil:le because ofthe rapid strides
in the field of media-related techr:olo-eies, be it communica-tion or printing
or electronics. The advent of these nerv teehnolo*sies has also erected a
comlnon n-redia platform. 11 is norr,' tlte ers of convergenee of audio, video
and print mediums. Latest technolt-rgies [rarre revolutionizcd the rnedia
industry. Much belbre tlte arrival ofradio ancl television. ne\yspapers clepended

on hand composing. This system u,as replaced bv nrorrotypes and linotypes.
Similarly, the printing presscs too graduatecl ficrr-r sheet-feci processes to rotary
tnachines. l)uring the late sevcnties, tlic big halls comprising the cornposing
department rvere replaced by photo-cornposins systenls. Simultaneously,
multi-colour web-offset macirirles changed thc printing processes. Meanwhile,
the photo-composing machines rvere replaced by the computers.

During the past thlee decacies. if the printing technologies were
revolutionized. so was the elcctronics rnedia. With the advent of
communioation satellites in geostationary orbits, people iiave got access to
anytelevisiorl or radio prc;grarltnte Lreamed liorn any part of the earth. The
Internet has further augrnented this global access. It has converged all the
three mediums-print, audio and video. T'ircrcfore, the cprality of any rnedia
product is norv bascd only on tirc strc'ngiir ol'its ccintellt. Tlre rnain cornpetition
among various media instittitions has liorr,, zcroed on the contents and how it
can highlight the issircs bcing handled on a given da1,'.
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The 2lst century journalists are facing unprecedented challenge to
present their copy in such a way that it can survive a global scrutiny. Almost
all the print media can be accessed through the Internet anywhere on this
planet. Journalists, who are nicknarned as the 'soldiers ofpen', have to be on
a constant vigil. Another factor which has led to this fierce competition is
born of a continuous round-the-clock bombardment of information through
electronic, print and Intemet media. It has made the task of editors, irrespective
ofthe medium they serve, much more difficult. In the case of24x7 electronic
media channels, it is possible to update information regularly. However, in
the case of print media, the information is to be presented or packaged in
such a way that it remains relevant till the next edition. It may be noted that
news is a highly perishable commodity.

It is true that in comparison to television or radio, the print media is
not as glamorous as it used to be, but it continues to be the provider ofbasic
framework for the functioning of news desk. unlike radio and television,
which have mushroomed only during the past 50 years, the print media has
evolved during the past two-and-half centuries. The tradition of newsroom
management in newspaper offices is being considered useful for other media
too. Perhaps for this reason, even those journalists keen to have a career in
electronic channels, are being asked to have sound professional grounding
in the newsrooms of daily newspapers. The traditional approach of handling
news in print media helps a person to achieve a successful career in any
other medium. The pu{pose of this book is to enable the aspiring journalists
to be well versed about the basic functioning of a newsroom. The role of a
professional editor and his or her team is being explained in detail. we explain
how a newsroom is converted into a war room each evening to produce a
powerful newspaper to be read by millions along with the morning tea.

Even rvithin the print meclia. some nmy like to serve in a magazinc,
but when it comes to lcarning true profbssionolisnr. the huc tncl cr-y* or rlin ol
a newsroom surpasses atrv tilltcr llla<:e . Hcrr: thr- prtrcitv rlf timr lr)irkcs il
journalist learn the ways lo trkc prornpt decrsions and prcpar.: ri r-:olty lit trl
be printed immediately. A good copy may becorne a part of liru.rarurc-. but
bad literature cannot be a piece ofjournalisrn.

In this book on editing, magazine joumalism is not being underrninecl,
but we focus more on the editorial functioning of'dailies. The excitement of
a newsroom in a daily newspaper or a television news channel cannot bc
experienced in a magazine offrce. It is true that the magazine publishers or
editors use traditionaljournalism tools of interviews, background research
and writing to produce sustainable content, which has to survive for a week
in case of a weekly or 30 days in case of a monthly. The shelf life of the
content of any joumal has to be according to its periodicity.

The impact of technology is being felt in the media industry. A daily
newspaper which used to be the only channel of information has now been
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replaced by the electronic media. A cellular phone user continuously gets

news through short messages. One need not even put on a radio or television

set for news. The information percolates down to him at lightening speed. In
this changed and highly competitive media environment, one has to produce

a newspaper both to retain its traditional readers as well as to capture fresh

audience.

The effort of this book on editing is to help the aspiring journalists to

steer themselves successfully through these challenging times. With multi-

editions, newspapers are now not limited to the given geographical area of a

town or metropolis. T'he audience has expanded. Anewspaper has to cater to

the needs of all the sections of society irrespective of their age or vocation.

Even a regional newspaper has to give space to national and international

news. Therefore, readers expect contents having more in-depth analysis of
issues and trends and that too without a bias!

In this regard, the art of editing is being explained with all its challenges.

The emphasis is on the neutrality of a journalist. It is essential for an editor to
help the writer to express his views; but there should never be any effort to

put personal views in a copy assigned to a journalist for editing.

2.4.3 Language Dailies

With a phenomenal growth in the number of educated people in the country
the newspapers too have been benefited. The market has expanded and so

have their advertisement revenues. In their bid to get a larger share in the

growing market, these English dailies started their sister editions in Hindi
and other languages. The publishers of Times of India, Messrs Bennett &
Coleman, publish Navbharat Times (Hindi) from Mumbai and Delhi, and

Maharashtra Times from Mumbai. The Indian Express has its Hindi edition,

,Iorut.strttct, and a Marathi daily, Lok Sattu. Earlier, one of the most important

regionrl English ciailies. Tlte Pioneel of l.ucknow having orlly one edition

lionr I ucknow, has now expanded to various parts of the cottntry including

Nerv Delhi and Bhubaneswar. The Tribune of Lahore, which had first shifted

to Ambala during the partition years, later shifted to Chandigarh. In its bid to

retain its supremacy in the region, it has editions in Hindi and Punjabi. The

Puniabi Tribune has higher circulation than any other Punjabi daily in the

region.

Hindustan Times ' Hindi publication, Hindustar, has been very

successful. However, the sister publication of Times of India, Navbharat

Times, is yet to make a significant impact in the Hindi heartland. It rose to

prominence for a briefperiod during the editorship of Rajendra Mathur. After

his sudden demtse, the daily lost its audience beyond its publishing centres

in Delhi and Mumbai. A similar fate awaited Janasotta, the Hindi publication

ofthe Indian Express group. During the editorship ofPrabhas Joshi, it became
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one of the most promincnt daily tiom Delhi, but after Joshi,s death it also
lost its shecn t0 an extenf .

During the past rhi"ce clecades, a nurnber of local dailies, u,hich rvere
started hv sorre local entrcprgreurs rose t() prominence. The Hintli daily,
Jagt"an, which us*cl to har.e presence only in some clistricts of Uttar pradesh
and &'ladiry'a Pradcsh. has now editions ahnost in all regions. The success of
tirree [lindi dailies. .]uy,i'trtt..4m,r L;iula .rnd,l]hu,ckar has been phenomenal.
These dailies \\'ere o\\incLi hy' locu! husinessmen, who worked hard to build
Lrp tlreir publicatit,ns itt Itnish lrrdian realities. The three English dailies, 7'imes
ol'lndiu. lJindustun Tiittr,.r rutd !trclicryt E.rprcss are ou.necl by big business
houses. The ou'ners Iuttl !ittle tinre or inclination to become editors themselves.
They coultl provid.' tjr:ancial assistance to their big c{ailies from other
businesses. Sorneltor.,' tiiese ncwspapel's helped them to influence the
goverrullcl.lt u hich litrthcr protnoted their other businesses. Given the hard
coruncrcc inr.lrcd. thr' concLrprs ol'cditorial supremacy and freedorn of
press freedont were reCcfine,d to ar:cluire their present shape.

On the othcr hanri" ihc orvners of Hindi dailies themselves assurned
tlre nrantle of editorship. The dai";t, Aoj of Varanasi. hacl a trariition of
employirrg p ofessicnal editr:rs, blrt the tlree dailies. Jagran, Amar ujalu
a*d Bh*st';nr', adopieri rliiftrent policies in thls regard.

During the pre-independcnce era, the editorials and opinions of the
IIindi dailyr .4ry liorn varanasi r.vere discussed ancl noticed beyond the
geographical lirnits of \hranasi. It was considered a national daily. For its
immaculate editing. it was calleci rhe statesntan of Hin*li. The dail5z acquired
its pan-Indian influer.rce dui'ing the editorship of Baburao vishnu paradkar.
In the early 20th century" under the stewardship ofAinbika prasatl Vajpayee,
who is also rememlrcred as the futher of Hincli joumalism, Hindi joumaiism
was born and nurtured in Kolkata. His colleagues, paradkar and Laxman
Narayan Garcle, hacl introduced high quality ectiting and content in Hindi
publications. r,,'hich bccame the enr,y of even the prominent English dailies
Iike The stcresmun. Tlm* o/ !ndiu, etc. Furtht-.r, there have been the incidences
when envior"rs of the iniporlancr- and prestige enjoyed by reputeil editors, the
owners tblt that ihev shoulel themselves assume the position of editor. In fact
there has heen an urrfirrtunate inciclence w,hen the editor of a reputed Hindi
daily w'as personally lnantrrandled and attacked by one of the scions of the
owners to otlst hirn. Over all, the tradition of fuie editing in Hindi dailies has
survived even though tire position of 'editor'as such has tieclined significantly.
Clritics point oLrt thc dor,vnlall ofthe institution of editors in Hindipublications.
Although tlie Flindi dailies now.'have higher market share both in terms of
circulation and advcr tisernent reve,lues, yet their prestige as inclepcldent
publications u'ith strong. unbiased contents has been denlerl.



The practice of owners themsel'.,es becorning the eelitors of tlteir
publications u,as also introduced in other language d*iiies as rveli" I'{o-r,i,'cver,

despite the lack of quality contents, the regional dailics have i:econ:e large

publication houses. The Gujarati dailics" Sunelcsh and {ir:jortff Sst'nachur.

Telugu daily, Eenadu, Vaartha (Telugu and l{indi}, Oril*aa dt.ily. Dlxeritri.
I\{arathi dally, Lok A,'[athavi*g its editions in Nagpu:', Piiiie, i\urangabad and

Mumbai, Tamil daily, Dinamani and N'{ala-valam datlv. l'1u!u.r'ultt ,\,!*not'onru

are the regional giants" The Bengali dail-r,. .4uant{ Bu:iu'Pu i'iktt. i:, cx.lc t-if the

most popular dailies of India.

Among the Hindi dailies, Biw,yksr. uhich lvas initially consiclcred a

regional publication ol'lvfadhya Pradcsh. has nou' editions in valirus parts

of the country. It has also launched a pou'eriirl Gularati daily, Dlli,c t Biru,skur,

and the English daily fiorn l!'lumbai" Dtr'.l \Duil.r' ,\'diir\ "t .'lrrrilr'.si.v). Tltc
concept of multi-eclition dailies has percolatcd down to aimost all iangr-rage

dailies. In Orissa. Dhuritit'i. on'ncd by a poricrfirlpolitical fhrniil: iias a vast

network of editions. The clail,v Suntcl lionr C'uttacli. launchcd by' Scrr,attts ot
India Socicty, is a non-capitalist ve-nturc: crcdibli.,. it lias survir,cd lnany
financial problcnrs. Also. the evolution of multi-cditiix r"iailics accot:-t1-ranicd

by their Internet editions has furthcr burclcnccl tltc.jouriralists in the

newsroonls.

2.5 EDITORIAL FUNCTIONS IN A I{EWSPAPER

A newspaper necds the support of strong circulation attd advertisement
departments. Therefore. the cclitor has to nurk out rur cfficiertt iuteractive
relationship u'ith tlrcsc tvi'o dc-partrncnts. If thc nc\\ spaper contcttt is uot

reader-fricndl1,, it nrali not be able to get a krr-uc circuiatiott lrase. The
advertisement rcv!'uuc is dircctly rclatcd to llte nunrbcr of t:cll'rics sold or the

hits on thc rvcbsitc or TRP of tlrc tclcr,isiott chartnci. 
-fhcrclorc" fur any

periodicaloi'rncdia product tr-r survirc in thc niarkct" it is ncccssary to focus

on incrcasing its circulatic'ur lirr adcrpiatc ailrcrtiscnlerlts to sustain it. \\rc
should ahvays remcmhcr that u nr:\\ sp{U}cr is solil at a tnuclr cheapcr cost

than its printing cost. Thcrc-ibre. thc rlcficit hus to bc rnct by more and more

advertisement revcllues.

Crmcx YouR PnocRrss

3" Why the owners seek the position of editors .xithou'r ha."ing the
professional abilities?

4. Who are the boxwallahas? What is dillbrence betr,veen the assistant

editorsileader writers and the subeditors'l
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It is a common experience that ifcirculation rises but the advertisements
is not raised to meet the printing cost, it results in financial loss to the
newspaper. Therefore, the editorial cannot insulate itself from the key
departments of advertisements and circulation. The editor must be aware of
the needs and aspirations of the readers and the theme of the newspaper and
contents should be evolved accordingly. The role ofadvertisement department
is quite crucial, but if it pressurizes to publish promotional news in the name
of news, the credibility of the publication suffers. Allegedly, two prominent
Hindi dailies published election campaigns in lieu oi hrg.- financial
consideration. However, these dailies have lost credibility. The press
commission of India is investigating the complaint against them.
undoubtedly, the image of these inherited media enterprises has suffered
due to this mischief committed by their owner-editors.

2.5.1 Professional Editors or Trouble-shooter Editors

With most of the owners themselves becoming editors of their publications,
the number of professional editors has already dwindled in India. The issue
is whether the newspapers should have 'editors' playing their conventional
roles orthere should be someone to guide the editorialdepartment to function
under an overall policy and daily J-rpervision of the .urug.*.rt. Earlier,
the owners were keen to have editors who were basically good writers. Some
people believe that newspaper editors should be non-descript backroom
workers producing an excellent newspaper. However, there are few takers of
this logic. Even some prominent n.*.fup", editors regularly appear in the
electronic media for seeking recognition as a media personality. 

-

work Distribution: It is true that the components of editing such as
typography and layout need a capacity to visualize a good n.*rpup.,
comprising several elements. It is also true that such traits are inborn in-some
people, but these can be acquired too. The editor must think himself a
statesman having a keen observation like an eagle and compassion to
accommodate all possible facets of human activities. His vision should be
clear and the goals for human good must be specified through writings and
sound newsroom management.

2.5.2 News Editors/Leader Writers/Assistant Editors

In a newspaper, they belong to the same rank, but the news editor is the key
functionary because he is the incharge for the publication of all the pug.r.
He is the supervisor of the editorial team. The News editor functions as a
link between the editor and the news desk. He may be called the chief
executive officer of the daily because he coordinates and gives the direction
to the newspaper as asked by the editor himself

The leader writers are the specialists who write on the edit page. They
are also designated as assistant editors. The highly romanticized world of



journalism has three major players within the ambit of the editorial: the

ieporters, subeditors and assistant editors. The pressure and nature of their

duties generally finds them in perennial apathy, if not hatred, against each

othcr. Still thcy havc to work in unison to produce the daily. The reporter is

the lace of the journal, who regularly writes to give a distinctive image to the

daily. The subeditors go through their copies to make them more

understan{able. The assistant editors provide value additions through their

contributions to the edit page. Apart from their editorial responsibilities, they

also tunctiln as feature writers and magazine supplement editors. Generally

they are better paicl than the reporters and subeditors, so some critics even go

to the lcngth of calling them'lazy boxwallahs who get too much money for

too littlc work'.

2.5.3 Chicf Srrbeditors/Subeditors

in Intlia. thc journalists working on the news desk are called subordinate

editors 6r ,vrDs. Tltis nomenclature for the desk people has been inherited

from thc British rnedia. This practice is being followed in almost all

co!11tolt\\'citltlr cottntrit:s. the countries once ruled by the British. In India

too. tlrc lJritish svstcrlr oi'ctirrorialmanagement. thoughmarginallyinfluenced

in rcccui vcats by thc t IS ntcclia, has been followed'

Tlrc,sirD.s mgstly litttctton in shifts. During the night shifts, they get the

responsibility of producing the newspaper. Mostly, these szbs are two to

three people in strength. They are led by a senior journalist, who is called

chief iubeditor. 11 LISA, rhe chief subeditors are also called night editors.

Thc editorial desk lllostlv c:omprises a small but highly efficient team. These

committcd subeditors or desk team members produce the morning editions

of newspapers. They work till srnall hours of the night to provide maximum

news coverage to their readers.

The real chartn of the news desk cannot be really described in words

only. It has to be experienced. Pages after pages are being signed offti[ the

firsi page is released. One of the subeditors keeps a constant vigil on the

telepiirier. Most of the dailies take wire services to get connected to the

*oitd happenings. In case a big event takes place, the teleprinter repeats the

news item to draw the attention of the desk. There is also a practice among

news agencies to inform their clients or the editorials of the newspapers

about the breaking news.

In many newspapers, the tradition of leaving for home only after the

edition is printed continues. The chiefsubeditor awaits the first printed copies

of the daily, while it is being packed for distribution. In case of any major

mistake or news development, the edition may be reprinted. There are

incidents when even the press foreman took initiative to stop the printing

and added the news. It happened in case of Swatantra Bharat, then a sister

dally of The Pioneer,Lucknow, when its printing press foreman, Sheshnarain,
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inserted the sudden death of thc then Prime Minsrer. LalBahadur Shastri, on
page one. Durin-e the mid sixiies. the nervs rvas io lre composed on a monolype
machine. He also did the proofreading and eiliteci the copy with a headin!io
be printed on thc page. The dairy rvas, pcrhaps" the oniy paper in noftrrern
India, which had carried the sacl ncws. Shastri's deatir wai also carried by the
Mumbai edition of Tintes o.f Inclia. S. Krishn*rnur1hy, a rvell-known chief
subeditor during those times. was on night duty. It-lvzrs 3 o,clock in the
morning; his other editoriai colleagur:s had alreadlr left for their homes.
Krishnamurthy rvas a'vaiting the eab. rvhen ht'heard ihe teleprinter,s bulletin
bell and saw the flash-flash-flash announe ing Shastri,s death. In .rr* of Singh,
h9 had edited the cop1, ancl composeci thc itcm to insert the ncws. Here w*s a
chief subeditor, who put ori the !i,c niachi,es and composed ihe matter
hirnself Meanwhile. lre had stoppecl the printing of the pr.rr. since the chief
subeditor himself cornpose<l the rnatter. there .,r,as no need for proofreading.
within an hour the pri,ti,g rcsur,ed telring 1r1s per:pre that the;r have rost
tlreir Prinrc IVIirristcr.

S. Sahai hirnself has ltarratcd a similar incident fi-om his long career
on the neu.s dcsk. I'le ',r,as a subcditor itt thc Iriditru ,\iori,tt.a dail,r, owned by
Maharaja Darbhanga. Hc * as on the dcsk ard u,as asked to kcep ,igil on the
wire ser'ice. During those ilays *,ire sen,iccs wcre connected with the
newspaper olfice through teleprinters. Whilc tlre chief suber1itor or the night
editor, Gauri Babu, had go,e to the press to sren erfF the pages, Sahai had
dozed oll He could not notice thc flash-1'lash on-thc tclepriirtcr. When Gauri
Babu can:e up to the nervs desk, he checkecl fhe creccl on the teleprinter and
to his horror it read: flash. flash. flash. .lirurah dcacl. He rvoke him up to tell
himwhat he had missed. He stcppeel the prinling of the press. He subbed the
creed copy almost rvith a lighteni,g speed an<i gor the itory on page one of
the edition.

During the British days, speciar messengers \,trere deployed to send the
first printed copies to the residence of the Laitor. nervs editor and other
imporlant functionaries of the,Jailv This practir:c in the Kolkata edition of
The statesrnan continued till ,.u.,rii., of rirc 20th century. it r.vas one of the
precautions to avert any major mistake irr the paper. There was also a practice
ofkeeping clandestine contacts rvith the chieisriheclitor or night editor of the
rival newspapers. It enabled the ni-eht editors ir,. avoid nny *,rbuoassment of
missing any major item on page one.

Distribution of rvork: Exper-iencc has shou.n that a horse_shoe table
is most conducive to productivity If serrararc tabies arc kept. it is difficult to
coordinatc and distribute the copy: A horse-shoe tabre cnabres the chief
subeditor to sit in the middre. it herps rriln to cristribute thc copy fbr subbingto other colleagues. Tho interaction between the chief sr,rbeditor and the
subeditors is functionally ver5, irnpol.tant becausc they remain in constant
touch i.vith each other to regulatc the florv of coplr In inrist of,the newspapers,



the cabin or seat ofthe news editor is kept near the desk to keep him almost

at a shouting distance.

In modern newspaper offices, there is also a provision of satellite
television to keep the update on news. Earlier, the flow of news depended

only on the teleprinters. Apart from the wire services, the teleprinters are

needed for keeping the newspaper headquarters connected with the regional
or district offices. In fact, the newsroom has to be designed in such a way
that the other sabs working on the sports, business, regional, foreign and

district desks, etc. are able to coordinate their jobs effectively. The
coordination of the desk is essential because the news flow almost turns into
a cyclone by the evening. It has to be regulated to avoid repetition of news

and also to ensure that the newspaper is ready in time for printing.

2.5.4 News Editor and Reporting Staff

The ncrvs editor while coordinating the desk aiso helps in ensuring the flow
of the copy to the desk from reporters. The chief reporter every rnorning
briefs the news editor about the possible news stories" During the afternoon,
the desk is again informed about the possible news stories.

Big dailies lke The Hindu, Times of India and Indian Express have
also a system of the editor for news services. They coordinate with the
outstation correspondents for news and also remain in touch with the news

editor to keep him aware of the possible developments at different centres.

There are designated pages for the regional news, but it is also possible that
some important news could be placed on the front page. Similarly, some

newspapers have correspondents in major world cities such as Washington,

London, Paris, Moscow and Beijing or any other foreign destination. The
flow ofnews from such centres also has to be monitored and accomnoodated.

Flow of news: The newsroom gets news from various sources. The

main flow, however, is from the wire services. The chief subeditor and

subeditors are trained about how to edit the copy in a way they are ready for
print. In case ofdeveloping stories, the flow ofnews is retained and the copy
has to be revised in successive editions.

2.5.5 Managing District or Regional Desk

it has been noticed that the correspondents or reporters deployed in districts
or other smaller towns do not have the command over language. Their copy
has to be rewritten. Therefore, the district desk needs to be augmented by
those subeditors, who are also skilled 're-write' people.

2.5.6 Autonomous Desks within the Newsroom

The two desks, sports and commerce, enjoy their own autonomy within the
newsroom. They follow their own language. Their reporting is done by
specialists of their respective fields. If a news item is to be taken on the front
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page or it needs a leader to be written, the conccrned desk coordinates with
the news editor and the assistant editors. In big newspapers, such as the
Indian Express, The Hindu and rimes o.f India, there is also a desk to cover
features and city pages. They also have designated subeditor for thc eclitorial
pages.

2.6 BMERGENCB OF EI,ECTRONIC MEDIA

I 
Thc credit for the present expansion ol'clcctronic mcdia slrould go to the

I 
dccision of the Suprenre court. A bench comprising.lustice I).8. Sa,*,ant ancl
Mr Justice Jeevan Reddy, in a historic.iudgrnent allou'ed lhe crnergence of
private channels in the country'. Earlicr. only ncr.l,spapcrs and journals wcrc
in private hands. The private initiativc was lunitecl to prcr,itic 1cu's-based
programmes to the government-owttcd national tclevision channel.
Doordarshan (DD). The private chamels were givcn a tiure slot to provitle
news and analysis on the DD platforrn. The first sue:h initiative on a large
scale was allowing the Asia Wqll strcet Jotrt'rttrlorr DI)-3. A private cotnpalty
was allowed to download the content ltonr thc brrsincss ctrannclof rhc..{vlrr
Wall Strcet,kturnal.It was thcn cdited by, takinu out thc lrnti-lnditrn curruncltts
before putting on the DD-3.

Sirnilarly, thc Indian vicu'ers got thc lirst tastc of ilrtcrnational sports
and live cricket on thc DD tlrrough an initiative ot'a consortium of privatc
companics. In collaboration with thc privatc ctlmpanies" selling lhcse
marketing rights proved financially very rcwarding. Later on. it bccanre a
big busincss. One of the members of the consortiurn now has his own sports
satellite channel. Interestingly, most ofthe current private channels havc their
roots in DD. They had begun by offering sonrc value-added programmes and
later on they started their own c,hannels. The newspaper owners too have
entered into the field of electronic rnedia. The Time,s o./' tndio owns a news
channel, Times Now. Thc Zee News, ou.ned by a fuod grain trader. has entcred
into print media. It has collaborated with the Bhaskar group to start. DN,4. an
English daily h'om Murnbai.

The success of Asiu wall sneet .lournulon the DD platform encouraged
an Indian company to launch its own business channcl. Following the success
oithese initiatives, almost all news channels have their own business channels
giving updates on financial news. Among such chamels, ET Now is the
latest entrant to the group ofbusiness channcls.

2.6.1 Evolution of News Desk in Television Channels

Apart from srAR News and zee News channels, other news channels such
as AAJ Tak, a Hindi news channel and NDTV an English news channel, also
have carved a niche in the market. They gained experience in the art of
electronic media through their experience with DD. Initially, theyused to get



their editing done at hired places. However, with the anival of STAR in India'

the paradifm of electronic media has totally changed. They have now their

own studios and news desk accornpanied by outside Broadcasting (oB) Vans'

The techriology has enabled the private news channels to provide on-

the-spot news to their viewers. The NDTV team reported from the war zones

a,r.irrg the India-Pak cont'lict in the Kargil sector. The structure ofnewsroom

in the print media and electronic media remains almost same' However, the

basic difference is that it has to flinction 24x7 rr-an electronic channel' while

the newsroom in print media gets at least 8 hour respite after the release of

the edition in the early hours of morning'

2.6.2 Funny Side of Nervs Channels

News is a costly affair. One has to depute repofters, whether it is a newspaper

or a media channel. Some newspapers in their bid to increase their TRPs

have resorted to infotainment. They even indulge in irrational claims such as

wedding of a snake couple or solne ghost marrying a female ghost! A news

channel has become so notorious that it promotes irrational practices in the

name of religion or interprets history tluough some non-existent claims' e'g'

it says that the mummy of Ravana has been found! Therefore' it is natural

that there is a need for some sort of regulation to supervise these channels'

CHrcr Youn PnocRnss

5. ,Why do we need separate clesks for sports, business, features, etc?

6. What is the basic difference between a newsroom in print media and

the one in electronic media'l
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2.7 SUMMARY

o In this unit, you got an introduction to the basic issues related to

press freedom and how the newsroom actually functions. Effort

been made to enable the students to understand the roles

responsibilities of the people who manage the editorial'

the

has

and

o The system of coordination within the media establishments, especially

the piint media, has been discussed in detail'

to enable

in shaping
o The history of the evolution of Indian journalism is melnt

the student get a proper assessment of print media's role

modern India.

. The functioning of different sections in the editorial department is

discussed in detail. You have also seen that the issue of press freedom

remains still unsolved, though prominent editors have well defined

the concePt.
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2.8 KEY TERMS

o Journalism: A discipline of verifying. collecting, reporting and
analyzng information about current events, trends, issues and people.

o Journalist: A person who practices journalism.

o Editor: A person who acquires or improves material for a particular
publication.

o Newspaper: A disposable and lightweight publication, generally
printed on low-cost paper called newsprint. and comprising a journat
of current news.

o News: The reporting of current events generally by regional, local or
mass media such as newspapers, television, radio programs and sites
on the Intemet.

r Magazine: A periodical publication having a variety of articles on
various subjects.

o STM publishing: An abbreviaticn for academic publications in
science, technology and medicine"

o Plagiarism: It refers to the use ofanother's information, ideas, language
or writing, without proper acknorvledgment of the origirial source.

. Copyright: A kind of intellectual property which grants its holder the
exclusive legal right to copy his r.vorks of original expression, e.g.
literary work, movie, musical work or sound recording, painting,
computer program, or industrial design, for a specific period of tirne.

o Tabloid journalism: A newspaper of small layout giving the news in
condensed form, usually with illustrated, on sensational material.

2.9 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The English-owned nervspapers were well furanced and they could
employ best of the editors and deploy latest machines. For example,
the famous poet Rudyard Kipling was an assistant editor inThe pioneer.
Sir winston churchill served the daily during the First world war as
its war correspondent. It u.as true about The statesrnan and Times of
India too. onthe otherhand, the Indian-ownednewspapers andjournais
survived due to the sacriflces of their founders, employees and editors.
Both Tilak and vajpayee suffered rong-term imprisonment for
criticizing the government. Due to the indeperulent rvriiings ofK. Rama
Rao. the editor of The lvational Herartl,theBritish government stopped
its publication. The goverrunent asked the management to sack the
editor, if they wanted to resume the publication. However, the



2.

-).

management led by Jawaharlal Nehru declined to be cowed down by
the colonial govemment's pressure tactics.

Some of the contemporary high profile editors call Gandhi and Tilak
as campaigners, because they rn ere espousing the cause of the country's
freedom. However, these editors may be branded as corporate editors.

A close scrutiny of their writings reveals that they asked soft questions

and wrote in such a way that instead of providing the information,
their writings turn out to be public relations documents.

With the spread of education, the newspapers have become popular
tools to influence public opinion. In a democratic setup, anyone who

can influence the public opinion is respected, be it a saint or a newspaper

editor. Therefore, the nervspaper owners try to assume the position of
editors to promote their other business interests or to attain political
gains. The policies of such editors also suit the government because

they can be easily manipulated either by offering sorne political
positions or offering them business promotional packages in lieu of
their support to the establishment.

The practice of elevating subeditors to the position of assistant editors
has almost been abandoned. The major newspapers recruit assistant

editors or leader writers, because there is a growing specialization in

our society. For exarnple. to cover the events related to Supreme Court
or judiciary in general, a journalist neecls to have a law degree to report
the decisions of the apex court. Similarly, newspapers appoint
economists or market experts to cover the happenings in the share

markets. Since such specialists do not have journalistic experience,

they keep themselves aloof from the newsroom. They sit in their cabins

and have been nicknamed as 'boxw'allahas'.

The editorial of any newspaper office needs to be well organized for
providing quality content for its pages according to a strict time
schedule. If the general desk is asked to till the pages related to business

or sports, they may not be able to maintain the quality and mete out
proper treatment to each copy. Therefore, it is necessary that these two
crucial desks should be separated fi'om the main desk. However, they
must rnork under the overall supervision of the news editor. It is

necessary because sometimes the business or sports news may have to
be taken to the front page. Similarly, for giving coverage to the film
world, some Mumbai newspapers have appointed separate reporters
and even subeditors who are aware of the latest neu,s and happenings

in the celluloid world. For the city pages too, there is separate news

desk in some dailies to ensure adequate coverage to the local news.

6. The fbcus remains the same, but functioning is different. The
coordinating job is done by the news producers, rvho ensure that the
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news is well edited before it is handed over to the desk for viewing.
Instead of the assistant editors of print media, there is a designated
team which produces features including panel discussions. The
subeditors are replaced by the online editing by the editors on
computers. In case of live telecast, the oB vans are used to enable the
viewers to get live experience of the incident. However, it has some
unfortunate aspects too. During the26l11 episode, the presence ofTV
crew helped the terrorists to know the location ofthe security forces. It
has also happened during the Kargil war, when helped by the live
coverage, the enemy could blast Indian bunkers car.ning unnecessary
losses in terms of men and material. However, there is also a positive
side of the live media coverage, e.g. when the security forces entered
the Golden Temple in Amritsar, electronic rnedia could report frorn
inside the temple. This coverage exposed the terrorists and their
nefarious designs.

2.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

l. what is the meaning of the freedom of press in the Indian context?
2. Briefly explain the meaning of 'newspapers beyond borders,.

3. What is the role of editorial in the success of a newspaper?

4. Who are professional editors or trouble-slrooter editors?

5. What is the role played by the leader writers?

6. Briefly give the responsibilities assigned to chiel's*beditors.

Long-Answer Questions

I' Give an account of the evolutiotr ol'ncu'spitpcr intlustry durirrs the
British period.

2. Explain the developments in newspaper indusrr.. cluring the post-
independence era.

3. Discuss the arrival ofbig English dailies on the tndian newspaper scene.

4. Evaluate the progress of language dailies after independence.

5. Give a detailed account of the roles and responsibilities assigned to
different profiles in a newspaper editorial departrnent.

6. write an introduction to the arrival of electronic rnedia in the news
segment.
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3.9 Questions and Exercises

3.10 Further Reading

3.0 INTRODUCTION

It is often stated that the God has created man, but the tailor makes a

gentleman. It is true about journalism too. Areporter or an author may write

an excellent copy. However, it is the editor who processes the copy for print.

To do this important task, a subeditor has to acquire multi-disciplinary skills

to handle a copy, whose contents fall in various categories of interesting

happenings around us. The medium may differ, but the art of communicating

in a simple way remains the main agenda of any copy. In this, the role of
subeditor becomes quite important.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will able to:

o Understand the nature and concept of editing

o Explain tl''.e fundamentals of editing as a craft

o Learn the difference between editing and rewriting

Self-lnstnrctionalMaterial 4l
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r Discuss the situations when rewriting becomes necessary
r Evaluate the various dimensions of editing a copy

3,2 ROLE, NATURE AND SCOPE OF EDITING A
COPY

It i:c the editorial team or news desk which gives the finishing touches to any
media product. The editorial team is generally led by u n.r^ editor, who is
assisted by chief subeditors. These chief subeditors work in shifts. There are
separate desks for sports, business or commerc e apartfrom district or regional
desks.

In the case of a daily newspaper, the night shift is very crucial becauseit is the time when real media action takes place. In the case of weekly,
fortnightly or monthly newspapers or periodicals, the editorial teams need
not stay till late hours. They can very well enjoy 9-to-5 work schedule.
Therefore, the real joumalistic charm and expeiience is enjoyed in a daily
paper or a 24x7 news channel.

The editors as well as reporters and
schedule. They need not rush their copies
Those working in periodicals may send the
leisure compared to a daily newspaper.

3.2.1 Preparing the News Desk for the Final Edition

There is an elaborate system ofpreparing the news desk for the final edition.
In most ofthe dailies, the editoriar starts functioning from the morning hours.
The first task of a news editor is to compare the daily with other new-spapers
to ascertain whether there were any big misses in the edition. Simultaneourty,
the editor decides the issues on which the editorial or leader has to be written.
with most of the dailies having city-specific editions or special pages for the
satellite towns, the preparations for such pages begin during the day time.
Some important functions are given below:

o The news editor or the editor of news services (the editor who
coordinates with the correspondents) prepares a lisi of the possible
areas to be covered.

o The reporters headed by the chiefreporter or special correspondents
led by the chief-of-bureau hold meetings to decide the possible news
which may emerge during the day or reporting un ongoing event.

o Editorial meetings with the senior functionaries of the editorial team
such as news editor, chief-of-bureau and assistant editors are necessary
to review the previous day's performance as well as to decide about
the priorities of the day.

contributors may have a flexible
or pages to the printing press.
ftral pages for printing at much



o There is also a practice ofholding final editorial meetings for the night
editions. Such meetings are ordinarily held between 7.30 p.m. and g
p.m. During such meetings, the layouts are almost finalized.
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Even the best of writers seek the help of editors to improve their copy, and
make it more presentable and understandable. The job of an editor is crucial
in the media, whether it is print, video or audio. If a newspaper or periodical
can ill afford to send the reporter's copy for printing without processing, it is
true about the radio and television scripts too. The definition of editorial
spaces in a newspaper, according to Lord Thompson, is the space not being
occupiedbythe advertisement departments. K.K. Birla, owner of Hindustan
Times, a daily which was known for its classified advertisements, used to
call classified advertisements as news rolled with crisp currency notes.
According to him anything which interests the reader is news. In his opinion,
classified advertisements for matrimonial or property attract alarge number
of people, therefore, it comes in the category of news. However, these
observations stress the fact that the advertisements are the financial keys to
the success ofanyjoumal. The two departments, editorial and advertisements,
need not be on warpath on the issue of space management in any daily. while
the flow of advertisement depends on the popularity of any media product,
the cost of any such product can be met by the advertisement inputs only.

Editing is required for the following reasons:

o There is always paucity of space in any journal; therefore, editing is
required for accommodating maximum news.

o It is noticed that even well-known writers unknowingly miss words or
commit mistakes; therefore, a second look is necessary.

o All established journals have product-specific style. The copies must
follow this style to maintain harmony.

It is always suggested that one should use simple words. complex
sentences should be rewritten in a simple manner for the clarity of meaning.
one has to remember that it is easier to communicate in simple language
than using difiicult words. In today's economically driven society, the
audience-whether it is reading a newspaper or periodical, or watching any
television programme or listening to a radio broadcast-has little time to
waste. Therefore, a journalist should ensure that the news get communicated
without the audience going through the ordeal of consulting a dictionary.

A reporter as well as subeditor must remember that it is not the era of
Victorian Engtish known for long sentences. The news desk must emphasize
on splitting long sentences. It should also be remembered that even
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grammatically correct long sentences are cumbersome. It is difficult to
understand their meaning. However, recently some of the English dailies
have resorted to a new trend as per which they have started using long
sentences. The headings, which are supposed to be crisp and short, too are
being written like a sentence. The following story appeared on the front page
otTimes of Indio. The first paragraph is written so clumsily that a reader may
find it difficult to relate it with the headline.

Global Boom in Gandhi Busts

MUMBAI: One of the big stories of an 'emerged' India is of desi industrial
houses setting up shop in every nook and cranny ofthe planet. But quietly. India
has been embedding itself as a soft power through its prophet of non-violence.
In the last decade, statues and busts ofMahatma Gandhi have been installed by
scores of cities-from Trujillo in Peru to Osnabrueck in Germany-to honour
what could arguablybe India's greatest export: Gandhian philosophy.

3.3.1 The Role of Language in Editing

The language teaching cannot be a part of this book, but some cautions are
being suggested. These essential parameters are applicable in all languages
irrespective of the medium.

The spelling check feature in the computers has made the job of
identifying mistakes a lot easier, but sometimes it is noticed that computers
may clear a copy, if the wrong word too figures in the dictionary. Therefore,
subeditors should remember that the spell checks through computers have
their own hazards. Recently, in a programme sheet at a reputed institute, the
use ofthe word cost in place of coast had alrnost gone unnoticed. The mistake
could be rectified due to the vigilance of one of the participants in the
programme. The reason is that computers during the spell check identify
only the word. If a wrong word is used with correct spelling, the mistake
might go unnoticed. Earlier, during the pre-computer era, the proofreaders
were the last link between the news desk and the printing press. With the exit
of proofreaders from the editorial desk, the buffer between the desk and the
press is gone. The responsibility of ensuring corrections now solely lies with
the subeditor.

During the past two decades, the technology has enabled even the people
from the small towns to start newspapers. They are mostly published by
local politicians or some small time businessman. They publish the news
items without proper editing. Most of such dailies have hardly any
advertisements in comparison to major dailies ltke Times of India, Hindustan
Times, The Hindu and a few other regional dailies. These publications need
more news or features for filling up their columns. Some dailies in the north-
eastern regions ofArunachal Pradesh, Mizoram and Nagaland do not have a
reasonable share in advertisement revenues. They have spaces to be filled
up. Further, theydo not have adequate resources to seek the services ofwriters

11 .\Llt-lnt,u, ru)nil Itldtcridl



or freelance journalists. To overcome this problem. they publish government'

press notes or even statements of local politicians or organizations verbatim'

buch publications do not have a large team of editors to process or sab the

copies. It is noticed that the mistakes of press releases or statements are not

.rln 
"orr."ted 

and are allolved to appear in almost a raw form. Therefore,

there is a need to train alatge number of subeditors to run newspapers and

periodicals to improve the present quality of publications. For contents, it is

advisable that they should fromote local writers or contributors to write for

their publications. It may iesolve the problem of good quality material for

such publications. Apart from this, they can provide much better coverage to

their respective districts or regions'

Subeditors must ensure the availability of space in each page of the dailybefore

processing the copies. The news desk must understand that if there is a dearth of

,pu"" urrJ"uch copy is not adequately trimmed or shortened, even important

news may not g.t ,pu"" in the diily. It is true that the job of the news desk is to

produce .I"*r-uriprocessed copy before it is printed. However, the editing

iepends on the availability ofspaie. Ifadequate care is not taken, the publication

may ultimately suffer. Next morning the daily may come out with sorne very

importantnewsmissing,whileitsrivalshavecarriedthenews'

, why even the,;:::,";:T::T::'-*. such copv which

needs minimum corrections?

2. What is the basic difference of approach towards editing in big dailies

lke Times of India or The Hindu and small town publications?

3. What steps the news desk should take to ensure the coverage of all

the imPortant news?

4. What is difference between city-specific pull outs and the main desk?

3.4 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EDITING AND

REWRITING

A subeditor is the last link between the reporter and the printer. Earlier, there

were proofreaders and copyholders to recheck the spellings and also point

out nristakes if any. with the computers checking the spellings automatically,

the newspapers have almost eliminated the proofreaders from their lists of

functionaries. Earter, they were a key functionary in the editorial department'

Apart from the individual copies, they used to check the pages before they

*.r. prirt.d. Their absence has further burdened the news desk' The sabs

have to edit the copy and also lay out the pages. The last minute checks too

have become their responsibility now'
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In this era offree flow ofinformation, the task ofeditors is increasingly
becoming complex. The newspaper owners in their bid to reduce the editoriarcost have burdened editors with a large number of copies to be edited. Theworkload on the desk has increased manifold. In bettei coordinated editorialoffices, the desk even provides the details of the space to the reporting team.In dailies lke Gurf News, an international daily puutirn.a from Duba i, afterfiling his copy, the reporter may even see the pt.itio, and display ofhis itemon the page on his computer.

The perennial complaints of the editors on the desk against reportersor the reporters having grievances regarding their procer..J'.opy appearingin the newspaper c_ontinue despitelew technological innovations. Thereporters point out that the editors change the copy ii such a way that eitherthe focus of their copy gets diluted or it lives a dii6rent *.*ing. Therefore,it is suggested that the journalists worfing on the aest ano the reportingteam should have better coordination. It is necessary to *uintui, the basicthrust ofthe copy.

The two other prayers, reporters and subeditors, too are seen on thewarpath' The reporters haveperennial complaint that the subeditors turntheirstrong copy into feeble, lackluster statements. On the other hand, thesubeditors g-enerany view the reporters' copy as a crumsy document, whichwith their efforts has to be made fit for printing.
There is a subtre difference between ,editing, 

and ,rewriting, 
a copy.In the case of editing, the copy has to be corrected and improved in terms ofits gran'nar and presentation. However, a rewrite p.rrnni* to go tluoughthe entire copy, understand its meaning and focus and then write it again.The journalistic protocol demands thatlven a rewritten copy shourd ensurethat the basic idea of the writer is retained. There are instances when evengood reporters file clumsy copy or the desk finds the copy incoherent.Ultimately, the responsibility ofioushing the news item lies with the desk.

3.4.1 Necessity of Rewriting

For any subeditor, the rewriting skills are must. It becomes necessary whenthe desk receives news from uuiiou, sources to be presented in an integrated,Pgb story If a reporter is assigned to an event, the wire copy received onthe same subject is given to hiry but in case of news received from differentwire services and arso from the correspondents deproyed outside theheadquarters, the desk has to comp,e and integrat. trr. iopv.
If the desk receives dispatches giving different dimensions on the samesubject, it is also expecred to integrite the copy. It i, ;;;;;rary ro weavedifferent stories into a singre dociment iost.aa nr o* purt of the newsfollowed by another. It has io be remembered rrrut nr*rpfirs naue limited

space and also the readers have little time to go through'lengthy stories.



Since most of the wire services file their news in English, the English
dailies find it easier to compile and integrate them. However, in case of
language dailies, the rewrite comes naturally to the subeditors. These
subeditors should have a thorough knowledge of their own language as well
as an understanding of English. In Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu or Hindi dailies,
the subeditors unconsciouslybecome translators as well as rewrite specialists.
However, there are instances, when the carelessness among the subeditors in
English dailies leads to poor presentation of a copy and also repetition of
news received from two or more sources.

The rewrite persons in newspaper offices are not only well versed in
English or the language of the daily, they have a reasonable comprehension
of the events unfolding on a particular day. Their ability to write, comprehend
and present a polished copy within a time frame ensures that the deadlines
are not missed. The reporters also understand how the deft handling of their
clumsy copies makes them readable. Since the reporter's byline appears, it is

he who gets the fame and appreciation. The rewrite subeditor remains a

faceless writer,

In India, the English magazines are almost at par with their Westem
counterparts. Their immaculate language, fine printing and good editing make
an excellent reading. Some of them have their Hindi or other language
editions, but they do not have that level of professionalism. The credit for
India's fine magazine journalism goes to the rewrite men. On the face of it,
rewriting in a daily and a magazine differ, but the essentials remain the same,

A magazine cannot survive without highly efficient and knowledgeable
rewrite subeditors. The magazine journalism requires pleasant reading flow
and harmony, therefore, the role of a rewrite man is very crucial in a magazine.

It is noticed that when a newspaper covers a Prime Minister or a

President's visit, it has to cover many engagements. For example, the
newspaper and other media were expected to provide vast coverage to Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh's whirlwind tour to Japan, Malaysia, South Korea
and other South Eastern countries. These engagements, if covered fully, may
take away the entire space in a newspaper. In such cases, the role of the
rewrite desk becomes crucial. The subeditor can integrate all the information
in such a way that a reader may get the gist of the tour along with the social
or academic events in which the Prime Minister participated during the tour.
The number of agreements reached during the visit is yet another key area to
be given adequate space, Therefore, the rewrite person has to keep himself
updated with various news and issues.

The elections also provide an occasion for a rewrite person to write an

integrated copy. In case of elections, if the polling is peaceful and the voter
turn out is good, the job of the rewrite person becomes easier. If the incidents
of violence take place or re-polling is ordered, the headlines and intro have
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to be changed accordingly. There are also human interest stories on such
occasions that need to be covered. They add colour to the newspaper.

There are instances when lack ofcoordination leads to a news chaos in
the newsroom. For example, when the budget is presented, it becomes the
responsibility ofthe news editor to personally coordinate the copy. The budget
reporting cannot be left to the business desk. Also, its highlights are to be
given to the assistant editors for enabling them to write an editorial. If the
desk receives a bunch of separate stories, the newspaper rnay carry scattered
news forcing the readers to scout here and there for comprehensive and
detailed information on crucial budget aspects.

The teamwork and coordination among the news editoE subeditors,
reporting team and rewrite men ensures a good finished product on the
following morning. However, the task of rewriting copy is always given to
the best and knowledgeable subeditors. Theyhave become essential elements
in a standard newspaper office committed to excellence.

Cnncx Youn Pnocnrss

5. what is the difference between the editorial desks of a periodical and
a daily newspaper?

6. V/hy do the news desks function in shifts?

7. What is the role of a news editor?

8. Explain the difference between a news editor and the chief subeditor
or night editors?

3.5 DIMENSIONS OF EDITING A COPY

A subeditor should act like an efficient tailor or surgeon. He has to procbss
and polish the copy before it is sent to the press. He has to ensure that his
personal views or attitudes do not affect the meaning or thrust of the copy.
He has to handle the copy without any bias. In this case, subeditor may have
certainpolitical ideology, but in the copyhe has to be cautious that his personal
views are not incorporated. Even geographical affinity should not be allowed
to influence the opinions.

During the vietnam war, a subeditor was so highly influenced by the
struggle ofthe Vietnamese people that he used to give their news on the front
page every day. Similarly, a night editor n The pioneer in Lucknow was
known to give space to Andhra Politics on the page one in this north Indian
daily.

There have been cases when the present day editors abandoned their
self-imposed discipline of not publishing their own or family related



photographs or news in their paper. An editor of a Chandigarh English daily

got fris visit to the Golden Temple in Amritsar printed in his own daily! It is
iot surprising because the self-imposed disciplines we have inherited from

the British days are being abandoned. In most of the dailies, the owners 
,

themselves have become editors replacing the professional journalist as the

head of the editorial department. tnihis environment, the job ofthe subeditor

has become quite tricky and testing.

There are also instances when the non-professional editors creating

hilarious situations inthe newsroorn During seventies ofthe previous century,

the management had appointed one gentleman, who had acquired some

doctorate from a non-descript university, as the managing editor of The

Pioneer.One day, he walked into the newsroom and asked a seasoned reporter,
.What are you doing?'The reporter promptly replied, 'I am doing a story.'

The managing editor thundered, 'You are paid to write news not stories.'

The entire newsroomburst into apeel of laughter. Another joumalist corrected

hinL 'We call news as stories, it's a slang used in the editorials.' Being a

gentleman, he promptly apologized and left the newsroom'

The ridiculous war between the management and editorial for

supremacy in the affairs of editorial content has adversely affected the quality

ofiournals. The management's concern for raising revenues is legitimate'

However, it is seen that some editors as well aS owners use newspapers for

promoting clther businesses and also seeking a political office. Sometimes

toth vie for a Parliament seat or Padma VibhushanAward. The main sufferer

is the credibility of the media.

There are instances when the relationship becomes so sour that they

indulge in verbal or sometimes even in physical violence. In a Hindi daily,

the owner who himself wanted to become editor physically manhandled the

talented editor. Professionalism has suffered even in the leading national

dailies because there have been allegations that even the top brands recruit

only such journalists who never question the newspaper owners and meekly

follow the brand manager who keeps a vigil on their writings.

3.5.1 Classical APProach

During the past decade or so, even some of the established journals have

diluted their strict editing nonns. The dailies ltke The Statesman, Times oJ

India, The Hindu, Hindustan Times, Indian Express, The Pioneer and The

Tribune were highly respected for their editorial contents and well-edited

editions. For maintaining the high standard of language, even reportels were

expected to submit mistake-free copy. Among the well-acclaimed dailies,

Tie Hindu and The Tribune have maintained a high standard of editing; but

unfortunately some of the other well-established national names have diluted

their editorial standards because of their overemphasis on the commercial
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part of the venture. There have been instances when even within the sameedition, news is being repeated.

we have to bear with this fact that English is not our native ranguage.
However' with the mushrooming ofEnglish-medium schools in the country
the new generation, especially in urbanlndia uses English like their mother
tongue. Their expressions are naturar. However, in writing the language, theydo not follow its nuances. They also use native idioms 

-or 
epithets without

really acclimatizngthem as per the English grarnmar. It must be remembered
that English is not only an international language; it is also a medium ofexpression for different linguistic groups within India.

In case of other languages, journalists are expected to have command
over language. The daily, Navbharat Times, a sister Hindi publication ofTimes of India, has evo-rved a funny ranguage called Hingrish. It has twoeditions, Mumbai and New Delhi. to keep its editorial oprion, open, it hasno specific style book. Its ranguag. ro-.ii-.s appears to be influenced bythe local language Marathi in Mumbai, while its oettri edition sometimes
g1nie9 Hindi slangs usually not that much popular in the generar society.
The Hindi daily, Hindustan, asister daily of ihi urnaustan Times, under the
editorship of Mrinal pande, had evolved a style book. However, after her
1xit, sgme critics point out that the language of the newspaper, once knownfor its high standards, has changed u..Join'g ro the.o,*[riiul times we areuvmg m.

The journalistshave always been feering the pressure ofusing the wordsof common usage. There is an established dct ttrat a n.*rfup.r,s language
has to be simple. It cannot be riterary. The concept of pelpre,s Tamil wasfirst used in the dairy, Thanthi. rt became very populu, und captured hugereadership in the state.

A similar experiment was done during seventies in the last century byRamoji Rao, who had a tluiving business of mango pickles. He had launched
a Telugu datly, E enaalt. 

lue E enadu style- is beinfroiro*rJ uy anothe, Telugudaily, vaartha. vaarthahas started a Hindi daily from Hyderabad. Hyclerabad
has a large population of urdu-knowing people. since Hindi and urdu aresimilar languages, the Hindi vaarthatrasieen rbl. to .utrt u good readership
within a short period of its existence, It has evolved u ,ryt. trHinoi, whichcan be easily understood by the Urdu-knowing people or tui, metropolis.with the number of Hindi-knowing people in.irur,ri.u* in Tamil Nadu,Rajasthan Patrika, a regional gianioiRa.lasthan, has itarted its edition fromchennai. However, its patronage is limiied, It mostly;;, to the Hindi-knowing.people, especiaily Marwaris, living in chennai, It has not tried tocapture the local audience comprising people well versed in Hindi. It is feltthat there is no effort to recruit Hindi-knowing Tamils in the editorial staffofthe daily.



on the other hand, the Hindi dailies from non-Hindi regions such as
Maharashtra, west Bengal, Assam and Andhra pradesh have a nurnber of
local people. They also add flavour to the publication. one may notice the
impact ofMarathi onNavbharat Times inMumbai. Similarly, there is a Telugu
flavour in the HindiVaartha ofHyderabad. Also, the Hindi dailies of Kolkata
have a substantial number of Hindi-knowing local people on their staff. There
used to be a few pages in Hindi as well as in Bengali in the Hindi Bangwasi.
These bilingual dailies could be edited by those who had command over
both the languages. Moreover, they have always retained the grammar ofthe
respective languages in their publication.

The successes of Anand Bozar Patrika, Malyala Manorama and
Gujarat Samachar in Bengali, Malayalam and Gujarati, respectively, are
noteworthy examples. These newspapers used colloquial language, but
somehow retained the inherent beauty of language.

3.5.2 Direct Writing

It must be remembered that the journalistic copy written in passive voice
loses its shine. It is advisable that even if a reporter writes in indirect speech,
the subeditor should try to rewrite the sentences in direct speech in a simple
language.

In this contexto the responsibility of a subeditor is to improve the given
copywith a view to help the writer to communicate his ideas (not the editor's
views or perception) in an effective and focused format. with a view to
avoid any ego issues between the reporting staff and the subeditor, it is
advisable to have continuous live dialogue within the editorial team. On his
part, a subeditor should have a clear understanding between a shoddy and
clean copy, Unless, this basic issue is clear, the sab's effort to polish the copy
may not succeed. He may further jumble up the copy.

with the advent of computers, the subeditor too has to master the
technology, The old-fashioned approach has hardly any place in today's
newsroom. The convergence of print, audio and video on the Internet has
ushered an era of high-tech journalism,

Curcx Youn PRocRrss

9. 'm/hy do reporters and news desk remain at loggerheads?

10. under what circumstances rewriting becomes necessary in a magazine
or daily?

11, What is direct writing? Why is it necessary?

12. Why is it suggested to write in an inverse pyramid style?
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3.6 SUMMARY

o After going through this unit, you got to know the basics of editing in
both print and electronic media. The role of editor in polishing a raw
copy to provide a print-worthy one is really significant.

o The subeditors need interdisciplinary skills to handle a copv. It requires
unrelenting focus on several issues related to style, language, facts,
figures and legitimacies all at one time. In fact, the editorial team has
to work as a cohesive unit to give finishing touches to a media product.

o The editorial team led by a news editor has chief subeditors to help
him. There is an elaborate system of preparing the news desk for the
final edition.

o The functioning of editorial departments in most of the newspapers is
just like walking on the razor's edge. The schedule is very hectic and
the night shifts put up a very challenging environment where the
dynamics of changing scenarios sometimes requires last-ditch ef[orts
to incorporate major happenings even though the dummies have gone
for printing.

o Right from the reporters to senior-most editors, the field is full of
talented and creative people. As a result, many a times there are
tantalnng clashes between the people of different hierarchies.

3.7 KEY TERMS

o Subeditor: The person checking and correcting the text of a magazrne
or newspaper before printing, usually also writing captions and
headlines.

o Editing: The process of preparing written material for publication by
condensing, correcting or else modifying it.

o News desk: The department of a newspaper or broadcasting
organization responsible for gathering and reporting the news.

o Periodical: A newspaper or magazine published at regular intervals.

o' Edition: The total number of copies of a newspaper, book or other
published material issued at one particular time.

o Reporter: Aperson who reports, specially the one employed to report
news and conduct interviews for the broadcasting media or press.

r Correspondent: Aperson employed to be deployed outstation to report
for a newspaper or broadcasting organization.

o Rewriting: The practice of writing something to alter or improve it.
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3.8 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

I . With the computers playing now a crucial role in the newspaper offices,

the composing and the proofreading sections prepare the pre-press

pages. T-herefore, most of the editing is done online. It is now possible

for the newsroom to tell reporters how much space is available for

their news. It helps in avoiding unnecessary editing or shortening of
any news copy. It is necessary for the subeditors as well as reporters to

be well-versed in the computer technology to prepare a mistake-free

copy. It must be remembered that there is no fufrher check once the

copy leaves the news desk on its way to the printing pres.s'

2. There is a vast difference between the big dailies such as Times of
India or The Hindu and small-town newspapers. While the big dailies

have to cater to a much larger audience, the small-town newspapers

have more local contents. In the big dailies, there is a constant flow of
news from the wire agencies, own colrespondents and news bureaus,

so, the editorials in such organizations are big departments having

proper hierarchies of editing personnel. Here editing as a profession

iuke, s.u.ral steps to reach the final destination. On the other hand,

local dailies mostly cover local events. They depend upon their local

reporters for local news. Further, due to the limited news coverage,

they might have a few editors with one particular individual fulfilling

various roles.

3. The one line answer is 'better coordination and team work'' There has

to be a proper coordination among the important functionaries of the

daily such as news editor, bureau chief chief reporter, news bureaus

from other centres. The newspaper offices also keep a close watch on

the latest developments on the electronic channels too'

4. The main desk basically provides a platform for current news and

analysis. There is also a practice of soft pages or page three items

mainty dealing with social or cultural events. These are paid items

published in news form. The big dailies such as Times of India have
-intro 

duced sepaf ate c ity- specifi c page s. Examples o f the se supplement s

are: Delhi Ttmes, Ahmadabad Times, chennoi Times ot Luclcrtow Times.

There is always a separate stafffor such pull outs. Since these are not

news pages, they can be planned a day before or so'

5. The editorial staff in periodicals generally functions in the office

schedule of 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. In case of dailies, the news desk is asked

to function till late hours to ensure any last minute insertions, if so

necessary.
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6. If it is a four-page daily, there is hardly any need to feed the press since
morning. Also, if the daily has more than one edition from the same
centre for other regions, it might have to prrnt ,dak' 

editions. Much
before the advent of compute.q n.*rpupers used to have a number ofpre-morning editions to be dispatched to far-flungplaces. The situation
has undergone a sea-change with the arrivarorJo.fut.rs and mobile
phones. The newspapers have their own printing presses in important
cities. It helps them to provide an updated daily-in such cities and also
saves efforts of sending the daily through road or rail transport. Except
the local pages, alr the pages are sent through the Internet. The main
pages are prepared at the main centre. For example, in case of Times ofIndia and The Hindu, the page one, editorial andother important pages
are prepared at the headquarters ofthe publication. The outside editions
prepare their local pages. For alr these efforts, the news desk has to
work in shifts.

7. The role of a news editor can be compared with the chief executive
offficer (cEo). He is the link between the editor and the desk. He fine_
tunes and implements the newspaper's thrust by ensuring coordination
among different sections ofthe editorial. He also .rrur.i that the daily
does not miss any important news item and is printed as per the
schedule.

8. The news editor coordinates the entire newspaper. The night editor is
responsible for the edition to be printed next *o*',g. The news editor
himself or through the deputy news editor helps tte night editor to
take care of the news flow and also avoid any repetition. while the
entire newsroom irrespective of the shifts functions under the news
editor, the night editor is only one of the shift incharges.

9' There is always a paucity of space in a daily newspaper. Sometimes, if
a report is not important, the desk spikes it; therefore, the reporter may
feel unhappy with the decision. There are occasions when a report has
to be trimmed to be fitted in a short space. The reporters comprain that
some of the salient points of the report have been cut, thus ctranging
its meaning. The news desk, .rp..iuily the subedito^, nu, its own
complaint against the reporters. They point out that the reporters donot write tight and mistake-free copy, which in turn increases their
workload. on an average, a subeditoihas to edit arrnost rs_2lcolumns
per day.

10. The answer is 'if the copy is clumsy'. The writers or reporters have to
be careful in preparing their copy before submitting tnJ same to desk.
Another reason for rewriting a copy is to maintain the style of writing.
For example, in magazines like irontrine or India Today,the rewrite
editors have to give a new look at the copy to make it compatible with
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the style of the periodical. However, much of the rewriting can be
avoided if the contributors or reporters are made to familiarize with
the style of the journal or magazine.

11. The readers or viewers have little time these days. They have hardly
any spare time to pay attention to any information wrapped in lengthy
sentences. If news is not told to them directly, they may move to some
other item and thus the communication is lost. Another reason is that
direct communication has better impact than a language written in
passive voice.

12. The concept of inverse pyramid style enables the subeditors to adjust
the copy of any reporter. He may cut the last paragraph to adjust the
copy without compromising its contents. The experience is that the
news desk functions under severe constraints of space. It has to adjust
news as well as the advertisements. Since advertisements are the main
source of revenue earmarked to sustain any publication, they cannot
be shifted from the allotted space. Therefore, the news has to be
adjusted. In this process, it is always stressed that the intro or the first
paragraph has to be written in such a way that it must contain all the
relevant information. It enables the subeditors to carry the first
paragraph to tell the news even if the rest of the copy is deleted.
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3.9 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Briefly describe the roles and responsibilities of a subeditor in a
newspaper organization.

2. write a short note on the process of a news desk preparing the final
edition.

3. What is the role of language in editing?

4. Explain the difference between editing and rewriting.

5. What is the classical approach to editing a copy?

6. What is direct writing?

Long-Answer Questions

l. Describe the need and purpose of editing in print media.

2. Explain the principles of editing in electronic media.

3. Describe in detail the nature and scope of editing a copy.

4. Discuss the fundamentals of the craft of editing.

5. Evaluate the different dimensions of editing a copy.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

The editorialis thebackbone ofanypublication. News editor, chiefsubeditor,
subeditors and reporters are the tireless workhorses of this hardworking
department who ensure that the audience gets the content of its choice. It is
true that the role of editor has undergone a sea change in the past three decades.

The law, though, cleariy says that whatever is printed in a newspaper, whether
it is news or advertisement, the editor is legally responsible for it. He may be

prosecuted for anyhing appearing defamatory, but the truth is that it is
impossibie for any editor to read all the pages before they are printed.
Therefore, it is really testing for anyone to monitor what finally goes into the

print. The editor is supported by a highly skilled team comprising news editors,
chief subeditors and subeditors. Their functions are well defined in the

editorial department. This unit is expected to make the students understand
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the respective roles of editor, news editor, chief subeditor and nuances of
editing. Editing does not mean condemning the reporter's copy; rather it is a
professional endeavour to make the copy fit to be printed with minimum
changes. Editor is the key functionary of the media product irrespective of
its mediurn, be it the print, electronic or the new media. It is the editing
which gives the required shape to a media product. It is the process of selectin!
and preparing contents in various media through language, images, audio oi
video. The news editor acts as a coordinator in the editoriai department
ensuring content development and flow of copy or coordination with other
centres for ensuring smooth flow of news and content. The subeditors are
the skilled personnel conversant with the art ofproducing the daily according
to a tight schedule.

4.1 UNTT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:
o Discuss the critical aspects of editorial functions in media
o Learn the roles and responsibilities of different profiles in the editorial

department

o Explain the difference in editorial approaches adopted by the print and
electronic media

o Evaluate the latest twists in editorial functions in different types of
media

4.2 THE ANCHORING ROLE OF EDITOR

It is the job of an editor in media to ensure condensatio n, orgawzation and
other modifications in any media product. He conceptualizes the media
product in its wholesome aspects. Any inadequacy mayadversely affect the
meaning and sense of the copy. It is the efforts of the .aito, that ensure the
editing process projects the idea without leaving any scope for
misinterpretation.

Editing is, therefore, a practice that includes creative skills, human
relations and a precise set of methods by following well-laid protocols. The
student, while trying to understand the exact role oieditor,has to ensure that
he is not misled by the nomenclature of the word editor. The top editor
sometimes has the title of executive editor or editor-in-chief.

The editor is a person who is generally responsible for the content of
the publication. In case the newspaper owners themselves assume the post
of editor, they appoint deputy editor or someone senior enough to undertake
the responsibility of the editor. In large newspapers, there are a number of
senior editors looking after the editorials and ofinion pages, etc.



However, it is the job of the editor or news editor to ensure overall
production of the media product. Irrespective of the medium, he has the
crucial responsibility of maintaining the quality of the product. He is the
person who sets the standard of the publication. He must have the leadership
qualities to motivate and evolve a strong team of professional journalists or
media men. He is responsible for strategic and operational planning. In a
nutshell, he is effectively the head of the newspaper or the channel and has

to keep a vigil on the contents.

4.2.1The Role of Editor in Electronic Media

The role of an editor gets changed in electronic media. Sometimes, he is
called television director. The role is varied and depends on whether the
production is live (as in a news broadcast or sports event) or filmed/taped (as

in a dramatic production). In both types of productions, the director is

responsible for supervising the placement of cameras (camera blocking),
lighting elements, microphones and props. In a dramatic production, the
television director's role can be similar to that of a filrn director, giving clues
to actors and telling the operator ofvideotape recorder when to start and stop
recording. In a television series composed of individual episodes, the
television director's role may differ from that of a film director in that he or
she may work only on some episodes as opposed to the auteur of the entire
production. In an episodic television production the major creative control
usually lies with the producer of the show.

Like the chief subeditor or the night editor in print media, the live-
director supervises the newsroom in the electronic media. In addition to
rattling off rapid-fire commands, the live-director is supposed to be cool
under pressure and maintain order among the staff in the control room and
on the set. The director's commands must be artistic, accurate and calm.
There is almost no room for error.

A news studio might have four cameras, at the most, and require few
camera movements. In a sports broadcast, the director might have 20 or 30
cameras and must continuously tell each of the camera operators what to
focus on.

While the director is responsible for specific shots and other production
elements, the producer (typically seated behind the director in the second
row of chairs in the control room) coordinates the 'big picture', including
commercial breaks and the running length of the show. His assignment may
be compared to the news editor in print media. In a smaller production unit,
the director may also be responsible for operating production equipment like
the video switcher.
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News director

The news director is like a newspaper editor. He has to visualize the entire
channel and its contents. He is also entrusted with the responsibility ofhiring,
firing and setting the tone for news coverage.

Assistant news director

The assistant news director is like a news editor in the print media. He executes
the concepts and plans of the news director. He is also responsible for the
reporters' stories and ensures that they are factually, legally and ethically
correct.

Executive producer

The job of the executive producer is similar to the chief subeditor in a daily
newspaper. He oversees the producers and is responsible for the look and
content of the newscast.

Managing editor

The job of managing editor can be compared to the incharge or editor of the
desk, who coordinates the flow of news from other centres. Apart from
coordinating the news or clippings received from other centres, he ensures
that the big stories are adequately covered.

Assignment manager

The assignment manager coordinates the reporters and
cameramen to ensrre coordination of news with visuals.
crucial during the breaking news.

Producer

The producer decides the positioning of news stories in the telecast. He also
determines the visual look of the stories.

Reporters

The reporters' role
similar. Their task ;

for the stories.

Assignment desk

The job of assignment desk can be compared with the chief reporter or chief
ofnews bureau in a dailynewspaper. He is responsible for day+o-day coverage
of news events. He organizes and directs fhotographers and reporters as
events happen and warrant attention.

photographers or
His role becomes

in print as well as in electronic media is more or less
is to find stories, gather information and suggest visuals



Planning Editor

In this era of 24x7 news channels, the role of planning editor becomes quite

crucial. He may visualize the possibilities of the upcoming events weeks in

advance and makes calls to research those events. He functions in close

coordination with the news director of the channel.

4.4 THE FUNCTIONING OF EDITORIAL IN A
NEWSPAPER

The editorial functioning of a daily newspaper resembles in essence with the

television news channels. The only difference is that most of the editing

work is done by the journalists themselves. The editorial department is

structured in the following manner:

Editor: The newspaper editor has an identical role to the news director
in a television channel. He has to visualize the entire daily and its contents.

He is also entrusted with the responsibility of hiring, firing and setting the

tone for news coverage. Under the law, he is responsible for the contents,

both news and advertisements, appearing in the publication.

Assistant editors/Leader writers/Sports editorsiFeature editors/
Business editorslEditor news service: These editors are responsible for
their specific pages. Assistant editors and leader writers write the edit pages

and are responsible for the edit pages and the articles published on such

pages. The job of the sports editor is to prepare the sports pages and also

coordinate with the sports reporters hired for giving coverage to important

sports events. Feature editors write themselves and also organize features

for the daily. These features add colour to the publication. The business editor
is responsible for the business pages. The person who is assigned this job is
considered to be a specialist in commercial news. The 'editor news service'

coordinates with the correspondents ofthe daily posted outside the publication

centre. His job is like that of a managing editor of a news channel.

News editor: The job profile of the news editor resembles the

responsibilities of assistant news director in a television news channel. He is

the vital line between the editor and the newsroom. He executes the concepts

and plans ofthe editor. He is also responsible for the timely signing offofthe
editions; and also ensures that the reporters' stories are submitted to the desk

at the appropriate time. Apart from this, he keeps a watch on the content to
ensure that the news stories are factually, legally and ethically correct.

Chief subeditors: The job ofthe chief subeditor in a daily newspaper

may be compared to the responsibilities of an executive producer in a news

channel. He oversees the work of the subeditors and is responsible for the

page make-up and editing.

Duties and Responsibilities
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subeditors: The subeditors in a newspaper function like the producers
of a television channel. The only difference is that in a newspape r the subs
edit the copy, but in a television channel, the producer gives the final touches
to a programme with the help of reporters, graphic artists and editors.

chief of bureau/chief reporter: The job of the chief of news bureau
or chiefreporter is to coordinate and visualize possible news stories expected
during the day or in the coming week. whilethe coordination is necessary
for adequate flow of copy, he also ensures adequate visuars by giving
assignments to the photographers, etc. In the television channels, this task is
assigned to the assignment desk.

Reporters: The job ofreporters in a newspaper is similar to that ofthe
television reporters. while the reporters in newspup"r. ur" expected to write
a clean copy, a television channel reporter, on the other hand, is expected to
be well versed in anchoring and also handring the camera.

Both print and electronic media, including the Internet, need a
professional editor for the necessary coordination. The nomenclature may
change. There are also different views on the role of editor. Analysts aiso
have different opinions on whether he should be a writer or just a functionary

I 
at the apex in the editorial department. A number of scholars are of the view
that with the expansion of the editorial, the essential job of an editor is
coordination. The success of any media product iepends upon the
visualization and coordination within the outfit.

A good newspaper always depends upon the quality of its editorial
team. Regarding mistakes in the daily, the famous ,.*, Laitor of Indian
Express, Piloo Saxena had once told the all-powerful Ramnath Goenka that
for quality subbing you cannot depend upon Rs. 350 a month subeditors.
Those days, Indian Express owner Goenka was keen to have a quality
publication which was better than the best produced newspapers orthe aay.
At that time ToI salaries were considered the best in the industry. people say
that Goenka's Indian Express wages were less than half of the ToI staff.
During the eighties, a new generation ofjournarists joined the newspaper
industry. They were educated in highly acclaimed nngush-medium schools
and had a command on the language like the mother toigue. Some of shining
{ar1 in English journalism during this era are Inder Badhwar, M.J. Akber,
Hari Jaisingh, etc.

A new trend surfaced during this period. Some journalists having top
political connections occupied the position of editors ir ro-. of the reaairi
dailies. Personalities like HiranyamayKarlekar, Khushwant Singh. H.K. DuI
were tremendously gifted editors having a good rapport with the political
class.



4.4.1 The Essential Style of a Media House

The technology has almost changed the entire scenario of the newspaper

world. Johann Gutenberg in 14th Century had heralded the printing revolution

with the invention of printing press. The next important development was

communication through telegraph and telex lines. The use oftelephones made

it possible for the information to reach the news desk without any delay.

However, each newspaper used to process the news received through wire

services or reporters according to its own style. For example, the wotd rape

which is frequently used in newspapers these days was not allowed to bb

used in The Pioneer. In place of the wotdrape,the dailyused to express this

outrage through the expression'criminally assaulted'. The word rape was

considered outrageous. The daily like The Hindu never allowed the

photograph of a girl in its matrimonial columns, though the matrimonials

appearing in the daily are paid for.

Cnncr Youn Pnocnrss

l. Write a short note on the role played by the editorial department in the

success of a publication.

2. What is the role of editor in media?

3. Give the job responsibilities of a news editor.

4.5 EDITING IN PRACTICE

David Brinkley, a well-knownAmerican broadcaster is often quoted when it

comes to editing. Amedia scholar had asked him, 'Mr Brinkley, what advice

could you give me to be successful in broadcast journalism?' Brinkley

observed, 'Three things: Learn to write, Learn to write, and Learn to write.'

Therefore, irrespective of the media one opts for, the writing skills must be

improved. However, one should remember that the writing skills require

reorientation when one writes for the ear. Those who write for print may

have command over language, but they too need reorientation ifthey want to

work in television or radio.

There have always been deliberate efforts to project the independence

of media. There is a joke that in a bid to keep their editorial teams free from

outside influences, some newspapers used to serve their editors with milk

and food. This practice was retained in a Chandigarh daily till recently. The

role of editor was considered very judicious and in a bid to keep editorial

functioning free from managerial influences, the editor had the power to

veto any news or advertisement, if he felt it was not befitting to the basic

policy of the daily. Basically it was the duty of the editor to lay-down the

tluust and policy of the newspaper, journal or the channel. He was also

required to prioritize the contents irrespective of the medium.

Duties and Responsibilities
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During the pre-independence da1,s, the newspapers used to publish
verbatim speeches of the leaders. The practice orpuutistring full text of the
Prime Minister's Red Fort speech on thi Independence Day'onAugust l5 or
the Presidential address on the eve of the Republic oay on January 26 has
now been abandoned. The newspapers give only the highrights of such
speeches because such speeches can be accessed through tf,e Internet.

There is a need to repeatedly emphasize that an editor should point out
only the inadequacies of a copy without putting his own ideas. It must be
noted that an editor hasno business to put his own views or ideas in the copy.
An editor's job is to enable the writers-in case ofnewspapers they are .,lied
reporters-to process the copy fit to be printed.

Distribution of work: The present day electronic media has its roots
in the print media. Therefore, the distribution of work within the newsroom
is almost identical in these mediums. It only differs in those areas where thejournalists need the support of technical people such as those who conduct
editing on computers to give a new touch to th. copy receirred from various
sources. Therefore, the distribution of work is the key factor in newsroc,,
management. The reporters function under a chief reporter who maintains a
register and assignments. The chiefreporter coordinates with the news editor
and regularly reports to him regarding the expected news items and the
developing stories. In New Delhi, theie is a two-tier system of reporters:
while reporters cover the government ofDelhi, senior r.port"., who are called
special correspondents are assigned ministries, political parties and state_
specific developments. The special correspondents form a news bureau headed
by a bureau chief. In major newspaperr. th" post of political editor is also
created to help the bureau chief in reporting; but the basic function revolves
around the chief reporter and bureau chief. The big dailies with multiple
editions have also the post of resident editors to provide autonomy to the
local editions. There is also a post of ,erjitor news services, to coordinate
news from states and mofussil towns.

News desk management: The job ofthe chief subeditor in print media
can be compared with the duties ofthe newsroom incharge. The news editor
functions in the same way, but he also coordinates with the other desks. The
flow of news is regulated at the news desk and the main highlights are
communicated to the editor/news editor. It enables a better coordination within
the editorial. This system also works in the electronic media.

. The following is an actual crassroom exercise joined by a group ofjournalists. They submitted their reports and their.opL, were edited online
to enable them to understand the process of editing and also how an effective
headline is selected:



ORIGINAL Copy:

Media brings change to the society thrcugh humanitarian neporting

Abraham

New Delhi 1lth November:

The majority of journalists would prefer reporting on political and

conflict matters in order to make big sales, yet their role as media

would be very essential if they focused on humanitarian issues.

Indeed it is through reporting on daily lives that bring change to people.

An outbreak of a disease for instance is supposed to get media attention

so that affected people get help.

REVISED Copy:

Media may bring social changes through humanitarian stories,
advice experts

Abraham

New Delhi llth November:

The journalists may become an instrument of social change if they
shift their focus from reporting the corridors of power or conflicts, to
humanitarian stories, advised social activists, senior journalists and

media gurus.

Comment: The original copy asserts that media brings social changes,

but inthe revised copy, the statement is attributed to experts. The introduction
too has been made in a simple language.

The following is an ordinary copy, which has been written by two
journalists with a little variation in its focus. The job of a subeditor is to
carry out the minimum changes in a writer's copy:

IBN-CNN to become More Competitive with Wider Media
Coverage

Abraham

New Delhi 9th November:

Getting news to many people as possible is the goal for India
Broadcasting News (IBN-CNN) which has partnered with CNN on
the basis of reciprocal exchange of news.

CNN or Cable News Network, an international media channef is getting

India news from IBN. IBN too is being benefitted with the news from
CNN through its worldwide network.

The IBN, the India-based media house, has five channels which
broadcast iu both English and Hindi. According to the chief editor
Rajdeep Sardesai, more efforts and resources are required to have

channels reporting in all the fifteen Indian languages.

Duties and Responsibilities
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'This would be more effective since the majority would understand
information better in their own language,, he remarked.
The India-based media house has five charurels which broadcast in
both English and Hindi. According to the chiefeditor Rajdeep Sardesai,
more efforts are required to have channels reporting in all the fifteen
Indian languages.

'This would be more effective since the majority would understand
information better in their own language,, he remarked.
comment: The reporter has given a level headline in his copy, but it

has been improved to give a specific message and accordingly the first
paragraph too has been simplified.

The same subject has been differentlytreatedbycharles Kwizera. The editors
call that it a perfect copy, which requires minimum editing.

TV: A lucrative business in India
By Charles Kwjzera

New Delhi - Given the size of the population of India, it is reasonable
to say that any business can be successful due to the available market.
This is also true for the TV business.

As you enter into the cable News Network-Indian Broadcasting
Network (CNN-IBN) studios situated inNoida, a one hour drive from
the capital, you notice the kind ofbusiness it is fromjust the size ofthe
newsroom and the state-of-art equipment that is used.
It is actually not easy to estimate how much setting up such a studio
could have cost due to the fact that the manytypes ir.q.rrp*.nt were
bought separately'. This shows that TV business is a flourishing one in
India.

This was further confirmed by the CNN-IBN Editor-in-chief Mr.
Rajdeep Sardesai when a group of Rwanda Journalists went to visit
the station's offices. He says that they get many advertisement deals
because ofthe manyviewers that the station has. It is ranked as the top
viewed TV station by a local survey.

Mr. Sardesai however maintains that though it is a good business, it is
also a very competitive one hence the need to be irore innovative to
keep ahead. He says that there are over 120 news channels around the
country to compete with.

CNN-IBN is an English-ranguage Indian TV news channel. The
network is a partnership between Global Broadcast News (GBN) and
Turner International (Turner) in India (a subsidiary of Time warner)
The Indian company GBN runs the channel completely but uses the
cNN brand name, in return gave 26%o stake to Time warner.
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The network broadcasts 24-hour a day,365 days a year. The network
models most of its programming on that of CNN in the United States,

with current-event talk programs mixed with news reports. However
Mr. Sardesai maintains that CNN does not control its editorial and that

they do what they deem fit for the Indian society.

The Editor-in-Chief says that the channel was one of the first news

channels in India to use the concept of citizen journalisrq whereby

any person can send in a report that willbe aired in a separate section.

CNN-IBN expanded the Citizen Joumalism Segment by including
Mobile Citizen Journalism. People in India are now able to send photos

from mobile phones via MMS to the news desk of CNN-IBN.

Though the Station has a channel that broadcasts in Hindi, Mr. Sardesai

says that their vision is to broadcast news in all the regional languages

across India which is about 15 in number.

Duties and Responsibilities
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4.6 COPYNIDEO/AUDIO EDITING

Those in academics do not have a high opinion for the language used in
newspapers. However, the journalists should not be overawedbythese biases

or unfriendly comments being harboured by the academicians. The
newspapers are meant to be read by the masses. Therefore, they have to
adopt a language which is simple, communicative and not verbose. The
journalists, especially the subeditors or editors, have to compress news into
the space left by the advertisement department.

The efforts to evolve simpler and effective language have met some

problems. Wolcott Gibbs wrote a parody n The New Yorker regarding the

new style being evolved by The Time magazine. Briton Haddon, one of the

cofounders of The Time, lndexperimented with new words and style. Though

some of the efforts initiated during those days have been softened, but The

Time is respected for its exclusive simple style of writing.

It is true that during the past one decade or so, Indo-Anglican writers
have made English almost an Indian language. The number of English-
knowing people in India has increased manifold. Among these writers,
Arundhati Roy and Chetan Bhagat have not only earned international fame,

they are among the most popular writers in the country. Similarly, the writings
of Shobha Dey, a well-known writer and columnist, reassert the Indians'

claim on English language that they have mastered this foreign language

like their own mother tongue. However, the problem arises when Indian dailies

use Indian words in English. Many a time, the British nuances and idioms

are used along with Indian words. For example, in an English article, the

subheading was oTu Anari Main Khiladi'(you are innocent, I am the

manipulator).
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During the past decade, the use ofHindi or other Indian languages has
increased in our newspapers; but it is still advisable to use the local [hrrr".with caution. Even if the non-English words are to be used, their meaning
should be explained. It is true that with the local popular words, the beaut!
of language improves, but caution is necessary. The electronic media too in
their Hindi bulletins use a number of English words, e.g. the word .regular,
for its Hindi counterpart niyamit is being used. A section of editors asserts
that since most ofthe reporters are not cautious enough, it is better to rewrite
their clumsily written reports than edit them. there is a practice that only
desk people or editors give heading to the news items. A reporter is not
expected to give a heading to his copy. However, some efficient reporters
prepare a flawless copy and also suggest headings to facilitate the job of
editors.

The era of tape editing is over with the use of compact discs (cD). The
editing in print as well as electronic media is done on computers with different
software. It is much easier to edit a copy in print media than in electronic or
new media. During the initial years, the editing required only specialized
people. However, with the availability of new software, it is possible to learn
editing both for print as well as electronic media. However, in television
channels the editing needs to be done on a larger scale, therefore, a separate
team of editors is engaged for this task.

A subeditor can personally handle the copy in the newsroom, but in
case of audio or video cDs, the concerned desk person or producer has to
personally supervise the content and blend it with the necessary voice or
music, ifnecessary. while in the case of a print copy, the dateline ensures the
origin ofthe news; in the case of a video, one has to establish the place either
by announcement or through the visuals. The element of creativity
accompanied with graphics assumes bigger role in electronic medium. It is
true that the computer software has opened up unprecedented opportunities
for a news producer, but it must be remembered that no computer can really
replace imaginative and innovative approach ofthe deskman. For a successful
career in radio or television, the aspirant journalist should have strong training
in the newsroom of a daily newspaper.

The computer enables a person to adopt new experiments in designing
or even rewrite the copy according to the space available in a newspaper.
There is one difference between the print media and electronic channels,
both audio and video, in that 'there is no place for a weak copy in electronic
media, because with a click of a button, the viewer may shift to another
channel. In case of print media, the reader may shift to the other news, but
may not pick up another daily,.

Therefore, it is necessary that there should be regular workshops to
enable the journalists to update themselves regardinglhe htest wave of
technical innovations. In such workshops or study.u*pr, the issues should



be articulated to develop content-rich, genuinely creative and human-centred
prograrnmes and use the computer software for this purpose. In spite of the
efforts, both in print as well as in electronic media, the dedicated effon to
keep up the pace of software upgradation has not really helped in luring the

readers or viewers. It seems that higher technology has not miraculously
improved the content, except bringing about some improvement in the
packaging of the programme.

The challenges of both the print as weil as the electronic media have

almost converged in the new media. The presence of graphic artists in the
present day computer-savvy editorial rooms means that almost all media

houses have adopted innovative and practical ways by reaching across the

boundaries of imagination and writing skills. One must realize the limitations
of prepackaged imaging formats. The quality of any media product depends

upon keeping an emphasis on human-centred work within the ever-changing
technological innovations. Some well-known media academics like Boyarski
are studying the effects of computers and computer-led designing on people.

These studies are being jointly done by engineers, designers, computer
scientists and social scientists.

4.7 EDITING ON THE DIGITAL PLATFORM

The composing ofprinte<i matter has undergone a sea-change in the past few
decades. The process is now computer-based. Similarly, the filrn-making too
has been revolutionized from the times of traditional videotape editing systems

to non-linear editing for fikns and television production. The new system

enables direct access to any frame in a digital video clip without having to
play the entire tape or shuttling through the adjacent tapes to reach it. Earlier,
we used to lose a large quantity of footage, but today we may load any audio/
video prografirme on the hard disk ofthe computer. We can edit any electronic
progralnme almost in the way we edit a word copy.

The beauty of this system is that in the non-linear system, original
source files are not tampered with. They remain with the channel. The editor
does wonders byusing computer software, because it provides flexible editing
opportunity. Earlier. the editing was done under the linear method or tape-to-
tape method, due to which a lot of tape was wasted. It was more time
consuming and required a very specialized editor to work on it. On the other
hand, even a home computer can be used for the editing purposes by loading
video capture card or FireWire connection to load analog or digital videos.
The FireWire has provided a simple and inexpensive way of loading or
unloading videos on computers. Earlier, videos had to be converted from
analog signal to digital data. However, FireWire offers a straightforward way
of transferring data without the need for additional hardware. This software
has enabled desktop editing of high-quality video/audio tapes.
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with the arrival of 3G spectrum in India, one may capture any event
on a mobile camera and forward it to the electronic channel. Even with a
web browser and Internet connection, any video or audio clip can be forwarded
or transferred anywhere anytime. The popurarity of the non-linear editing
may be attributed to Michael Rubin's book, Nonlinear: A Guide to Digiti
Film and wdeo Editing, published in r 991. The march oftechnology continues
with the introduction of high definition formats, which enable compressing
huge data for editing on a home computer. Moreover, efforts are on to improve
this technology to avoid degradation in this format.

4.8 THE CHALLENGES OF EDITING

The present day editing and style of presentation in the videos has followed
the fihn world. It has followed the tradition of filrn world and its professional
news presentation has its roots in the radio and newspaper industry.
Interestingly, during the initial years, it evolved under the overall umbrella
of the All India Radio (AIR). The government-owned radio and television
national channels were restructured under the prasar Bharti (pB), a corporate
body similar to the BBC. However, the practice of appointing non-
professionals as its chief executives, especially drawn from ttre superannuated
civil servants, has changed the focus and nature ofpB to an extent that some
critics dub it as 'a defunct organization,.

Almost delayed bya quarter century rr lglg,television was introduced
in India. It was apart ofthe AIR and the programmes were basically designed
for educational purposes and also provided the farmers necessary
technological knowledge on crops. It did not emerge as a news channel till
1976.|n 1976, it was separated from the AIR. However, close cooperation
continued till eighties. However, under an international cooferation
programme, India conducted Satellite Instructional Television Experiment
(SITE) duringAugust 1975-July 1976.4core teamwas created at the Indian
Space Research organization (ISRo), Ahmadabad. The contents were
developed in close collaboration with the AIR team. It was before the launch
of the geostationary satellites. The SITE programme depended on the
American satellite, Ars-6, a satellite rotating in an elliptical orbit. It means
that the programme could be beamed according to its footprints in India.
Therefore, only six states, including Gujarat and orissa, were selected for
this experiment. It is only during the era ofthe present geostationary satellites
that a radio or television can get access to any part of the world. Thus, during
the early 1990s when the broadcast industry was liberalized in India, thi
cable revolution overwhelrned the Indian media industry.

with the arrival of Ku-band, the media scene in India is just ready for
yet another revolution. we are at the threshold of the Direct-to-Home
television (DTH) services. The synbol K is derived from the German word,



Kurz-unten-in other words, the band directly below the K-band. In
engineering terminology, it is apportion of electromagnetic spectrum in the

microwave range of frequencies. Before its use in the media transmission, it
was dedicated basically to monitoring through radars.

Earlier, the usage of Ku-band was limited only to the satellite
communication. However, with the expansion of this technology, the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has allotted its segments to
various geographical regions. The American broadcasting company named

National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) had started the use of this
technology in 1983. Its reporters located in different parts ofthe world could
uplink their feeds through the Ku-band. The Ku-band is considered a user-

friendly communication system. A smaller dish size and the Ku-band system's

freedom fromterrestrialoperations make the receiving ofthe channels hassle-

free. It is much easier to install its small antennae in any building. For the
users, Ku-band is generally cheaper. It enables smaller antennas (both because

of the higher frequency and a more focused beam). Ku-band is also less

vulnerable to weather than other systems. However, Ku-band operator's
Earth Station antennas do require more accurate position control in
comparison to C-band.

The satellite television arrived in India with the participation of foreign
media giants like Rupert Murdoch's Satellite TelevisionAsia Region (STAR)
in 1991. The Sun TV (India) was started n 1992.It has now 20 channels.

The Raj Television Network began its broadcast in 1994. It is one of the
popular channels in India.

In1992, the government opened the cable television for private players.

Initially, the Hong Kong based STAR TV offered a bouquet of programmes
to the Indian viewers. Among the Indian initiatives, ZEE TY was the first
private-owned Indianchannelto broadcast over cable. Afewyears later CNN,
Discovery and National Geographic too joined the Indian broadcasting scene.

The sports as well as regional channels flourished along with a multitude of
Hindi channels and some English channels.
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4.9 THE RADIO/TELEVISION BROADCASTING

There cannot be any strict protocols in any media format. However, some
suggestions in this regard may be found useful:

o Radio news writing is aimed at the listener. Therefore, the broadcasting
copy should be clear and simple. It must be remembered that listeners

. do not always carry dictionary to understand a difficult word.

o Like print media, five Ws and one H (who, what, why, where, when
and how) should be told in the outline of the news story.

o There should be a lead sentence to draw the attention of the listeners.
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o It must be remembered that ifwe use 200-300 words in a print media
story it has to be compressed to 100-150 words. The first 30 seconds
are crucial to attract the attention of listeners. It is estimated that 100
words can be broadcast in 30 seconds.

o Like the print media copy, efforts should be made to sum up the story
in the last sentence"

o The broadcast copy too needs subbing for maintaining the style of the
radio station and also to avoid any mistake.

In case oftelevision, the role ofanchor is crucial. one has to recognize
the utility ofteam coordination. The anchor tells the audience about the main
headlines. It has to be immediately followed up by the same or another anchor
to inform the audience about the main story. For example, the death of Indira
Gandhi was announced on the evening bulletin of radio and television
channels. The coordination team immediately provided details about her
gruesome murder by her own security men. It was also accompanied by the
voice over/bites frominternationalinational leaders mouming her death. Since
during the eighties, communication satellites were not available for live
telecast from other centres, only sound bites u,ere broadcast. The job of the
producer is to blend sound bites and visuals relevant to the story with the
help of engineering staffof the studio. Sometirnes the anchors give personal
touch to the death of an eminent person:

Dateline - two shots

we've got some sad news to report to you about the famous teacher
and Guru, u'ho was principal of Modern School, Delhi, padmashri
M.N. Kapoor, who was loved by many of his students and respected
by his colleagues and admired inthe academic circles, died this morning
after a brief illness.

Clippings/ VO

More than 1,000 people showed up for the funeral procession. wreaths
were laid on behalf of the president and prime Minister of India.

4.10 TECHNOLOGY-THE NEW ENGINE

The present development and growth in the field of mass media may be
attributed to the successive inventions both in print and electronic mediums.
Technology has provided immense possibilities to journalists, whether they
are working in the print or electronic media. The continuous technological
inventions provide attractive displays, both in visuals as well as in the *ritt.n
text.

The present day composing and communication technologies have
revolutionized the entire concept ofmass media. During the past two centuries,



the print media has graduated from hand composing to computer-based

composing and image make-up. Also the electronic media has evolved itself
from Analog to Digital platforms. The leading newspapers published in any

part of the world provide their Internet editions too. These electronic

newspapers can be accessed through the Internet anywhere.

Technology has changed the paradigrns of media industry. It is true

that a journalist working either in the print or electronic medium need not

study the technological intricacies, but he must keep himself abreast of the

new inventions. The updating may provide him new opportunities in high-

speed communication and innovations in graphics, etc. In the 19th century,

the telephone and telegraph systems revolutionized the process of news

gathering. It led to the setting up ofwire services such as Reuters, Associated

Press and Agency France Press. etc. In India too, the newspapers with the

support of the Govemment succeeded in setting up the Press Trust of India

(PTI). During the post-independence era, language news services such as

Samachar Bharti and Hindustan Samachar were set up. However, with their

closure, the English news agencies, PTI and United News of India ([INI)
started Hindi services such as BHASHA and TINIVARTA. These ventures

have been reasonably successful.

The arrival of communication satellites and the use of Ku-band gave

unprecedented boost to the media scenario. Ajournalist aware ofthese changes

rnay evolve himself as a better professional. For exampie, understanding the

basic differences of the two systems, Analog and Digital, may enable a

journalist to experiment with new ideas and better coverage. The American

television channels and newspapers were using the Ku-band during the

eighties and nineties ofthe 20th century. They rvere ahead of other newspapers

in transmitting photographs and yideos directly from the news spots.

Technology has now percolated down to common use with the Direct-to-

Home (DTH) services. With the spread of technology, the journalists from
the developing world are now at par with the media persons of the developed

world. The Internet has provided convergence of print, audio and video on

the same platform. It is also called the new media. with these new

technologies, a journalist gets the capacity of adapting himselfto any medium.

He has to update himself to adopt more professional and innovative

approaches in handing the copy irrespective of the medium he opts for.

Csrcx Youn Pnocnnss

4. Explain how the role of an editor gets changed in the electronic media.

5. Write a brief note on the duties of a live-director in electronic media.

6. What is the difference between the duties of a director and producer

in electronic media?
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lMuch before the newsreers could be the features in Indian cinema halls,
these had already become a craze in usA and Britain. Though radio and
television had entered the news scene, the newsreels survived tllllgTg.During
India's freedom movement, most of the historical events were recorded in
the newsreel form. The credit goes to v. Shantaram. The coverage of the
funeral procession of Lokmanya Balgnadhar Tilak in 1920 may b. i"r.riu.J
as the first newsreel, though silent, in India.

Earlier, the Indian documentaries were called .Factual films, or
'Topicals'. one such documentary may be traced back to the coverage of a
wrestling event at Mumbai's Hanging Garden. It goes to the credit of
Harishchandra Sakharam Bhatwadekar, who according to archives had shot
a wrestling match in 1899 between two well-known wrestlers pundalik Dada
and Krishna Navi- In 1903, Ragunath p. paranjpye had covered the great
Durbar held in Delhi to celebrate the coronation of Edward vll ourin! the
initial years, most of the documentaries were made in Britain. The newsreels
were silent during the period l9l0-30. written introductions to each event
accompanied by light music were used during this period. The leading British
newsreels of the silent period were pathe Gazetie, Gaumont Graphic and
Topical Budget. The first British sound newsreel, British Movietone News,
appeared in June 1929.By the mid-1930s, the familiar newsreel style with
authoritative conilnentator and upbeat musical accompaniment became
established. The prominent newsreels were Movietone, pithe Gazette (later
P a th e N ews), G aum o n t - B r i t i s h N ews, B ri t i s h p ar am oun t N ews and. (J n ive r s a I
News. These w€re a familiar part of the cinema prograrnme until the mid-
1950s, when the emergence of daily television r"*J"gu, to render them
obsolete.

I . tnllialtv these 'Factual films' were confined to the installation functions
and weddings of Maharajas, Dussera Festivals, day-to-day rife of people in
various parts of India, snippets from parsi Theatre, etc. DadasaheL phulk",
known as the father of the Indian fiction film, did try his hand at this genre oi
'Factual fihnmaking'. He even made a documentary chitrapat Kase Taya
Kartat (How Films are made) n lglT wherein he showed himself directing
the cast, shooting and editing a filrn!

The popularity of news documentaries rose during this period, when
the sessions of the Indian Nationar congress and meetingsifMahatma Gandhi
were covered in such topical documentaries, e.g. ieaders like Gandhiji
addressing the nation, a solar eclipse, the viceroy,Jcup Race, inauguration
of the Tata Hydroelectric Station, etc. Initially, the cameramen of those days
would get what scenes they could, then the photographically bad shots or
camera stops would be removed and the scenes be joined together. There



was little concept of editing leave alone creative editing. It may be recalled

that sixteen short reels ofthe Congress Session at Faizpur were shot. In 1938,

Wadia Movietone and Chicago Radio in a combined effort covered the

Haripura Congress session, where Netaji Subash Chandra Bose was elected

the party president.

The British introduced a Film Advisory Board (FAB) in 1940, which

had J.B.H. Wadia as its Chairman andAlexander Shaw as the chiefproducer.

The rare ccverage of the Quit India Movement of 1942 may be credited to V.

Shantaram. He had joined FAB following the resignition of Shaw as its chief

producer, but he too resigned when Gandhiji gave the call of 'Do of Die' in

1942.

4.ll.l Some Experiments in Kolkata

If Narayan G. Devare, the Patankar brothers and few others are considered

pioneers in the making of topical films, Kolkata too had its contribution in

this emerging field. Hiralal sen had added ideas and sentiments in his shooting

Scenes on the streets, bathers in the river Hoogly, cockfights, etc. The Aurora

Filrn Corporation ran a regular newsreel named Calcutta Film Gazette.

K.S. Hirelekar (who had studied fiknmaking in Germany) and D'G'

Tendulkar (who had studied motion pictures in Moscow and Germany) had

introduced the then latest concepts of documentary filmmaking. In this

manner, India too joined this new era of ne'*'s feature films.

During the Second wbrld war in 1939, the British decided to use film

documentaries for promoting war efforts. The government established a Film

Advisory Board (FAB) in 1940. J.B.H. Wadia was appointed its chairman

and Alexander Shaw as chief producer. Apart from providing good war

promotion documentaries, Shaw produced some classical films such as

Women of Indio and Industrial India. A. Bhakar Rao's frkn, The Tree of
Wealth, was one of the earliest documentaries to win awards abroad. The

Government provided 2000 feet of films and it was made mandatory to exhibit

these documentaries in each cinema hall. The filrnmaking was entrusted to

two outfits, the Information Filrns of India (IFI) and the Indian News Parade

GNP).With a view to ensure adequate revenue, the government introduced a

modest fee on cinema halls for showing these documentaries. During the

period 194046, more than 170 films were produced. Apart from promoting

war efforts, Some ofthe documentaries were also made onArts and Crafts of
India, Indian classical dances and major Indian industries. During the

formation of the interim government n 194647, its budget was cut and thus

the production of documentaries suffered on this account.

4.11.2 The Arrival of Television in India

Radio, print and cinema already existed before the arrival of television. The

idea oftelevision existed long before the actual invention oftelevision. Several
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inventors were working on the creation ofa technologywhich could transmit
sound as well as visuals. In India, while the print m;dia was free from the
government controls; the television and radio, on the other hand, were under
the strict government controls. Also, India joined the television club quite
late. The British Broadcasting corporation [lnc) had begun its first telecast
in 1936. Three years later in the year lg3g,television telecast also began in
usA. The first successful programme in colour was transmitted in usa in
1953. In India, television was introduced in late fifties, but its expansion
took place with the introduction of satellite television and also a Supreme
court judgment allowing private players in this field. This huge growth has
taken place only during the past 15 years. The press freedom was limited
only to the print media. However, the situation changed following the
landmark decision ofa three-member bench ofthe supremJcourt comprising
P.B. Sawant, S. Mohan and Jeevan Reddy in 1995.

The background facts that led to this judgement on the airwaves relate
to a dispute between the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and the
Cricket Association of Bengal over whether or not the cricket organization
had the right to grant exclusive telecast rights to a private agency other than
Doordarshan. In responding to the dispute over the facts of the tase, courts
at various levels had to examine the larger issue of whether or not the
Government or Government-related agencies like Doordarshan could enjoy
a monopoly over the creation of terrestrial signals and the sole discretion
over telecasting or not telecasting them.

The Verdict:

i) The Supreme court held that the airwaves or frequencies were a public
property. Their use had to be controlled and regulated by a iublic
authority in rhe interests of the public and to prevent the invasion of
their rights. Since the electronic media involvid the use of airwaves,
this factor creates an inbuilt restriction on its use, as in the case of any
other public property.

ii) The Supreme Court held that the right to irrpart and receive information
is related to the right of freedom. The best means of imparting and
receiving information as such is to have access to telecasiing fo. trr.
pu{pose. Howeveq this right to have access to telecasting has limitations
on account ofthe use ofpublic property-va,the airwaves- involved
in the exercise of the right and can be controlled and regulated by a
public authority. This limitation imposed by the nature olth. pubti,
property involved in the use of the electronic media is in addition to
the restrictions imposed on the right to freedom of speech and
expression underArticle l9(2) of the Constitution.

iii) The Supreme court instructed the central Government to take
immediate steps to establish an independent, autonomous public



authority representative ofall sections and interests in society to control
and regulate the use of airwaves. The Supreme Court said that a diversity

ofopinions, views and ideas cannot be provided by a medium controlled
by a monopoly-whether the monopoly is of the State or any other

individual, group or organization. The Court stated: 'As a matter of
fact, private broadcasting stations may perhaps be more prejudicial to

the free speech right of the citizens than government-controlled media,

as explained in the body of the judgement. The broadcasting media

should be under the control of the public as distinct from government.

This is the command implicit in Article 19(1)(a).'

4.I2 TIilE, EXPANSIONI OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA

It is true that India lagged behind in the television broadcast, but with the

satellite television, it is in a position to be at par with the developed world.
With this sudden expansion, there is an urgent need to set up new standards,

both in the field of technology as well as in content development. Radio,

print and cinema were already there before the arrival of television, but with
the availability of more visual options, it became necessary to evolve a
professional team which could provide world class quality content to match

any international channel.

Much before the advent of television news, Indian audience could see

news visuals through the news documentaries in cinema halls. The present-

day television industry has only two decades of history. The govemment-

owned Doordarshanwas the only channeltill 1990 available to a vast majority

of Indians.

Early televisions were broadcasting in halftones only. Its viewing was

not like what we see on a television set today. It was quite primitive. The

limitations of the early camera forced the actors and anchors to work under

impossiblyhot lights. Imagine trying to read news with full make up under a

blazing light. The television stations could cater to a small area of 15-20
kilometers only. However, with the satellite television, we can watch news,

while a newsreader may be thousands ofkilometers away in a news studio. A
viewer can access the television channel by just switching on the television

set.

Terrestrial television in India started with the experimental telecast

starting in Delhi on 15 September 1959 with a small transmitter and a

makeshift studio. The programmes were beamed in the evenings only. Under
the overall supervision of the All India Radio (AIR) the regular daily
transmission could be introduced in 1965 with the help of a small team. The

progress was too slow. It took almost another seven years to introduce

television service in Mumbai and Amritsar n 1972. Only seven Indian cities

had a televisionthat too in a radius ofhardly 15-20 kilometers. The television
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services were separated fromAIR in 1976. During the Asian Games :rr_lgg2,
the colour television broadcast was introduced in India. National telecasts
were introduced in 1982. There was onlyone Government-owned, television
ch-annel, Doordarshan, which was allowed in India. with the expansion of
television, the Govenrment allowed the second channel called DD-2in India.

4.12.1 Satellite Television

Arthur c. clarke, a fiction writer, wrote in February 2001 issue of Reader,s
Digest, 'Still, I take pride in the fact that communications satellites are placed
exactly where I suggested in 1945, and the name .Clarke orbit, is ofterr used
(if only because it's easier to say than "geostationary orbit,,)., He was the
first individual to come out with the crary idea that you can use satellites in
order to send and receive radio signals- something that made continent-to-
continent phone calls possible and later also the Internet.

The union Government under prime Minister p.v. Narsimha Rao had
initially launched a series of economic and social reforms in 1991. During
this era, the Government allowed private and foreign broadcasters to start
limited operations in India. This process has been pursued consistently by all
the subsequent Governments. Foreign channels like cNN, Star TV and
domestic channels such as Zee TY and Sun TV started satellite broadcasts.
Beginning with forty-one sets n 1962 and just one channel, by 1991 TV in
India covered more than 70 million homes giving a viewing population of
more than 400 million individuals through more than 100 channels.

According to the available statistics of 2010, India has nearly 134
million households with television sets. of them 103 million have access to
cable TV or Satellite TV, including 20 million households that are DTH
subscribers. It means of the total223 milrion households, more than 50 per
cent have access to television. It comprises nearly 30 per cent of the rural
households having access to television. It is also estimated that India now
has over 500 TV channels covering all the main languages spoken in the
country.

4.12.2, Revolution through Tetephone

The expansion ofmediamay be attributed to the invention oftelephone. The
print media was revolutionized with the advent of telegraphs and telephone
systems. The news contents received further boost with the invention of
telephone. It enabled people to carry information from one point to another.
A modem life cannot be visualized without a telephone connection. It has
become indispensable to business, household and even the government
departments. A modern journalist may not be able to visualize how crucial
telegraph and telephone systems were for updating news. Till the arrival of
satellite-based digital systems, the long-distance calls were carried through
sea-cables. Any disruptions in the cables ueated communication probleris.



Initially, all these communication tools depended upon analog systems, but

with the digital technology and entry of microchips, the communication

technolo gy has been revolutionized. The basic telephone systems, which were

functioning through the copper wires, are now functioning with optical fiber

network, communication satellites, etc.

These unprecedented technological developments forced some of the

leading international communication giants to shutdown their operations

during the last quarter of the 20th century. The technological breakthrough

also immensely expanded the reach ofmass media. Thus, the basic telephone

system, which had ushered in a new era in the print media industry has also

undergone great changes. There was a time when reporters filed their news

reports through voice on telephone. The subeditor had to write and edit the

same. However, with the invention ofthe tnternet, the news can be transmitted

without any hassles. The voice communication too has now been

complemented with the cordless phones and mobile telephones.

Cnncx Youn Pnocnrss

7. Give the responsibilities handled by a news director in a television

channel.

8. What is the importance of the job of managing editor in print media?

9. Provide a write-up on the functions of chief subeditor in a newspaper.

10. Should the journalists take the academicians' criticism about the

substandard language of newspapers too seriously?

4.13 SUMMARY

o After going through this unit, you understood the crucial role played

by different editorial functionaries in ensuring the success of a

publication. Even best of writers seek the help of editors to improve

their copy, make it more presentable and better understandable.

o The job of the editor is crucial in the media, whether it is print, video

or audio. Ifa newspaper or periodical can ill afford to send the reporter's

copy for printing without processing, it is true about the radio and

television scripts too.

o It is the job of an editor in media to ensure condensation, organization

and other modifications in any media product. He conceptualizes the

media product in its wholesome aspects. Any inadequacy may adversely

affect the meaning and sense of the copy.
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o It is the efforts of the editor that ensure the editing process projects the
idea without leaving any scope for misinterpret;ion.

o The role ofan editor gets changed in electronic media. Sometimes, he
is called television director. The role is varied and depends on whether
the production is live (as in a news broadcast or sports event) or filmed/
taped (as in a dramatic production).

o In both tlpes ofproductions, the director is responsible for supervising
the placement of cameras (camera blocking), lighting elernents,
microphones and props.

o The composing of printed matter has undergone a sea-change in the
past few decades. The process is now computer-based. Simiiarly, the
film-making too has revolutionized from the times of traditional
videotape editing systems to non-linear editing for filrns and television
production.

o The new system enables direct access to any frame in a digital video
clip without having to play the entire tape or shuttling through tle
adjacent tapes to reach it.

4.I4 KEY TERMS

o Electronic media: Generaltermthat includes television, radio, internet,
CD-ROMs, DVD, etc. or anything that is not paper based.

o Editing: Arranging, revising and preparing a written, audio or video
material for final production, usually by aparty (called an editor) other
than the creator of the material.

o Digital media: Digitized content (text, graphics, audio and video) that
can be transmitted over the Internet or computer networks.

o Newsreel: A newsreel was a form of short documentary fikn prevalent
in the first half of the 20th century regularly released in a public
presentation place and containing filmed news stories and items of
topical interest.

o Auteur: A fihnmaker, usually a director, who exercises creative control
over his or her works and has a strong personal style.

o style: The rules or customs of typography, punctuation, spelling and
related matters used by a newspaper, magazine, pubLshing house-, etc.

o Newsroom: A room, as in a newspaper office or radio or television
station, where news stories are written and edited.

o Newsprint: Absorbent, coarse, oflwhite or light brown, soft, wood-
pulp paper used for newspapers but not for books or records because
of its short life span.



. 3-G spectrum: 3-G stands for third-generation technology'. It is usually

used in the context of cell phones. The services associated with 3-G

provide the ability to transfer both voice data (a telephone call) and

non-voice data (such as downloading information, exchanging email,

and instant messaging).

o K-band: Abandofradio frequencies extending from 10,900 to 36,000

megahertz, corresponding to wavelengths of2.75 to 0.834 centimetres.

o Ku-band: Aband of frequencies extending from 15.35 to 17.25

gigahertz, corresponding to wavelengths of 1.95 to 1.74 centimeters.

o C-band: Aband of radio frequencies extending from 4 to 8 gigahertz.

o Satelllte television: A television system in which the signal is

transmitted to an orbiting satellite that receives the signal and amplifies

it and transmits it back to earth.

4.15 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The editorial is the backbone of any publication. News editor, chief

subeditor, subeditors and reporters are the tireless workhorses of this

hardworking department who ensure that the audience gets the content

of its choice. Editor is the key functionary of the media product

irrespective of its mediurn, be it the print, electronic or the new media.

It is the editing which gives the required shape to a media product.

2. It is the job of an editor in media to ensure condensation, organization

and other modifications in any media product. He conceptualizes the

media product in its wholesome aspects. Any inadequacy may adversely

affect the meaning and sense of the copy. It is the eflorts of the editor

that ensure the editing process projects the idea without leaving any

scope for misinterpretation.

3. It is the job of news editor to ensure overall production of the media

product. Irrespective of the medium, he has the crucial responsibility

of maintaining the quality of the product. He is the person who sets the

standard of the publication. He must have the leadership qualities to

motivate and evolve a strong team ofprofessional journalists or media

men. He is responsible for strategic and operational planning. In a

nutshell, he is effectively the head of the newspaper or the channel and

has to keep a vigil on the contents.

4. The role of an editor gets changed in electronic media. Sometimes, he

is called television director. The role is varied and depends on whether

the production is live (as in a news broadcast or sports event) or filmed/

taped (as in a dramatic production). In both types of productions, the

director is responsible for supervising the placement of cameras (camera

blocking), lighting elements, microphones and props.
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5. Like the chief subeditor or the night editor in print media, the live_
director supervises the newsroom in the electronic media. In addition
to rattling offrapid-fire commands, the rive-director is supposed to be
cool under pressure and maintain order among the staffin the control
room and on the set.

6. while the director is responsible for specific shots and other production
elements, the producer coordinates the 'big picture,, including
commercialbreaks and the running length ofthoshow. His assignmeni
may be compared to the news editor in print media. In a smaller
production unit, the director may also be responsible for operating
production equipment like the video switcher.

7. The news director is like a newspaper editor. He has to visualize the
entire channel and its contents. He is also entrusted with the
responsibility of hiring, firirg and setting the tone for news coverage.

8. The job of managing editor can be compared to the incharge or editor
of the desk, who coordinates the flow of news from other centres.
Apart from coordinating the news or clippings received from other
centres, he ensures that the big stories are adequately covered.

9. The job of the chief subeditor in a daily newspaper may be compared
to the responsibilities of an executive producer in u r.*, channel. He
oversees the work of the subeditors and is responsible for the page
make-up and editing.

10. Those in academics do not have a high opinion for the language used
in newspapers. However, the journalists-should not be overawed by
these biases or unfriendly comments being harboured by thl
academicians. The newspapers are meant to be read by the masses.
Therefore, they rave to adopt a language whicir is simple,
communicative and not verbose.

4.16 QUESTIONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions
I . write a brief note on the critical role played by the editorial department

in the success of a publication.

2. Briefly explain the anchoring role played by the editor in media.
3. What do you mean by the essential style of a journal?
4. what are the challenges faced by the professionals in editing domain

under the contemporary circumstances?

5. Write a short note on .editing 
on a digital platform,.



Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss the roles of key functionaries in a television room.

2. Explanthe responsibilities of different persons in a newspaper editorial

department.

3. Explain how the arrival of new technologies revolutionized the media

scene.

4. Critically evaluate the expansion of radio and television broadcasting

in India.

5. Discuss the difference between the editorial functions on a digital
platform and the ones in print media.
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5.0 Introduction
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5.2 Headlines Selection

5.2.1 TelevisionHeadlines
5.2.2 Sports and Business Headlines

5.3 Evolution of Headlines
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5.6 Summary
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5.8 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'
5.9 Questions and Exercises

5.10 Further Reading

5.0 INTRODUCTION

Headlines are the entry points for any news story or write-up. It is true about print
as well as the electronic media. The readers' or viewers' attention depends upon
the strength ofa headline. The affectivity ofa write-up rnajorly depends on whether

its headline is able to get the attention ofreaders or is able to lure the viewers to
the channel. It has to be remembered that both readers as well as viewers have

choices. Areader may shift his option from one news story to another, ifhe finds

the headlines not interesting enough. Similarly, the viewers too have choices; they
have only to click a button on the TV remote controller to move to some other
channel.

'T1pes' are the key components of any mediurn They are the parts

of the overall display of any news, feature or write-up. It all started

with innovative people who designed the typefaces with wooden

carvings. In later years, when the metals were introduced, the

typefaces became more prominent. The print media expanded. The

introduction of mechanical composing systems added speed to the

composing systems. However, during the past three decades, the

typefaces, which had begun theirjourney on wooden castings, have

now joined the virtual world of computer images. With these efforts,

the headlines too have undergone a lot ofchanges.
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5.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going tlrough this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand the meaning and concept ofheadlines in media
o Discuss the salient features ofeffective headlines

o Evalirate the important points to be kept in mind while making a headline
selection

o Explain the evolution ofheadlines along with the new developments in media

o Learn the art ofcreating highly effective headlines

5,2 HEADLINES SELECTION

I A headline gives an indication ofthe importance ofany news item. For almost a
century after the publication ofnewqpapers in various parts ofthe cotrntry headlines
were just announcements. For example, even bank robbery cases just informed
the readers; however, by the headline none could apprehend what the story
contained in the body. Amodemjoumalist cannot imagine that most ofthe weeklies
in the l9th century did not mention anything in their headlines.

we may have an eight-column banner headline in a newspaper. Such
headlines are generally reserved for a mega event, death ofan eminent personality
or big cases ofvioience. The 9/l I terrorist attack on the twin towers in the USA
was repofted in an eight-colunm banner in major world newqpapers. The electronic
channels too announced the tragedy with visuals. Interestingly, an eight-column
banner cannot be on 16-point typeface. The typeface has to be corresponding
with the breadth of the headline.

There was a reason for the stress on single-column news. During those
days, vertical metal strips (column rules) were used on both sides ofeach column
oftypes to lock up the page. It ensured that the type was held firrnly in place. It
was theperiod, whenpnnting was done on flatbed rotaries. The experiments in
headlines really started following the introduction of curved metal plates in the
rotary machines. However, it must be admitted that there was hardly any focus on
the headlines during those years. Even single-column headings could have been
made nnremeaningful.

The Times of India has pioneered the art of writing headlines even in the
single-column format. In June 1914, the daily announced the news on the
assassination ofthe Archduke and Duchess ofAustria in a three-line single column
headline:

AUSTRIATMGEDY
FULLSTORYBY.THE MAIL
AN EYE.WITNESS STORY



On the conclusion ofthe First World War, the dailypublished the news with
the following headlines :

THE ARMISTICE
TERMS ANNOUNCED

WORLD-WIDE REJOICING

The real innovations in the field ofheadlines began with the arrival ofthe
new rotary systenU which replaced the flatbed rotaries. The subeditors too started
experimenting withnew ideas. For example, when India attained its freedom on
1 5 August 1947 , Times of India pttbtshed an eight-column banner:

BIRTH OFINDIAN FREEDOM
NATIONWAKES TO NEWLIFE
MRNEHRUCALLS FORBIG

EFFORT FROM PEOPLE
The type size was 72-pont forthe banner headlines. It maybe recollected

that the type sizes are measured in points. One point is equivalent to 0.0 I 3 84 inch

or ll72 ofan inch. It is alrnost like a dot. Twelve points make apica.The types are

measured nem.lt is anareathat hasbeenderived fromthe letterM. The letter is

square because normallyits width and height are the same. It means that 10-point

tpe is a square area of 10x 10 points and the area of 72-point tlpe is 72x72
points.

Therefore, the subeditor's role is crucial in deciding the headlines. He has

to decide about the typefrce on the basis of qpace available. Earlier, due to variations

in machines, the exact measurement ofthe tlpefaces was not possible. However,
the situation has changed with the arrival of computers. One must remember that
all deskmen functionunder severe time constraints. Asubeditor always functions
under a tight schedule. He has to decide about a headline according to its
inportance. However, it must be remembered that one should avoid giving a headline

with an opinion. The importance ofheadlines can be estimated fromthe fact that
theyalmost determine the character ofanyjournal or newspaper.

Usually, the reporters'complain that the heading given to their copy is off
the focus. Sometimes they even complain that the news has not been accorded the
right displayaccording to its importance. The fact is that an attractive headline
decides whether the reader will go through the copy or shift his eyes to other
headlines. In this context, the headline tests the ability of a deskman. As all ofus
know that in this era ofpackaging and visualuation the words or sounds have to
be visualized without giving graphic details throughpictures or sketches. Some
people think that the headlines are required only for the print media, but they are

needed in every medium of communication whether it is print or electronic. For
example, announcement ofa meeting, dance programme or circus too is a sort of
headline, which dctermines the level ofattention and participation. For example, if
anunknownYoga guruholds ahealthcamp, fewmaytumup to attend, but ifBaba
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Ramdev is to participate, the crowd is expected to sr.vell. Therefore, the
announcement or heading has a key word, i.e. the presence ofBaba Ramdev in
the camp is the determining factor for the audience. Similarly, the presence of
well-known actresses such as Katrina Kai[ Prbanka Chopra or the film superstars,
Amitabh Bacchhan or Rajinikanth have to be given prominence in a headline if a
page three news appears in a daily's supplement. All ofus agree that irrespective
ofthe mediunr, headlines provide us the first grimpse ofany item. They also reveal
the competence ofthe deskman.

The headline writers or the subeditors have the twin responsibility of
expressing the theme ofthe news or story in minimum words. For this, the desk
person has to be well versed in the language to give a concise headline. The
brevity is the theme of any headline. It has to be as brief as possible. It must have
somecolourto attractthe reader orthe listener. Allmedia formsneedgoodheadlines
for packaging their products. For achieving this goal, a headline writer has to be
cautiors that he should not tr.vto unnecessarily sensationalize the itern For exanple,
a television channel announced ilr headlines that 'India's enemies, Beware oflndia,s
Nuclear Submarine'. on the other hand, a newspaper headline just stated, .India

Acquires N-Subs to Keep a Close watch in Indian ocean.'Apart from gir,,ing a
good headline, the subeditor has to give treatnrent to a headline according tolts
importance to decide whether it has to be a single-column or a banner headline.
The deskman has to be always alert and vigilant to give proper treatment to the
constant flow ofnews, features articles, etc. Hisjcb is always to be onahighalert
like a soldier deployed on the borders. It begins the moment he arrives in the
newsroom and lasts till he signs offthe pages.

The task of a subeditor can be judged by the fact that he has to gire a
headline within a few minutes. It requires compressing the message cfthe news
story in a few words and also decide on which page it should be printed. If the
headline is unduly sensational, the daily or journar may lose its credibility.
Nonetheless, theheadlinemust drawthe attention of,thereaders. Theart ofgiving
headlines decides the competence ofa subedrtor in to<1ay,s highry.n*p.tltiu.
nredia market. It is, perhaps, rightlyconsidered the toughest jcb in the newspaper
office. It requires good knowledge oflanguagc, sensitivity and the abitity to take
prompt decisions.

5.2.1 Television Headlines

The electronic media has aknost overtaken the entire media scene. The newspapers
too have resorted to more visuals. The convergence ofaudio, video ancl prinitras
given a new dimension to journalism. However, the journalists remain the key
figures. Therefore, thejotrnalists working in electronic mediatoo shouldreaHzl
that the onlydifference betrveen the print meclia and electronic media is that the
words here are expressed through sound or visuals. Sometimes, even written
headlines are flashed on the television screen. The accepted fcrrnat is that only
bold letters, preferably n Times Roman, should,be put on the screen. The balance
ofthe tlpeface and scrolling on the news should be such that the vie..r-er is able to



catch the message. When the ffirmation is pasted in a word format, the presenter
should realiz,e that the viewer is just reading a printed paper. Both the radio and
television journalists should be well versed in writing headlines and in selecting
typefaces to efficiently handle their respective assignments.

5.2.2 Sports and Business Headlines

The headings for the sports, filrns and other supplements such as page three items
giving details of a social evening need to be more visual. There cannot be any
specific protocol to decide how and when the subeditor should try to make a
headline livelier. We should also realize that the sensationalism and liveliness are
not synonymous. A sensational headline has to be lively, but a lively headline need
not be sensational. However, the decision for choosing the headlines has to be left
withthe subeditor.

CrmcxYouR PRoGRESS

1. Why the subeditors must be trained to give appropriate headlines?

2. Why the journalists in the electronic media should learn to write
appropriate headlines?

3. What precautions should be taken by a headline writer?

5.3 EVOLUTION OF HEADLINES

During the past 150 years or so, the art ofgiving headlines has played a major role
in the success ofnewspaper industry. During the twenties ofthe previous century,
it was adequate to announce that the Sess ion of the Legislative Assembly Begins.
Earlier, evensuchannouncemertswere not made. Earlynewqpapers were published
without headlines. The Indian daily, The Hindu and someprominent British dailies
used to publish only advertisements on their page one. The 26 May 1 88 I edition
of The Hindu stands out as a landmark inthis regard when it published a single-
column itemwith a simple headline, NEws AND NorES. The contents ofthe
headlines indicated some news items separated by dashes. It was considered a
historic event because for the first time The Hindu had given space to news on a
page that was the exclusive domain ofadvertisements.

In 1889, The Hindu became a dailynewspaper, but it continued to follow
its earlier format ofgiving single-column headlines. In the inside pages, the page
two carried the main headline: GONTEMPORARY OPIMONAND CURRENT
NEws. The foreign page had the headline TELEGRAMS. The reason was that
during those days, the composing was mainlydone byhand. The types had to be
sustained tlrough vertical metal strips. It severely constrained the subeditors to
give single-colunmheadings, becausethetextwasto be conposedinsingle columns.
It is perhaps the reason that even a sensational bank robbery had to be given a
single column headline: Messrs. Arbuthnot and Co. There was always a danger
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that the page rnay not be able to hold the type firmly during the printing, which was
done on flatbed printing machine.

The trend of giving bigger and multi-column headlines started with the
induction ofrotarymachines. The pages could be re-carved on plates and the
curved plates so prepared became safer for allowing experiments with headlines.
There was no threat that the tlpes would not be retained on the page. The curved
plates were in one piece; it enabled the deskmento experiment with headlines.
However, for the next decade or so, the style ofgiving levelheadlines continued till
a new generation of subeditors arrived on the desk.

CrmcxYouR PRocREss

4. Why is the tlpographical knowledge required for a headline writer?

5. Why flush left headlines are preferred?

6. Write abriefnote on the significance ofheadlines.

5.4 TREATMENT OF A HEADLINE AND LETTER
COUNTS

We have already discussed that the type size determines-through its points and
ems-the number ofletters to be accommodated in a single column. However,
the type selection also depends upon the body ofthe copy. Ifthe bodyofthe copy
is small, bigger or bold headlines rnay not suit it. Also, there is a stress for rnaintaining
the harmony ofthe types in ajournal. For example , Times Roman is frequently
used as the text as well as for headings, whereas B odoni is considered fit only for
headlines. The latter is not popular for the text. These days, many newspapers and
periodicals are using Calibri (Body), but Times Romon continues to be the most
popular typeface.
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Another factorwhich determines the size oftypeface is the columnwidth.

Some printing experts point out that the length ofa line oftype innewspapo body

is moie important than the typeface. According to a number of researches

conducted onnewspaper readers, it is revealed that reading is most comfortable

when the reader is able to travel from one end ofthe line to the other by moving

the eye pupils only. It has been noticed that if smaller typeface is used in an eight-

column banner, it will be really causing eye fatigue to the reader. Therefore, it is

alwap advised to use 48-point or 72-point tlpe size for abanner headline. Similarly,

the reader will not be comfortable with a bigger type size on a single-column

headline.

5.4.1 Innovations without Sensationalizing

Some ofthe prominent dailies have resorted to six-column pages. It was argued

that the readers find six columnsreading more comfortable. The supporters ofthis

view point out that some ofthe dailies in USA had introduced this six-column

format using 9-point typeface. Their popularity and circulation increased. The

Free Press Journal too introduced this format, but not much success could be

atffiuted to this experiment. However, it is claimed that it helped the dailyto save

onbromide paper. There is almost unanimitythat type sizes up to S-points should

not be set on a column, ifthe width is more tl:rrnl6-17 inches. The column intro

shouldbe at least on a l0-point typeftce. There is also the advertisement factor.

Newspapers receive artwork from advertisement agencies. It becomes difficult to

adjusithe advertisements in a six-column format. With the use ofconputers, the

six-column dailies use the additional space by compressing the columns' During

the century-long history of newspaper industry the new innovations were

accompanied by the technological breakthrouglx. The technologyhas made the

job onihe desk a little easier, but the quality ofheadlines has to be maintained'
-Even 

during rush hours, the subeditor cannot afford to give level headlines. The

headlines must attract the readers.

5.5 THE ART OF WRITING HEADLINES IN
PRACTICE

We give a few examples in which the headline and text have different tlpefaces.

Most ofthe readers do not approve such experiments. They point out that they do

not find it comfortable when there are variations in the typefaces. Therefore, it is

always advisable to retain the basic characteristics ofthe newspaper, because the

readers are quite conservative in their reading habits.

The following is international news in which the headline has been given in

the type, Times New Romon,while the text is nCalibri (Body):
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Indictments in Gaza WarArc Announced

ByISABEL KERSHMR
Published: July6, 2010

JERUSALEM - The Israeli military said ruesday that it had indicted ..a

number of ' officers and soldiers for their actions during Israel's three-week
offerxive in Gaza in the winter of200g-9, including a staffsergeant accused
ofdeliberately shooting at least one Palestinian civilian wh*u, walking
with a group ofpeople waving a white flag.

The announcement came nearly 1g months after the end ofthe war, and on
the day that Israel's prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu met president
obarna in what many saw as a fence-mending visit aftei months of strained
ties. Aspokesman for the Israeli military denied any link between the timing
ofthe announcement and the prime minister,s trip.

_ In the following news iterq both the headline and the text are nTimes Nan
\oman font. The onlydifference is that the headline size is 24pontinbold, while
the text is 12 point light.

North Korea stages artillery drill, warns of threat ofwar
seoul North Korea staged an artillery firing dri[ on Friday near the south
Korean border and wamedthat planned US-southKorean navalexercises
at the weekend would bring the peninsula closer to war.

following news item had appear ed n The GuardianofBritain. The
daily has used the same typeface in the heading a well as in the body. It has been
reproduced in the web format. The main headline has been supported by the three
small supportive lines to communicate the message.

Assassination of Mr, Gandhi
o Point-blank shots by fanatic

o Riots in Bombaywhile rest oflndia moums
o World-wide messages ofgrief

Saturday 31 January 194g

Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated by a young Hindu extremist while walking to
lris 

prayer meeting in the lawn ofBirla House, New Delhi, yesterday. He was 7g.

"-110* 
where onlyone short outbreak ofdisorder is report.a, a state ofmourning

will be observed for 13 days; flags will fly at halfmast, and no public entertainments
willbe held.

The news ofthe assassination has had a profound effect throughout the
world. Messages ofsympathyhave been sent byirr. ring and the president ofthe
united States and by many premiers. The theme of ail comment, whether by
statesmen or by the common man, is the same - "a saint," "a giantamong men,,,
"irreplaceable."



Mahatma Gandhi was shot and killed this evening by a Hindu fanatic. He
was walking fromBirlaHouse to the lawnwhere his eveningprayermeetings are
held and was several minutes late for the meeting. He was as usual, leaning on the
shoulders oftwo grand-nieces, and when he approached the meeting a man dressed
in a k*r,akibushjacket and blue trousers and standing within five feet ofGandhi
greeted himwiththe customaryHindu salutationofnamesteh - that is; with folded
hands.

Gandhi smiled at him, and, according to one version, spoke to him. The
man then whipped out a pistol from inside his pocket and fired three times at
point-blank range. The bullets lodged in Gandhi's chest, stomach and groin. He
raised his hands above his head in the same salutation as he fell. He was carried
into Birla House and died halfan hour later, at about 5.40.

The IndianExpress has adoptedtheuse ofsinple languageto give headlines.
The idea is to communicate the news even by reading the headtine. The following
is just an example that the daily has avoided using any jargon to describe the
pathetic road conditions in the city. Also, it has maintained the discipline ofthe
same type face in its headline as well as in the text. Both are mTimes New Roman.

Corporation Plans to re-lay Roads

ExpressNews Service

CHENNAI: As a face-saving measure after growing public resentment against the
Corporation over the bad condition ofcify roads, the cMc body on Friday unveiled
a Rs 135-crore plan to re-lay them.

Givrng details ofthe plan here, Mayor M Subramanian, said, "Keeping in mind the
state ofthe civic body-maintained roads in the metropolis, the government has
allocated a whopping Rs 60 crore for re-layng all the battered roads."

Budget Headlines are treated in a very special way. For any newspaper
office, the budget day is always very inportant. The reporting staffas well as the
desk is fine-tuned the give the widest possible coverage to the event. The Finance
Minister announces the new taxes or retef to certain sectors. It is not a mere
statement on the finance bill, but it details the total policy on development and the
priorities ofa government. Sometimes budget headings are given fike this:

Fresh Taxes to Bridge the Revenue Gap

Finance MinisterAnnounces Big Deficit in the Budget

For most ofthe newspaper readers, it means ahnost nothing to them because they
do not understand words lke revenue losses or deJicit in the budget Instead,
the subeditors may adopt a user-friendly model of expressions. They may write
like this: Tblevision or Motor Cars to cost More, Fresh levies on consumer
Goods of Daily use to Hit Hard on People. The headlines mean what exactly
you want to communicate to the people. Acommon mrm is more interested on the
impact ofthe budget on his daily life than the academic part ofthe finance bill.
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Another example is the beautiful coverage ofthe spyscandal nTimes of
India. The heading lures a reader to go through the copy in intemational espionage
allegedly done bythe Russian secret agents in USA. In the following copy, the
typeface, Calibri, ofthe text and headline is the same.

From Russia, with love

One day you're a 28-year-old red-haired beauty from Russia trying to

make it as a 'businesswoman' in New York City. The next, your

name and sexy Facebook profile photo are splashed all over the world,
your every status update - "Pain is only weakness leaving the body,"
for instance - the subject of international fascination. You are a femme

fatale. And all you did was allegedly participate in a Russian spy ring.

Every good Cold War-style spy scandal needs a Natasha, and Anna
Chapman, who appeared in court on Monday in desigrrer jeans and a
white T:shirt, has emerged as the tale's sexy antagonist. With all manner

of minor players having capitalized on the fame that comes with a

fall, is it much of a stretch to think that Chapman may be looking at a

lucrative future? "Story has 'blockbuster' written all over it," said

New York publicist Peggy Siegel." Sandra Block in a red wig!"

' On her Facebook page, Chapman once wrote, perhaps presciently:
"Ifyou can imagine it, you can achieve it; ifyou can dream it, you

can become it." If Chapman, aka Anya Kuchechenko found guilty of
what the government has charged - conspiring to act as an unregistered

agent ofthe Russian Federation - she faces a sentence offive years in
prison.

The British Broadcasting Corporation bulletin on the death ofJawaharlal
Nehru brought out a fine copy with an imaginative headline. It may be noted that
the subeditor has retained the typefice inthe headings as well. The following is
just a level headline, because it does not need any shrieking introduction to lure the
reader: 

.

1964: Light goes out in India as Nehru dies

JawaharlalNehru, founder ofmodern India and its current prime minister, has
died suddenly at the age of 7 4.

He was taken ill in the early hours ofthis moming at his house in New Delhi.
He had retumed from holid.:y at a hill station near the capital the previous evening,
apparently in reasonable health.

It is believed he suffered a heart attack, and although specialists fought to
save him for much ofthe day, he passed away early this afternoon with his daughter,
Indira Gandhi, byhis side.
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News ofhis death was broken to the lower house ofparliament, the Lok

Sabha, at 1400localtime (0830 GMT), bycabinet ministerC Subramaniam'

In abrokenvoice, he told colleagues, "The prime minister is no more. The

lightisout."

The Times of Indiaprefers Calibri (Body), wltrle The Tribunelns opted

for Yerdanatypeface.

SPECTRUM; Tnbune Sunday Supp lement

January9,2000

JiddulGishnamurthi

(May 12, 1895 - FebruarY 17,1986)

ABOUT ninetyyears ago, the founders ofthe Theosophical Society, Dr.

Annie Besant and Charles W. kadbeater were on the lookout for a 'messiah'

or 'World Teacher' . Dwing their travels around the then Madras Presidency,

they spotted a skinny little boyplaying on a beach along with his friends.

The boy's countenance had amesmerising effect ontherg andtheyrvere

sure theyhad found their 'messiah'. They adopted the boy, groomed hirn,

and gave him the best education possible. Years later in 1929, when the

Theosophical society was ready to announce the new messiah, Jiddu

Iftishnamurti shocked the Society and the rest ofthe world by refusing to

play the role. Albeit disappointed by his refusal, the Theosophical Society

didnot disownhirn In fact he had a very close relationship with Dr. Besant

rightuntilthe end.

In the following headline, the most inlportant word is ' Semtex', an explosive

used forthe fusttime.

IM used Semtex in Varanasi blast: Report

yAI1J{{ASI: Has the India Mujahidin added Semtex explosive to its armour)fl It

appears so, going by the analysis ofthe samples collected from the December 7

blast site at the Dasaswamedh Ghat'

Top police andAnti-Tenor squad (ATS)) officials, on condition ofanonymity,

said: 
..The use ofthis explosive is quite certain as initial tests with the Israeli kit

have showntheuse ofmultiple chemicals inthe bomb"'

The following news item has used Times New Roman for the heading, but

the text is n Calibri (BodY).

Woman tied, tortured for'illicit' affair

SURAT: A 35-year-old woman of Mandvi taluka in Surat was tied

naked to a tree and chilly powder applied to her private parts by two

women recently, leaving the former under severe pain. The two women

tore victim Rani Chaudhary's clothes, beat her brutally and then tied

her to a tarnarind tree in Patel Faliya of Dharampur village on December
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4 afternoon on the suspicion that she was having an affair with the
husband ofone ofthe assa,ants. Sumitra chaudhary and her sister-
in-law Shanta chaudhary who also threatened to kill the victinl applied
chillypowder to her private parts resulting in her hospitalisation. (Name
ofthe victim has been changed)

The following is a news item in which two different [pefaces, catibri (Body)
and Times New Roman (headline) have been used. It i. y.i to be ascertained why
the subeditors used different typefaces for headrine and body ofthe text. A number
ofjournalists believe that such experiments adversely affect the harmonyin the
newspaper.

congress distances itself from Digvijay remarks on26fir
Country's fight against tenor weakened, says BJp
Smita a & VinayKumar

New Delhi: An embarrassed congress on Saturday distanced itself
from party general secretary Digvijay Singh,s controversial reporting
of a conversation he had with Mumbai Antsi-Terrorist Squad (ATS)
chief Hemant Karkare shortly before he was killed by terrorists on
26111' Karkare had apparently told Mr. Singh that he feared for his
safety from Hindu extremists.

"There is no question of [one] agreeing or disagreeing [with that
statement]," congress media chairperson Janardan Dwivedi toldjournalists, stressing, "it concerns a conversation between two
individuals. unfortunately one of therrq Karkare, is no more with us.
Digvijay Singh wilr, therefore, be in a better position to comment on
his statement."

The congress also suffered another setback as Mr. singh,s statement
hit the headrines even as wikileaks rereased a December 200g
American embassy cable, accusing the party of playing ..communal
politics" in not distancing itself from similar comments made byA.R.
Antulay, then MinorityAffairs Minister. Two of the Mumbai terrorists
had gunned down Karkare and his coileagues, Additional commissioner
of Police Ashok Kamte and Inspector vrjay Saraskar on the first night
of the attacks that took place on November 26, 2OOg.

The Indian Expresspublications have maintained their typeface discipline.
Both the headlines and tlpefaces are nTimes New Romantyperace.
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Mayawati flays temple ritual in Karnataka

LUCKNOW: Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) president and Uttar Pradesh

Chief Minister Mayawati has slammed an age-old temple ritual in
Karnataka where people, the majority of them Dalits, roll over plantain

leaves with leftovers of meals eaten by Brahmins, believing this will
cure them of skin ailments.

Called the 'urulu seve' (roll over ritual), the tradition at the Kukke

Subramanya temple in the coastal district of Dakshina Kannada is

said to have been followed for 400 years, according to the temple

authorities.

The ritual is undertaken in the belief that it will cure people of skin

ailments.

Though people from all castes, including Brahmins, perform the ritual,

a majority of them are said to be Dalits and those from backward

classes.

The style and focus ofthe headline also changes according to the publication.

The following is the news headline which appeared in the Outlook.In this heading,

ifthe heading was only 'More Radia tapes', it might have been just a labelheadline,

but the accompanying phrase 'more red faces', makes it an action headline; the
verb, thus, gives life to a headline.

More Radia tapes; more red faces

NEW DELHI: Outlook mgazine has made 800 new Radia tapes public,

frrther exposi-ng the role played by the lobbyist in key decisions like

ac-commodating DMK leaders in the Un-ion cabinet at the beginning

of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's second innings in offrce and

how Kamal Nath got the surface transport ministry. Outlook clai-m-ed

its rep-orters were still decoding the in-terce-pts offering fresh insights

into the working of Radia.

One of the conversations is between Radia and former head of CII
Tarun Das in which the lobbyist talks of how Karunanidhi wanted

only A Raja, a Dalit, to get the telecom portfolio despite the 2G

controversy. In one of the transcripts, Tarun Das, former head of
CII, terms Raja as very unpopular but Radia says: "That's only with
Sunil Mittal. , . it is better to have Raja in telecorn He will behave himself."

Journalists played a key role, says Radia in one of the ffanscripts,

" Congress ne to statement Thank God issue kar diya. Barkha ne karwaa

liyaa us,re." The person talking with her confi-r-ms her statement.
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"Haan woh to maine dekh liya. Aa gayaa naa Manish kwari kaa,,.
In conversation with colleague Manoj warrier on June r, 2009, Radia
discusses a letter for Reliance Group's Manoj Modi on a suitable
communication plan that will be shown to Mukesh Ambani.

'oYou're expecting us to take care of certain situations,,, she asks
warrier to write, adding "I don't want to go into this whole thing
about j ournalism. . . ga-tekeepers".

The Outlookmagaznehas provided detailed news about the Wikileaks
founder JulianAssange, who had appeared in a court. The news heading is detailed,
but it does not add new information, which has already appeared in daily
newspapers. With a special storyregarding fake cables to embarrass India, it has
added more interest in the copy. While this exposure has helped the journal to
remainrelevant despite the news alreadyappeared, it has at the same time followed
a graphic style ofheadlines to give a better lookand ensure attention ofthe reader.
One section ofthe news has exposed Pakistan's Inter-services Intelligence (IS!
for faking cables to malign Indian defense personnel. The magazine has maintained
the harmony ofthe typeface by adopting the same typeface for the heading and
the text. It has also re-introduced the drop letters, which had gone in disuse for a
long time. However, the magazine uses Times New Romanin another news item.
There can be differences ofopinion on this issue whethe r themagazine should try
different ffifices for different articles. Inthe same edition ofthe magazne,several
news articles have appeared in different fonts. The classical approach does not
permit such experiments, because theybelieve that the magazine should give a
conposite look.

The following heading needs to be made more tight and effective:

Anarchist, liberator, web terrorist, www messiah, predator or a man
cornered? How exactly would you describe JulianAssange?

Saptarish Ray, Ashish Kumar Seri

Tiresday, December 7, a scrum of over 50 British and international
journalists were crammed into court number one in the westminster
magistrates court, central London. There were TV crews from Japan
and Algeria, print reporters from Russia, a radio team from Spain.
outside, the scene seemed straight out of a showbiz trial-pete Doherty
nabbed with drugs, Paris Hilton caught driving over the drinking limit,
Tom Cruise suing someone. One passerby asked, .,Who,s in there?,,
A photographer cleaning his lens answered, ,,Wikil-eaks 

bloke.,, The
passerby sighed, "Aah."

Wikileaks founder Julian Assange is indeed a celebrity now, with a
global footprint, his face recognised everywhere, his name giving the
jitters to powerful world leaders and evoking a range of responses
among common folk-from admiration to exultation to confusion98 Self-Instuctional Material



and scorn. His fame spread far and wide from the time the united

States deployed its formidable power to launch an international

operation to prevent the wikileaks website from releasing some

2,50,000 diplomatic cables that American embassies worldwide had 
I

sent to their headquarters in Washington. Unable to sabotage Wikileaks 
]

or stem the release of cables shared with five nredia outlets-the

Guardian,the New YorkTimes, Le Monde, El Pais andDer Spiegel-

America and other western countries then sought to at least temporarily

incarcerate hin\ to set him up as an example for audacious netizens

daring to challenge powerful governments'

The following news item is quite interesting, because its heading text is in

Times New Roman,butits write-up has beenpresented nthe Calibri (Body)

t1'peface. The text uses drop letters. It also reveals the new generation oflndian

potiti.iu*, who prefer chartered planes, though it needs huge money to avail this

hnury.

Politics: chartered flights

Me and Mine in a Plane of Our Own

For more and more politicians, the sign of big-time arrival is arrival by

hired aircraft

Amba Batra Bakshi

The much-publicised, opulent wedding of BJP president Nitin

Gadkari's son in Nagpur last fortnight saw as many as 30 aircraft

being chartered to ferry guests for the three-day event. The fleet: two

planes from Karnataka, an Airbus from Delhi with high-profile guests,

private planes fi.om Uttarakhand, Gujarat, chhattisgarh and Madhya

Pradesh. But it's not Gadkari alone. The trend of politicians, across

parties,usingprivateaircraftandchoppershasoflateseenahuge
increase. Once used mainly for election campaigns to save time and

take netas to far-flung places, choppers and private planes are now

routinely usedby themfor private trips---even to places well-connected

by commercial flights.

A BJP leader puts this in perspective: "These days even small-time

netas hire choppers and planes despite the option of commercial

flights. Taking chartered aircraft has become a status symbol."

Venkaiah Naidu, for instance, took a chartered plane this June to

attend a party firnction in Mumbai. He flew back to Delhi within a

few hours. Another senior leader flew to Mumbai in a private plane

to attend a wedding.
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Taking chartered flights means hugb bils: the average cost per hour is
Rs 2 lakh for private jets, Rs 70_90 lakh for choppers. A flight from
Delhi to chennai and back courd cost around Rs 12 lakh-perhaps
more, depending on time on the ground, for which the hiring rate
remains the same. Capt A. Ranganathan, an aviation expert, says,
'orhe use of corporate aircraft is uncontrolled. In Delhi and Munrbai,
during peak hours, general flights are embargoed and therefore delayed.
But many chartered aircraft are bulldozed into the slots because some
mantri or the other is on board.,,

since flying private is seen as a status symbol and a reflection of
one's stature in a political party, the desire to be seen doing so runs
high in all parties across the country. BSp generar secretary Satish
Chandra Mishra is known to use only private carriers for party and
personal work. In Madhya pradesh, chief minister shivraj iingh
Chauhan uses only private planes. According to sources, a week ago,
chauhan flew to three different weddings ofparty workers in a private
plane' A BJP fLnctionary in charge of organising these trips points out
that "the cM is popular with party workers because he makes sure he
attends every ceremony he's invited for. He can,t cover the distances
by road so he has to fly. private planes ferry him at reast l0 days in a
month"' He says private planes are arso hired in Madhya pradesh for
the trips of senior party leaders in Delhi.

!dj: hday is facing tough challenge from tw o magaznes, The outlook

?*T:!::!;.':l1lf:'*ls:':.:haiesucce,'turv;Til.;;;;"k;;:;^;;
*,-,1.:*:l-l!-rul1.*ucv o.f 

lydia rodryinthe couniry rh. dll;d;;;;rvlrv vv ut5 tr4D atheading, Th ta to privacy, which adds coiour to the magazne,because India,s
noted industrialistRatanTatahas takenup the issue offficy. Irfact, it is double-
decker heading and these days such h.uoirg, have become quite popular. The
reason, perhaps, is that even if the reader is in trurry he mayte uut.io get the
message ofwrite-up.

Thta to privacy

A thin line divides the right to privacy and matter of pubric interest
By Vijaya Pushkarna and Vandana

Whenhepetitionedthe Supreme Courtto stop furtherpublicationofthe transcripts
ofthe telephone conversations between himand corporate lobbyist Niira Radia,
Ratan Tata also sought a probe into how they were leaked to the media. His right
to privacy, underArticle 2 r ofthe constitution oflndia, was infringed, Tata said.

The Enforcement Directorate using the tapped conversations to investigate
alleged tax evasion and money raunderiig uy naaia, wrro nanales the corporate
communications ofall_Tata conpanier, *u, okay. But there was no ground for aprivate conversation between the two ofthemto be made pubti., he told the



Supreme Court.

Tata, Radia, top joumalists, veteran politicians and bureaucrats are all busy
trytng to disentangle themselves from spools ofthe infamous tapes that exposed
theirignominious dealings inthe2G qpectrumallotment andthe fightfor gasbetween
theAmbani brothers. Right from influencing decisions onministerialportfolios to
lobbying for "convenient candidates" to open the debate on the Budget, the
conversations exposed it all.

Tapping phone calls is nothing new in India. Politicians and industrialists
have protested it, but no one has ever dared to petition the Supreme Court for
defending theirprivacy as Tata did. And he has a good reason, too. For, not only
his own reputation, but that ofthe business empire he heads has came under a
cloud. Within seconds ofthe leak, people were screaming everything from "ta ta
to honestf ' and'?otten ta ta", suspecting his loyalties and questioning all that the
industrial house had ever stood for.

Says lawyer Prashant Bhushan, who first brought out the tapped
conversations: "There is nothing private in these conversations. These are
professional conversations between a businessman and a fixer broker. They would
not be protected even under RTI. These should be brought out to let people know
what is happening in the corporate world. Ifa man ofthe calibre ofRatan Tata
employs suchbrokers and fixers, his image is bound to be tarnished. There are
5,800 such tapes with 104 being in the public domain. These 104 conversations
give a fairly good glimpse ofhow corporates are employing fixers and brokers. If
Tata goes ahead with it, I will intervene and oppose restraint on this case."

"latamaybe correct to some extent that these are his private conversations.
But ifthese conversations pertain to national interest or matters ofpublic importance,
the country would like to know what is happening with taxpayers' money," says
Lalit Bhasin, seniorlawyer at Supreme Courl.

The muck thrown all around by the Radia tapes may have marred the
reputation oflndia's nascent and largely unacknowledged business of lobbying.
But co-founder ofPerfect Relations and lobbyist Dilip Cherian does not see the
damning tapes as really damaging for the profession. "In inclusive policy-making,
corporates and social organisations pool intheir voices and that is an acceptable
democratic system. It is when the lines ofpropriety are transgressed that the need
for back-room negotiations arises. That is where the Radia tapes issue actually
exploded," he says. "Kosher lobbying continues to be a legit practice everywhere
in the world, including India, and it is information-based rather than driven by
inducements."

Themagazrne,India Tbday, has used a mix ofheadlines in the following
news item. The heading and text is tn Times New Romarz and the bye-line is in
Aerial typeface. The content has hardly any relationship with the heading, but with
the picture ofthe sacked Union Minister for Communications and Information
Technology, A. Raja, the heading becomes relevant. The typefaces are being used
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to make the news a little more interesting, which is almost a repetition ofthe news
items already appeared in other newspapers.

Aking's ransom

Sandeep Bamzai I November 19,2010

IfPrime Minister Manmohan Singh had wanted, he could have stopped

the loot. At any time over the last three years, Singh could have stepped

in and proved that he is as concerned about his government's integrity
as he is about his own. But he did not. He chose to keep his own
counsel as recently jettisoned Minister for Communications and
Information Technology A. Raja, in collusion with operators, caused

a potential loss of Rs 1,76,645 crore of public money.

This story is three years old. It grabs your attention for the sheer

audacity of Raja and the deafening silence of the prime minister. On
January 3, 2008, just a week before Raja went ahead and collected
cheques from these operators on a first come, first served basis, the
prime minister gave his virhral assent to this loot. By acknowledging
Raja's letter of December 26, 2007 he gave his stamp of approval,
saying: "I have received your letter ofDecember 26,2OOj regarding
developments in the telecom sector."

Singh had turned a blind eye to Raja's carefully orchestrated hijack
through 7, Race Course Road. What Raja managed to do in that week
beginning January 3 and ending January 10, 2008 continues to
reverberate in the corridors of power in Delhi. In his letter to the
prime minister dated December 26,2007, Raja pretty much laid down
the action plan. It was a brilliant stratagem. He wrote, ,,My efforts in
this sector are intended to give lower tariffs to the consumer and to
bring higher teledensity... more specifically in rural areas.

Many a times news itenN and their headings contain short words. For
example, instead ofusing full name, the word 'vajpayee'is considered adequate
to communicate the message that the heading is about former Prime MinisterAtal
Biharivajpayee. The reason is that there is always a spaceproblemwhile writing
a suitable headline. It is not a new practice. During the sixties and seventies,
newspapers and journals across the world used to write JFK for John F. Kennedy.
we have noticed that instead of abbreviations, we give only a part ofthe name.
Proper names are only apartof the problem during the subbing of a copy. The
main problem is how to give a copy a tight look without conpromising the content
or message. The United Nations is now frequently used as the UN.

The whole exercise ofproviding appropriate headlines is meant to save the
reader from the task ofreading the whole newspaper or journal.
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It is always advisable not to cram the headline with too many words. The

practice to give almost full details in a headline is now almost disappearing. In its

plu..rnot innovativethings are being doneto conveythe gist ofthe message in

the crispest form. For example, the heading, Maharashtra Gets another Dose

of Chavanprash or Delhi Votes for the Lotus. The use of the word

Chavanprash in the heading actually means that another Chavan is taking over

the reins ofthe Maharashtra govemment. The popular tonic Chavanprash is a

household name in India. Therefore, it means that the state administration is to get

another boost under a Chavan leader.

The following are two news items regarding the political crisis in Kamataka

state, where some defiant legislators had revoited against the ChiefMinister B.S.

yedyurappa. The headline in the following item reveals the rnaturityofthe deskman

Theheading, 'A defiant Yeddy survives, for now', suggests that the political

turmoil is yet to be finallY over.

Tehlka News:

Adefiant Yeddy survives, for now

Situation inKarnataka swingsthings inthe CM's favour

BY Sandeep Bhushan

Delhi

Adefiant Kamataka chiefminister BS Yedyurappa appears to have survived-

at least forthe moment.

With the results ofthe Bihar elections pouring in, a beaming BJP president

Nitin Gadkari today told the throng of assembled mediapersons, "After

consultations with senior party leaders and state leaders, the partyhas decided

to continue withBS Yedyurappa as chiefminister ofKarnataka."

Gadkari's statemnt is being seen as capitulation to Yedyurappa's banner of
revolt against the party leadership.

On the same issue, the following news item appeared on a webpage. The

headline suggests that the defiant legislators are yet to be won. It shows the quality

and grasp ofthe headline writer and his knowledge and awareness on the issue.

AsianT[ibune:

Karnataka crisis: CM hopes to survive as rebel MLAs play hide and seek

New Delhi,08 October:

The Bharatiya JarntaParty government in Karnataka led by ChiefMinister

B.S. Yeddyurappa finds itself in a deep crisis after 14 party legislators and

five independents, who had extended support to the govemment, conveyed

to GovernorH.R. Bhardwaj that theyhad decidedto withdraw support.

Onreceipt ofthe letters fromthe 19 signatories, including sevenMinisters,

the Governor told the ChiefMinister to prove the government's majority on

the floor ofthe Legislature before 5 p.m. on October 12. In a House of225
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members, the BJp has a strength of 117 (excluding the Speaker), the
congress 73 andthe Janata Dal (Secular) 2g. There ie six indepenients.
Yeddyurappa, who called on the Governor in Bangalore, told himthat he

would prove his majority in theAssembly on october I I at io u.rn. ,.I am supremely
confident that I will have the numbers by the time the session commences.

Already, several ofthe regislators who have revolted have conveyed their
intention to retum," Yeddyurappa claimed. The BJp is trying to lure the rebels with
plum ministerial bertts.

while State JD(S) president and the former chief Minister, H.D.
Kumaraswamy, is regarded as being instrumental inbringing together dissident
BJP legislators, the congress has steered clear ofthe developlents, stating that it
will spell out its stand- at a later stage. Reports suggest that the JD(s) and the
Congress have arrived at an infomral understanding at ttre State levei, although
anyunderstanding must have the sear ofthepartyhigh command.

Senior BJP leader venkaiah Naidu was rushed by the BJp to Bangalore to
discuss the issue ofthe l9 dissenting MLAs with Karn;taka,s ruling p^rty

Crmcr Youn Pnocnrss
7 . what is the role played by'Types'in adding more value to a headline?
8. How is the subeditor 's role very crucial in deciding the headlines?
9 . How did The Hindu stand out as a landmark in the domain ofheadlines in

l88l ?

I 0. How did the trend ofbigger and multi-column headlines start?

5.6 SUMMARY

o After going through this unit, you understood the role of headlines in
popularizing the contents ofa publication.

o Along with the professionalization ofnewqpapers and electronic medi4 the
headlines too have evolved over the years. The headlines create the credibilify
of any news iterq because they define the overall content of the item.
Headline-writing skills testthe subeditor,s capacityboth interms oflanguage
as well as in visualization to give an element of attraction to a copy.

o Like human behaviour and changing lifestyles, the media too reflects these
changes. In today's computer and mobile phone era, even the nature and
scope ofboth written and spoken forms of language have changed. These
are the times of slangs and abbreviations, thus, really testing the editorial
people who have the tough task cut out for them toialancJthe standard
language against the contemporary linguistic preferences.



.Iftherewasanytraditionofgivinglevelheadlines-thattooinsingle
column-thereasonwastheprintingprocessbecausetheprintinghadto
be done on flarsheet p,..,.,. rn. r'.-aam.s achieved their realrole during

therotaryprintingpressera,whenthecurvedhotmetalplatesreplacedthe
direct printing fromthe typefaces'

o The real revolution in this field took place with the introduction of computers

andlnternet.However,thebasicprecautionsandprotocolshavecontinued
in the present computer era as well'

oltiSanacceptedprinciplethattheheadlinesshouldbebothcolourfuland
neutral. The subedito, *t'u avoid including opinions inheadings'

o However, the sports desk and business desk may be exempted because

theyhavedifferentreaderships.Eventoday,itisanacceptedprinciplethat
news is ,u.r.A unO opi"ion is free' It must be remembered that even a good

headline -uy ** o-r.,:* G h.klur,., if the correct typefaces are not used.

o In some newspapers, the headlintt T: given by the subeditors' but the

typefaces are deciii ilvii" pt*er' ThJpoint size and space have to be

p-p.rty *orked out to Lnsure the headlines size'

5.7 KEY TERMS

oHeadline:Thetitleorcaptionofanewspaperarticle'usuallysetinlarge
type' 

rfcharacterdesigns' whichusually
o Tlpeface: Typeface is a coordinated set^c

comprises u, upr,uil;il; a set ofnumerals and a set ofpunctuation

. ffiit; emis a unit ofmeasurement inthe field oftypography' This unit

defines the proportion ofthe letter width and heighrwith respect to the

point size ofthe current font.

o Letter-spacing: Letter-spacing, also calledtracking' refers.to the amotrnt

of space between a group of letters to affect Aentily in a line or block of

text.

etc. to gainattention'

o Broadsheet: Anewspaper having a large format' approximately 15 by 24

inches (38 bY 61 centimetres)'

.Newsagency:Anorganizationthatcollectsnewsreportsfornewspapers,
periodicals, etc. Also called press agency'

o Typography: The art and technique ofprinting with movable type'

r Sensationalism: The act of shocking or intent to shock, especially through

the media; the p*d; ;;r*g .tur,ring ur, superficial effects, in art, literattffe'
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Thbloid: Anewspaper ofsmall format giving the news in condensed fornL
usually with illustrated, often sensational material.

Yellow journalism: Journalismthat exploits, distorts or exaggerates the
news to create sensations and attract readers.
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5.8 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

I . A newspaper orjoumal depends upon the headlines for the popularity of its
content. Ifthe headlines fail to attract the readers, it may not survive in the
present day highly competitive media market. A subeditor is like a
photographer, who must zoom his camera on a full vision. He must acquire
the craft of using words with correct number counts. There is always a
space constraint in terms ofcolumn and size ofthe copy, which makes the
taskmore challenging.

2. A good headline improves the comprehension ofaparticular topic. Unless,
a journalist, irrespective of the media he serves, is abre to sum up a copy in
8-10 words inthe headline, he cannot reallyprepare an effective script ofa
newsbulletin.

3. A crisp and effective headline neednot be made sensational. It has been
noticed that the sensational headlines have short-term impact on the readers,
viewers or listeners. However, there should not be any laboured effort to
make a sensational headline. The era of double-decker headline is over.
Therefore, a headline writer should write a tight, crisp headline to attract the
reader. Even ifmufti.line headlines are giver5 effort should be made to create
linkages betweenthe lines. There havebeen efforts to point out the impact
ofthe breaking oflines. An experienced subeditor may succeed in making a
multi-line headline a livelyone.

4. There is a need to evolve skills for giving proper headlines which fit into a
cohrmn A subeditor must know how and where to break the line in a heading.
He should also be aware ofthe correct typeface to be used in a copy. It is
true that point size and space commands do not always work with precision
in giving headlines. However, it is advisable not to use-differeffifont sizes in
the same heading. There cannot be any fast rule on this issue. some ofthe
headline writers may try to experiment with all sorts offonts. However, it
may go against the stylebook of the publication. one thing is clear that
alrnost allpublications have stoppedusing all-cap headlines. It mayalso be
remembered that proportion and shape ofa headline are needed for smooth
navigation of any headline and its text.

5. The flush left headlines make a good sense because the Englishtext is read
from left to right. our eyes are also tuned accordingly. Therefore, ifthis is
not followed, the axis oforientationis disturbed. Since thisprinciple also
applies to the justified left flush in the body ofthe text, it is true for the



headlines too. The return ofthe drop letters in some ofthe magazines has

reinforced the beliefthat the text too must be soothing to the eyes and the

reader should findthe reading oftext soothing to his eyes. We must reallze

that any experiment to add the so-called beauty to the headlines may not be 
,

convenient for the readers.

6. Headlines are the entry points for any news story or write-up. It is true 
]

about print as well as the electronic media. The readers' or viewers' attention

depends upon the strength ofa headline. The affectivity ofa write-up rnajorty

depends on whether its headline is able to get the attention ofreaders or is

able to lure the viewers to the channel.

7. 'Types'are the keycomponents ofanymediurn They are the parts ofthe
overalldisplayofanynews, feature orwrite-up. It allstartedwith innovative

people who designed the typefaces with wooden carvings. In later years,

when the metals were introduced, the typefaces became more prominent.

The print media expanded. The introduction ofmechanical composing

rystems added speedto the composing systems. However, during the past

three decades, the typefaces, which had begun their journey on wooden
castings, have nowjoined the virtual world of computer images. With these

efforts, the headlines too have undergone a lot ofchanges.

8. The subeditor's role is crucial in deciding the headlines. He has to decide

about the typeface on the basis ofthe qpace available. Emlier, due to variations

in machines, the exact measurement of the tlpefaces was not possible.

However, the situation has changed with the arrival of conputers. A subeditor

always functions under a tight schedule. He has to decide about a headline

according to its importance. However, it must be remembered that one

should avoid giving a headline with an opinion.

9. The 26May 1881 editionof The Hindu stands out as a landmark inthis
regard when it published a single-colunn item with a sinple headline, NEWS
AND NOTES. The contents ofthe headlines indicated some news items

separated by dashes. It was considered a historic event because for the

first time The Hinduhadgivar qpace to news on a page that was the exclusive

domain of advertisements.

10. The trend of giving bigger and multi-column headlines started with the

induction ofrotary machines. The pages could be re-carved on plates and

the curved plates so prepared became safer for allowing experiments with
headlines. There was no threat that the types would not be retained on the

page. The curved plates were in one piece; it enabled the deskmen to
experiment withheadlines. However, for the next decade or so, the style of
giving level headlines continued tilla new generation ofsubeditors arrived

onthe desk.
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5.9 QUESTTONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a briefnote on the role played by a headline'

2. What are the different types ofheadlines?

3. Write a short note on television headlines.

4. Write a short note on 'innovations without sensationalization'in writing

headlines.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss important points to be considered while selecting a suitable headline.

2. Describe the evolution ofheadlines as an inportant element in media industry.

3. Explain different types ofheadlines'

4. Critically evaluate the difference between writing headlines lbr the print

media andthe electronic media.
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6.0 Introduction

6.1 Unit Objectives

6.2 The Role of Typography' History and lmportance

6.2.1 Treatlnent of a Headline and Letter Couuts

6.2.2 Arnval tlf ComPuters

6.2.3 trnPortance of TYPograPhY

6.3 Selection of Types and lts Importance

6.4 The'Lead'Continucs its Role

6.5 Graphic Arts: lmportance and Methods

6.5'l GraPhics fbr \hlueAddition
6.5.2 GraPhics Invade Front Page

6'5.3 New Rttsiness

6.5.4 The Wonder Clalled 'Photoshop'

6'5.5 New ExPeriuretlts

6'5.6 Signilicance o1'(iraphics

6.6 ('afioonists

6.7 Rolc of PhotograPhs
6.1.1 Diflbrcr]cc bctween Montage arrd Collage

6.8 Sunrtl-tarY

6.9 KcY Tcrtus

6.10 Answers to 'Clheck \bur Progress

6.II Questious aud Exercises

6.12 Further Reading

6.0 INTRODUCTION

Thc types uscd in a publication determine its character' tt is a key factor in the

make.upofajourrral'u,uuttyanindividual.spersonalitygetsaboostthrough
proper dressing. sr/c a;d i.#n.,y. Similarly. a publication gets the attention of its

readers thnough its tyres. Usually upp.urun.. lcaves a deep first impression' An

attractive and glossy t,,tt .on ..i,uiniy t iOe a few shorlcomings in a publication'

In India and also in western Asia, cailigraphy was developed into an art form'

There have been great artists who produced 
-illustrated 

books' mostly religious

texts. In I 5 80, a group of Jesuits presented a copy of Holy Bible to Emperor

AkbarandsoughtthepermissiontoSetupaprintingpless'TheMuslimclergy
described the printing pt.tt 'u creation of satan" and the setting up ofthe press

was denied. rn. ,.aron was that the lobby of calligraphers was scared ofthe

printing press becaur. ,Lv irr"rght it n,ghrtake away their source of livelihood'

However,EastlndiaCompany,whichwasallowedtosetupatradecentrein
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Surat (now in Gujarat), quietlybrought the first printing press to India. This effort
could not make much headway, because the conrpany could not evolve typefaces
for Indian languages. Interestingly, the first Indian types, both in Bengati and uindi
were used in the printing presses of Srirampur set up by Christian missionaries. It
is true about typography too. From ancient times, ffigraphy as an art played a
crucialrole. It is the predecessor ofpresent ,fonts'.

6.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES
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Aft er going tlrough this unit, you will be able to :

o Discuss the role, history and importance oftypography
o understand the significance of[pography inthe computer era
o Explainthe importance andmethods ofgraphic arts
o Evaluate the role ofcartoonists in the popularityofa publication
o Learn the role ofphotographs in media

6.2 TIJE ROLE OF TYPOGRAPHY, HISTORY AND
IMPORTANCE

There are views and counter-views on the issue of evolution oftypes. There are
people who credit chinese for this invention. According to somi scholars, the
movable types were first invented by the Emperor ofKorea in the l2th century.
He was a scholarly man, who was keen to see all his subjects educated. The
Europeans learned about the existence ofmovable types from the traders ofthe
East. However' on the basis ofrecorded history available so far, Johann Gutenberg
is credited for inventing movable types in 1455. He had composed and printedi
42-lneHolyBtole.

ln l465,Sweynheymwith his colleagues created the frst tpefrce. Francesco
Griffo created the first italic t1,pes in 1501. During 17l6-2d,wilham castone
succeeded in setting up a range oftypes, which are known as old typefaces. The
Bodoni typefaces are attributed to Giambattista Bodoni, who had created a new
set oftlpes popularly called 'new typefaces'. paul Renner offered another range
oftypefaces, which were taken as the 'prospectus for future.. The realtypogrupti.
revolution began in 1 98 5, when Adobe introduced the po stScript format.

6.2.1Treatment of a Headline and Letter Counts

Typographychanges the look ofajournal. Ifyou are 'into'typography, then why
is your type laid out so poorly on your opening page? Did no tn .u., explain the
'building block'aspect ofgood type to you?And the quote on the .typo,page 

has
a semicolon where a pause character is more appropriate 1em dash oi ,i.pr.
comma). These are the basic questions on which the entire edifice of modern
joumalismstands.



Among the newspapers, the NewYorkTribune is, perhaps, the first daily

which intoduced line-typing sptem for the first time in 1886. One ofthe innovators

inthe field, OttmarMergenthalerdemonstratedthe frst line-casting machinebefore

Whitelaw Reid, its editoq who exclaimed, 'You've cast a line oftype!'The editor's

words formed the basis for the company label, and marked the beginning of
Linotype's success story.

Four years later, this ingenious inventor foundedthe Mergenthaler Linotype

Company. Little did he know that after more than 1 00 years of successful business

the Linotype, a wholly-owned subsidiary ofMonotpe Imaging Holdings Inc.,

would be following his footsteps. Today, Linotype has one ofthe world's largest

font libraries, offering more than 10,500 high-quality typefaces.

Initially, it all started with the revolutionary invention ofhot-metal setting.

Today the fonts are no longerjust for the elite, they are a popular tool of graphical

and visual communication. Most ofthe important and internationally influential

contemporary fonts are derived fromthe Linotype Libraryand its predecessors.

Original fonts that you can nowadays find on everyPC as OpenType or PostScript

fonts have been licensed from this huge library. It has become the centre ofboth

traditional and modern typefaces.

Muchbefore the invention of Linotlpe machines, Tolbert Lanstorl who

was born in 1844, had invented the Monotype hot-metal composition system. It
was fi.rtherinprovedbyaGermaru OttrnarMergenthaler, who becametheinventor

of the Linotype machine. During 1845-85, Linn Boyd Benton of Milwaukee

invented a mechanical punch-cutting device .Latet, Frank H. Pierpont of the

Monotype Corporation Ltd modified the machine. It was his efforts that the

newspaper industry could introduce mechanical typesetting with its heavy dernards

for multiple matrices. The USA newqpapers were the first to adopt new irurovations

in typing systems. The new systems were embodf"g some enduring technical

principles, such as the circulating matrix.

In 1887, Lanston patented a system of composing single metal tlpes
mechanically. It consisted ofa kelboard producing a perforated record ofa job in

a paper spool which controlled an associate machine for fashioning types from

cold strips of metal with 196 matrices. Justification of text lines was by letter

spacing. Three years later, in 1890, Lanston realized that the method offashioning

and composing type by starnping out characters from cold metal strips had severe

limitations. Consequently, apatent application for a systembased on hot-metal

castingwasfiledandeventuallygrantedin 1896. Thus, firstpunch-cuttingmachine

was made ready. Messrs Benton, Waldo & Co. delivered the machine to the

Lanston Monotype Machine Company in USA.

6.2.2 Arnval of Computers

The metals are too heavy to allow free flow of ideas. There was growing realization

that the typography will allow free flow of ideas, if anyhow computers could be

roped in. In 1960, William Garth, Jr., President and founder, and Ellis Hanson,
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ChiefEnginecr ofPhoton. Inc., introcluced typogl'aphy through cotnputcrs tbrthc

first tirne. He decided to experirnent under the banner of Compugraphic

Corporatioq in Brookline, Massachusetts. William Garth and his team decided to

appithe existing computer technologyto the tlpesettingprocess. Withinayear in

1961 , the Compugraphic engineers succeeded in progamming their conputers to

automatically handle repetitious typesetter coding. The firm developed a prototype

model of the Directory Tape Processor (DTP) which eliminated all operator

decisions and produced a fully coded tape used for typesetting. Within next two

yeaxs in 1 963, the company evolved Linasec I and II, the first general tlpesetting

computers. These automated tape-processors produced justified tapes to drive

the iinotype machines used in the newspaper industry. The net production ofthe

Linasec *u, *o.t than 3,600 lines per hour compared to the manually set 600

lines per hour. It revolutionized the computing systems in the newspaper industry'

Withthese new computer-based composing systems, the newspapers could carry

more detailed, latebreaking news stories'

The first two phototypesetters, the cG 2961 and the cG 4961, were

introduced by Compugraphic in 1968. Of them, the CG 2961(for text) and the

CG 496l (for text and some display tlpe) were successfully operated through a

perforated paper tape prepared on oflline perforating keyboards. In 1969,
-Compugraphic 

introduced the7200 Headliner. It was almost a new experience to

operate machines and also simultaneously the headlines on a display screen. The

rmpact ofthese revolutionary technologies was not visible till eighties in India. In

the year 1970, theArea CompositionMachine (ACM) 9000 was introducedby

Conpugraphic which offered the flexibrliry ofa direct keyboard and tape-operated

phototypesetting. TheACM 9000 sets text and displaytype mi*ing 96 tlpe fonts

(conrpiete set oftype in one size and style) in eight styles and twelve sues (6 to 72

pointi) which is ofparticular interest to dailynewspapers and larger weeklies for

ihe preparation oftheir display advertising. Now the emphasis upon the design,

manuficturing and sale ofnuchines shifts to include a new emphasis on developing

typefaces. Bythe year 1983, a Qualitylmprovement Process took shape. The

company, Conpugraphic began licersing its tlpefices to manuficturers ofelectronic

priniers which demonstrated its ability to supply tlpes for non-Compugraphic

products. The new Personal Composition System (PCS) was introduced. It was

itr. t gi*ing of a new era ofhigh-quality typographic communication in the office

environnpnt.

The revolutionary history ofthe evolution oftypefaces from the hot metals

to software is just exciting. In 1986, Compugraphic decided to set up a new

division, Font Technologies, to answer the needs of software developers and printer

manufrcturers. The joint efforts and cooperation between Compugraphic andAgfa-

Gevaert helped in improving the new technology. In 1999, Agfa Monotype was

created, forming one of the largest font companies in the world. The company has

released theAlbany, Thorndale and Curnberland core set of fonts for new media

devices. The New Media Core Fonts are designed for high legibility on low-



resolutiondevicessuchascomputerScreens,consumerelectronicdevicesand

in Type Fonts:

clear displayorr.urudr. Brr,eriun,.xt. the worldrype: Layout Englreverston

2.2 alsonrade its debut. These latest releases support all thre major written languages

oftraiu,Pakistan,Bangladesh,SriLankaandNepal'

6.2.3 lmPortance of TYPograPhY

JeremyNornBn,wltoisknolvnforhisfamousbook,FromCavePaintingsto
the Internet has given a detailed study on the evc;lution ofhumans from the cave

paintings to the pr.J;; ;; lnterner era. The 
'redium 

may change, but the basic

role oftypogrupt,y..**1rrih. same. This evolution also reveals the high points of

civilization:
Phosflitirn

1sl! I C

K
B

television screens'

Themajorfontdevelopersintheyear2005framedthefimousEigfttGolden
Rales of font software licensing. It was an attempt to make fol-licensing easier to

understand for the .rA.rr.r.. Th" ,nu3o, players in this field,-Mornotype Imaging

,*'orks alongside n.,tt'oiJfypes, DaitonMaag' Fontsmith' Identkal' Microsoft

and Shinn Typ. O..iO.Jto iniroOrr.e a single ,o*t of informat'ron to help the end

users rnanage their font assets. As a follow-up to this policy, Ndonotype Imaging

has launched a new downloadable font .o,tttiog tool to help tusinesses discover

howmanyfontsarestoredontheircomputers.TypefacesfiomtheMonotlpc
Library of more than 1,300 typefaces are now,\,uilubl. ir.r the openType font

format. Monotype u"**, has released version 3.0 of itis ilype font engine to

introduce tf,e compuny;lpu:,.n -p.nding Smartllint technotosy'Ij nry dl1l

G.cef
t4{ 8,C

E
E
m
E

Soman
r 14 a.u.

H
B
H
E

Eg}.Ptisn HebterAr

ffiM
mm
ffim
mw

Some of the Known Varieties

ffi
Bodoni
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Designed after the work ofGiambattista Bodoni, an l gth century qpographer,
Bodoni is a good representative ofthe Modern tlpeface.

m
Caslon

m
Industria

Designed after lhe work ofwilliam caslon, c'l.ca l732,this is an archetypal old
Style font.

This typefice was designed in 1990 byNeville Brody, one ofthe most influential
designers ofthe eighties and nineties.

Univers

AdrianFrutigerdesigned thistypeface in 1957. It is the archetypical Sans Serif
font.

Dr. No

Designed bylanAnderson ofthe Designers Republic ..lgg2,it is a typeface that
pushes the limits oflegfoilitywitlrout conforming to the clichds ofgnnge tlpoga.phy.

H
Platelet

DesignedbyCo
type designandr

E
OCRB

nor Mangat in 1993, Platelet is a good exanple ofpost-modern
the effect ofEmigre onthe contemporarystyle.

Designed byAdrian Frutiger, ocRB is a Sans Serif face designed for optical
character recognition adapted for human readers.

m



H
VOXT

It was designed in 1996 by Taylor Deupree to cross legible text fonts with
experimentaltypographic elements. Often looks 'normal' at the first glance, but

shows its unique elements on closer examination.

H
Campbel

Designed byAlexander Smith in 1 996, this typeface was inspired by a drain plate

inCentralPark.

m
Snell

It was designed by Matthew Carter for Linotl,pe in 1965. Carter derived the

typeface from the handwriting ofCharles Snell, the English writing master and

author.

It was originally designed by Howard Kettler for IBM and redrawn byAdrian
Frutiger. Courier is the prototypical typewriter font, and one ofthe most popular

fixed-widthfonts.

ilIoonBaseAlpha

It was designed by Cornel Windlin for Fuse in 1993. Derived from bitmapped

printouts, this font is designed for graphic formrather than superior legibility.

Clarendon was designed by Hermann Eidenbenz in 195 1 . It was adapted from
Robert Besley's original design done in 1845 for Thorow good & Beseley.

H
Courier

E
Clarendon
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Amoeba

DesignerJbyMariusWatz to rcscrnblc thc stylc ol'lirnls uscd incat'ly Space Invaders

games, Protozoandelight (a fist fullof{irn).

ffi
Pilot

Designed by Magnus Rakcrrg in l()95. it is an acrod.t'ttitlttic lirrtt lirr the nest

millcruilun.

On the basis of these typcs. thcrc is alrcatlv a rvir.lc spcctl'Lul1 or varicty of type

fonts available onthc Wiudou's plattirrm.

Cuucx Yttt,n Pt<x;ttt ss

I . Whcrc did typography starl trottrl

2. Why was printittg ptcss dclnunccd bv thc clcrgy dtrin-u the tilne ofAkbar?

3. What was the drawback of using rnetals in typcsetting? How computers

removed this hurdlc?

4. Why did 'Tinrcs Rottran'bccatrtc tltc nrost prc{L'rrccl tlpcface'/

6.3 SELECTION OF TYPES AND ITS TMPORTANCE

The entireworld oI'the typographyha.s revolutionizcd tluritrg thepast two decades.

l-he vocabulary oftypcs, howcvcr. has rernaincd alnrost satttc. Notrcthclcss, the

hard-rnetaltyping systclns har,c m'vv bccn lotally'rq'rlaccd. l:arlier. tltc rnctal types

were three dinrensional hard nrctals. '*'hich wcrc thrcc dirncnsionalrectanglcs. It is

useful to leam thc old vocat"rulary. though to sunrc cxtcllt it has changcd ttver the

years. For exalnplc, thc basic sct ol'tcntts rell'rring to tltc varitlus pafts ofa t54rc

(serif, bard, shoulder, hairlinc. stcnr, loop. ascuttlcr attd clcscettdcr) is rtot bcirrg

used. However. thc mcasuretncnt of'thc ty'pc sizcs continuctl to bc usecl despite

the shift frorn hard metal to trvo-dinrcrrsional corttputer itnages. Type sizes are

measured in points. One point is 0.0 l 3t{4 or l l T 2 of an ittch, or about the size of
a dot. Twelve points make a pica. rvhich is the lcngth ofa type phase. It is equal to

l/6 ofan inch.

A subeditor should know that thc printcrs expre'ss the length of a line in

picas and points. If it is stated 1.5 picas, it tneans I pica and firc points. It should

not be confused with one-and-halfpicas. Lengths are also tneasured in tenns of

tr



em.lnfact, it does not really measure length' tt-tlt area it c,overs' The term is

beingusedbecau,.iono.,,ultypestheletterMhasapproximatelythesame
height and width. Therefore, thi enr of a l0-point type is a square area of 10

pointsxl0points.simita,ty,theemof36.pointtypeis36pointx36points.

Averticalhalfofthisareaiscalledanen.ThereasonistheletterNis
roughlyhalfaswideastheletterM.Therefore,theenoflO-pointareawillcover
theiurface of 10 points x 5 points width'

Thesetwowordscontinueeventodayinthenewspuqe..vocabularyfor
measuring space. On" u* i'approximately equal to oT q':1' Although the word

pica is more coffec t,but emis now more popular and widelyused'

There is also a problem ofmeasuring space.onth: Ory "l1ll"1Tj"lf"t;
,". J;;;, ,rffi;ffiili, il;f.r 3o'-point headlines, the actualheadline

will be 36 points. The reason is ihat the rnachines are being programmed on the

basis ofthe capital letters. In fact, the rnachine should be programmed according

totheclescendertoo,becat.se<]escenderslikepandgwill.beoutsidethe30-
point cotunand. Hou,ever, there is seldom any problem in editing, because both

'and 
rnachines have already been fine-tttned to this situation'

There are legends attached to some ofthe typefaces' f*::Tl|1,::::
no*o);;:il.d;for the London Times.rtere typefaces are their own

variants such as bold;;;il rrd l*ht or italics' It is interesting to note that the

Microsoft hasretaineJ*o., ont otityp"a..t Yr,hrh: 
modernequipment' it is

possible to cteate.rrnrrLry onthe.*irtirg typrfuces; theymaybe electronically

italicized, condensed or eren e*pandeo. noirerer, those who believe inthe purity

of fonts do not approve such experiments'

Wthseveralthousandsoltypesinvogue,therearealsobraveatterrptsto
classify them. Thoug1, i, i. tricky, but the atLmpts to classify enable a person to

recognizc thc,r. Thc.ltl classicril 
'itrictics 

are in varior'rs forms such as light' bold

arrcl italics. S0ntc ot'the typclltccs cottltl bs ctlmpressed as well as expanded as

thc rtectl lrs.

BO D()N I MT/ tODoN I M't' l] I ack/lt0mll m illilPltttlill/

Iilllttl\l ll't ltsllllt l'l|lll'll[lilill

TIMES NEW ROMANITIMES NEW'ROMAN

TIMES NEW ROMAN BOLD/

VERDANA,/ V E RD AN AAIERDANA

TA H O M A,/ T A H O M A /f A H OMA

Calibri I Co I i b rilCa I ibri
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There are some tlpefaces preferred bythe designers:

ALEGERIAN

COPPERPLATE GOTHIC LIGHT/

COPPERPLATE GOTHIC LIGHT

There are some typefaces which maydelight the calligraphers:

Holkl, hon'do yqxl

He11o, how do
There are certaintypefrces, whichare appropriate for sonrepublications orprinting
works; the other may not be suitable. The letters in italics are preferred mostly ii
invitation cards, but in newspapers such usages are only limited for highlighting a
particular term. The black letters, which were popular in most ofthe ruropelan
countries, are seldom used in newspapers. They may be used in some form for
advertisements or creating a name plate, etc.

The Roman typefaces were developed in Italy by a Frenchman, Nicolas
Jenson in 1470. Interestingly, the italic fonts too were created byan Italian scholar,
Aldus Manutius in the 15th cenhrry. The typefices, which are easily recognizable
and preferred in the newspapers or periodicals, are Bodoni, century, Bookmarl
Memphis, and some others such as Ionic, Excelsior, and corona. The most
preferred, however, continues tobe Times Roman. The well-known British
typographer, StanleyMorison, had designed this typeface. However, it has been
finther improved as Times Na,v Romcm.It is widely used and available on Microsoft
platforrns.

The tlpeface, Times Roman,became the most preferred typeface for a
simple reason that it could provide excellent printing, urd ink r.rer smeared its
face to rnake it illegible. Another feature was its harrnonybetweenthe capital and
the lower case. Morison had design ed Times Roman nsucha way that it looked
a little bigger than the other typefaces in the same point. It became more popular
during the Second world war years, when due to acute shortage of newsprint,
the dailies had to reduce pages, and to accommodate more news they naa to
reduce their conposing to the 7-point body. However, it is anestablished fact that
point size should not be less than 8 points to make it readable.

It goes to the credit of Stanley Morison that he designed a, which was
slightlybigger than the B odoni ain the same l4 points. Aclose study ofEnglish
alphabets reveals that they can be categorized in t'wo ways: primary letters (a, x);
and the letters with ascenders and descenders (b and y). The particura, rreigrrt oi
a letter, that is, the size from the top to the bottom oilo*". 

"use 
x, is what the

ordinary reader captures through his eyes. But the type size is to be measured
from the top of ihe ascenders to the bottom of the descenders. It makes the
x-height to look larger. Morison succeeded in his efforts to make Times Romr



more readable. While the primary letters looked bigger, the ascendqs and

descenders were fitted in the same size. The readers found Times Romar,fnore

pleasing to eyes, because it looks bigger in size thanBodoni t1pes, etc.

A lot ofcredit for the developments in the field goes to the USA innotators,

who had developed the linotypes on hot-metal ryatems. They had made a deailed

study ofthe suitable types for the newqpaper industry. They idortffied Times R:man

and Century as the most legible typefaces. They also found two other typefrces,

Regal and ldeal,equally legible for newspaper readers.

With the shifting oftypography from three-dimensional metal form to trro-

dimensional formats on computers, the softwares have opened immense

possibilities for evolving new typefaces. Research and innovations are continuing,

especially due to expansion ofadvertisements. Bothprint and electronic media

arecontinuingwithnew experinrnts. Apartfromrnaking the typeficesnrore legible,

the enrphasis is also on attracting the reader or viewers in case ofthe television or

Intemet.

6.4 THE 'LEAD' CONTINUES ITS ROLE

The term leading has survived this cornputer era. It was used during ttr Linotype

era. A strip of lead was used to space out type slugs. The use of lead has now

beentotallydiscontinued; yet the wordhas remained, because the written matter

though composed on computer still needs readability byputting some spaces on

the body type. During the hot-metal era, lead strips were being used while urposing

the page. During those days, a given type had to be put on metal base called the

slug or liner, and this liner could be of a size different than the type size. For

example, an S-point type canbe placed on 8- or 9-point size or even on l0-point

slug. A subeditor has to be really careful in order to take appropriate decision

during the makeup ofpages.

It is noticed that a line oftypeset 8/8 may adversely smack on another such

line in the body, which might be considered as too crammed for comfortable

reading by some readers. On the other hand, 8/10 might appear to be having too

much space and give a scrappy look to the newspaper. Therefore, it is necessary

that the subeditor or make-up incharge should take correct decision to give a

goodreadable lookto the daily.

WiJh the increase in the number ofsenior citizens, the typefaces in most of
the newspapershave been made a liule larger to make themmore legible. During
the seventies,thelndianExpress managementhadintroduced 7-pointbody, which
reduced the readability ofthe daily. Manyreaders conrplained that it was difficult
for them to read the daily due to smaller t1pefice. Some ofthe popular weeklies

such as Sunday Mail ofDelhi rose to emfurence due to their eye-pleasing fonts. In

case of Salz day Mail, its normal text used to be 8 y, point body for normal text

and 9 point for special features. The text appeared in l0 /, pontbody. During the
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tenure 6fits editor, A.S. Abraharq efforts were made to reduce the additional use

ofwhitr : space around the headlines on its pages. However, its basic design remained

unahef,ed.

Hyderabad's EenaduinTelugu is one ofthe successful stories ofa regional

languarge daily. In its bid to have influence beyond Andhra Pradesh, it started an

Englirsh dally, Newstime.'Nhile selecting the right type, The Hindu did a lot of
researrch, but it just launched the daily by us tng Clarendon Light, which is seldom

usedlbyanydailynewspaper. Thetypeface, perhaps, was chosento give distinct

look to the daily. The publication survived and also made its presence felt in the

region. On the other hand, The Hindu had chosen Sans Serifbody and 15-pica

cohrmn width. It was definitely a variation, because the other dailies had only 1 1-

em width. It means their broadsheet daily carries only eight columns. The Hindu

paved the wayfor a six-columnbroadsheet. It was later followedbythe Hindi

dail7,, Janasatta.

The Logic: Some people ask what should be the right width ofa column in

a newspaper. The answer is simple that a reader should read the line in a column

without moving his head. He should be able to read by moving only the pupils. It

is true that bolder headlines on a larger tlpeface maybe read across eight-column

page without any fatigue; but ifthere is more than one line, the reader has to wade

through ttre entire eight columns, it becomes really tiring. Therefore, a subeditor

must realize that there is correlation betweenthe type size and the column width.

Tlrere is also an optimum format formula, which provides for better

readabilityof anynewspaper. The credit to these efficrts should be given to the

American newspapers, because they conducted deep studies on this issue. The

usual formula they use, in a nutshell, can be reduced to O42 keystrokes. So, in

an 8-pointtypeface,42 letters of8 point, includingpunctuationmarks and space,

will constitute the optimum column width. In 60 points, it will be a line comprising

42 strokes of60 points each. The type size should increase as the width is expanded.

It must be remembered that in wider columns, rnore leading is required, i.e. wasting

space.

The optimum length in turn decides what should be the minimum and the

maximum width of a column. The minimum for a line is O"25 per cent or 32

keystrokes. The maximumis O+50 per cent or 63 keystrokes. Anv'line lengththat

tblls between the minimum and the maximum width has to be 'within the readability

range. On this basis, it is possible for a broadsheet newsf,aper to have six columns,

Each column will then be about l5-pica em wide..'l1owever, a subeditS nas to
make efforts to make 1 5-pica lines readable'01:66 a minimum. $pe size of 9 points.

In spite of some experiments ofhaying six columns, the majorityoflndian
dailies prefer eight-column forrnat. Eacl.r column in the dailies will be 1 l-pica wide.
An I l -pica line will take 36 to 39 keystrokes in 8 points.

The Hindu experiment negds to be further elaborated. Earlier, it was on
Excelsiortrypeface, but it was ncrticed that the Indian-made newsprint, popularly
called NEPA could not effectively print this font. Therefore, the newspaper



fluumgement decidedto change the font. After detailed studies, it was decided to

shift to Sans Serif.

Every newspaper emerges with a unique personality. Many elements

determine the rnaking ofthis uniqueness. The most inportant ofthese is typography

due to its visual appeal. The sensationalness or sobemess, loudor sedate, liveliness

or dullness of a newspaper are dependent on its choice offonts. The subeditor,

like an artist deputed to do the make-up, has to be wellversed in typography.
However, his professional chores will be subservient to and conditioned by an

overriding design conceived by someone else. This is what maybe called the

Grand Format, the basic design structure ofa paper into which the daily editing

and make-up decisions are fitted.

6.5 GRAPHIC ARTS: IMPORTANCE AND METHODS

Alice, the famous heroine of Alice in Wonderland,says'what is a bookwithout
pictures '. It is true about today's media too. With the convergence of print,
electronic and now new media, i.e. Internet or web media, nobody can ignore the

role of graphics and make-up. It is not only the contents, but also their effective
graphic representation that decides the presence of any media product in the hot,

highly competitive media world. The situation has worsened in this technology-

driven era, when even an individual can produce an e-newspaper; evenwith
minimum resouroes. However, the product will need support and visualization of
graphic artists. It is, perhaps, the reason that most ofthe media houses now have

separate design cells headed by an artist. Therefore, there is a constant need for
journalists, especially the desk people, to learn the basic design format of a
newspaper. Also, there are constant efforts to revise and improve the design each

day. The design department, like a fashion adviser to a film star, works on how the

final media product or the datly or magazine would appear after printing.

It is a common fact that fashion-conscious people take care of their
wardrobes and other elements like cosmetics to keep themselves attractive. It is
an admitted fact that some ofthe dailies such as The Hindu continue to be with
their establishedmake-up format, but a dailylikeTimes of Indialns setup a large

team ofgraphic designers attached to their editorial department. These departments

desigp the newspaper according to the news available on a given day. They also

work on advertisements in such a waythat the final product not only pleases the

eyes ofthe reader, it also becomes the delight for a connoisseur. Therefore, the

era ofcorrp artmentalned thinking ofrunning a daily is over. Even in the case of
electronic media, especially television, the role of graphic artist has become vital.
They explain even an accident tkough visuals, to enable the audience realize how
it tookplace. Similarly, anewspapertells the storythroughvisual designing or
sketches, e.g. the traffic regulations for the lanuary 26 parade.
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6.5.1 Graphics for Value Addition

Some mediaacademicians emphasize that themost important issue in lay-out or
design concept is that the advertisement ofthe journal should be eye-catching.

I 
However, the issue is why only the advertisements, the media product itself should
be designedto attract its audience. It is true that advertisementsprovide the ftrancial
backbone to anymedia product, therefore, it is natural for anypublisher or the
owner of a media house to give more emphasis on the better display of
advertisements. It is also stated that there are several advertisements placed on
the front page. Therefore, it is necessary that each ofthem should be distinct and
stand out to convince the buyer ofthe space that he is getting the value for his
money.

It is a fact that while we flip through a publication like a newspaper, we may
at least stop and glance at the pictures, even ifwe do not read the articles. It is the
picture, perhaps, that may hre the readers, ifthey find it interesting. Areader may
first read the headlines or introduction, and then ifit is interesting or intrigulng, nL
mayreadthe entire story. Thus, for seeking the reader,s attention, ttre gra;hic
artists play an important role. It is not only the advertisements, but even a news
storymaybe merged in the artwork to make it more interesting than a simple
publication. Earlier, it was noticed that most ofthe newspapers did not puy iny
attention to their classified advertisement columns, but now the graphic artis;
have added colours to these spaces to make each advertisement stand out.

The graphic artists and their artwork have assumed a key role in any
publication. In India, where the newspapers have to survive in cut-throat and
highlycompetitive markets, their share is about 50 per cent ofthe printed space
including editorial matters and advertisement s. Many newspapers now employ
fulltime artists for designing the entire daily. It is done to ensuie hu*ony i, uil
pages. It is true that the use ofvisuals reduces the HB space for the text whether
it isanadvertisement message ornews story.

6.5.2 Graphics Invade Front page

The role ofartists is well recognized in English dailies lke Times of India,Indian
Express and Asian Age. The southern editions of Indian Express under the
ownership ofManoj Santhlaia, a scion ofthe legendrypress baron, RamNath
Goenka, is now called, New Indian Express.It sister dailies are: Dinamani or
daily rnaif a popular Tamil daily ofChennai having its editions in Vellore, Trichy,
Madurai, Tirunelveli and coimbatore ; Kannada prabho nKarnada; Malayalam
varika; cinema Express, etc.All these have come out oftheir traditional mould
ofconservative looks to a new dynamic platform in which artists tryto give a new
identity to these publications.

A similar approach is being followed by the following dailies: B haskar, Amur
uj a I a and H in d u s t an (Hndi dailies) ; J a n a m B h o o m i, D ivy a B h a s ka r, G u aj r a t
samachar, sandesh (Gujarati dailies); Malayalam dailies like Malaiala
lVanorama; Oriya dailies svch as Dhcrritri anrJ Scuna j;Telugudailies lke Eenadu



and vaartha; Bengali dailies like Anancl Bazar Patrika, Bartman, etc. All these

have liberal doses of graphics to attract readership'

The advertisers. w,ho muster up huge money to promote their products, are

also kcen to have multi-colour insertions. In dailies lke Hindustan Tintes and

Time;; tfi'lntlitr.sonle ofthe big advertisers book even the whole front pages' In

such cases, the crcdit goes to intelligent clesigners who cleverly produce their

newspapers in such a way that a reader is seldom able to understand that the front

pug.i. set up bythe advertisernent department. The first page isproduced in such

u *uV that as soon as a reader opens the third page, he finds the lead stories

presented in their natural first page format. For the reader, the opening third page

t..o.., the page one. Sometimes, the numbering ofpages is done in such a way

that for a common reader, the page three becomes page one'

The big dailieS, though having national or international profiles, blend their

product with-large doses of localnews' Their local supplements splashed with

multi-colour photographs and designs enable these dailies to identity them with

local readership, which further enables them to compete with the local dailies' For

example, the localpull outs of Times o.f India are cityspecific, such as Bombay

Timei, Ahmaclobacl Times, Lucknow Times, Delhi Ttmes,etc' The regional and

language dailies too have adopted this practice. They also publish soft social news

ofweddings or get-togethers, etc. The news published in these supplements are

popularly calledlhe page three items. It is stated that the publishers lery huge fee
^foi 

publishing these items in the supplements, though they are presented in news

form. In all these efforts, the role ofthe graphic artists is well recognized'

The graphics have also revolutionized the advertisements. The possibilities

of adding colour are immense. Some ofthe owners ofspecific brands themselves

appear in their advertisements to establish the credibility of their product' The

graphic artists have done wonders in such cases'

The photogpaphs ofpeople in the publications create a powerful link with

the local people. The readers may know the person, rvhose photographs appear

in the daity. However, to keep the interest ofthe reader. the photograph or graphics

must be interesting. The picture should be at the top or high up in the advertisements'

There is an established practice to put pictures almost at the top ofthe story' It is

because the picture tlra.ws the- reader into the story and \\'e are conditioned from

long habit to read a newspaper page figrn the top to down. The picture should

..u.h ho.irontally from border lo t'nrder or vely close to that.

The white spaces. though defined as open areas, are considered as tr asted

space. White .pu.. it not the space between letters or the leading between lines'

unless the spacing is taken to extreme. White space can trc u'asted space' but

doesn't have to be. Except itt rttre caSCS. the r,vhite space shoultl not be tlorc than

15 per cent ofan advertisemenl. In rare cases rvhere white space is the art elcment,

the space should be at least 80 per cent of such insertions. A fulIpage with two

short lines of copy in the bottom half or mirjdle of the page may become thc most

effective advertisement. Such efforts successflilly draw the attention ofthe readers'
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The modem technologies have expanded the possibilities ofmaking any newspaper
more colourful and popular with photographs and other graphics.

6.5.3 New Business

In India as well as in some advanced countries, a number of companies have
mushroomed inthe past few years offering their expertise forproducing high-
qualitygraphic designservices formagaznes, newspapers andyello*puger. Fo.
ordinary publishers, it may not be possible to employ expert graphic designers,
but with the help of such companies, theymay improve theirproducts even with
srnall investment. Theyare the experts inthe field giving stunning looks to magazines,
newspapers and yellow page layout designs. Since they have access to the latest
software, they excel in their respective jobs. The system ofoutsourcing is not only
cost-effective, it has also enabled some ofthe publications to adopt a totallynew
look.

6.5.4 The Wonder Ca[ed .Photoshop'

The software called Photoshop has given a new look to all publications. This
software on digital platform enables to add glamour to anyphotograph, which
even the best of cameras could not do. This software is considered an essential
part ofany graphic exercise, especially in fashion magazines or write-ups. It is also
called glamour enhancemezr or Photoshop glamour retouching before their
publication. Insimple words, it is also called digitalmakeup or glamourmakeover.
The access to this digital glamour enhancement is available even to those publishers
having rneager ftiancialresources. The humanphlsrque intheglamourphotography
may give a much younger look, or add extra beauty beyond our imagination.
These days, with the help ofnew technology, even less attractive photos can be
furned into glamorous ones after theyare retouched.

6.5.5 New Experiments

This is a computer age. The unprecedented expansion ofthe Intemet has provided
new opportunities for experimentation in media. All rnajor newspapers have now
Internet editions. The social networking websites such as Facebook or Twitter
have opened up new opporrunities to the readers. There are newpossibilities of
having aweb newspaper ofone's own choice. It is also possible to print the same
through a web machine to circulate the daily. Some people consider these new
technologies a threat to journalism; but we have to save them from becoming a
relic ofthe past. They must be transformed to face the new realities in the present
day technolo gy-driven society.

The graphics have always been a key-factor to improve the looks and
readership ofanyjournal. The Times of Indiaused to have a famous magazine,
Illustrated weekly of India. With the expansion oftelevision and even to make
the main daily more colourful, the magazine has been discontinued. Inspired by the
Britishjournals such as The Graphic and lllustrated London Naas,this Indian



experiment ruled the media scenario for almost half-a-century. The lllustrated

Weekly,as itsname suggests, used graphics, photographs, initiallyinhalf-tones,

but in later years it became one ofthe most colourful publication of India. The

journal used to provide coverage to social events as well as some political

happenings. However, it devoted its space to literature, arts, sciences, the

fashionable world, sports, music, opera and occasions which were adelight to its

vast readership.

The innovations in graphics were attempted even during the 19th Century.

The Daity Graphics was founded in 1873 in USA. A daily with a similar name

also started its publication under some other owner in 1889. These publications

may be called the first efforts to add colour to the newspaper industry.

6.5.6 Significance of GraPhics

The graphics play a pivotal role in media. Their impact is deep whether the medium

is print or electronic. It is true that the formats ofjournals are getting shorter with

eachpassing day. The size ofbroadsheet dailies has reduced during the past two

decades. Therefore, the artists now play a much larger role than they used to in the

20thcentury.Inthese changmgcircumstances, thejoumalist servinginthenewsroom

as well as inthe field duties must understand and assess the changing tastes of
readers.

These technological developments have created new business opportunities

within India as well as in other developed countries. Anumber ofnew companies

offer expert advice for giving new look to media products. The new computer

softwares, whicharebeing regularlyupdated, have openedup irmnensepossibilities

for giving a new look to any media product. Some ofthe well-known newspaper

designers such as Carlos Soria continue to assert that print media would continue

its keyrole as avehicle forjournalism. However, according to these experts, the

newspapers mustbe designed accordingtothe changing world andits requirements.

The new format must be customized withthe new environment. It is suggested that

while the weekend editions must have ma gazne looks, on the remaining days the

newspapers should concentrate on hard news only.

With the expansion ofmulti-media during the almost two centuries ofthis

industry graphics have become the key factor. Indian joumals, suchas lllustrated

Weekly of India andmxryotherpublications were inspiredbythe Britishtraditions

in this field. However, now in this highly competitive era, some of the Indian

publications are the envy ofanyworld-class journal. It is true that during the past

century, a number ofillustrated joumals closed down due to the high cost and lack

ofmarkets; but the graphics as an art and science continued to expand. The British

initiative in this field can be traced down to the 1 9th century when n 1869 , The

Graphic started its publication. Subsequently, its name was changed to The

National Grophic in 1932.

Few inthis era, maybe able to realae thatgraphics were introduced tkough

engravings. William LusonThomas, a well-known wood engraver, had started the
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publication ofnewspapers, because he believed that newspaper canplaya crucial
role in reforming the society. Initially, the publication had started with meager
resources, but in later ycars, it had its own big workshop and the number of
employees had risen to over r,000. Thus, during the initial phase the graphics
played a big role. Nonetheless, with the arrival oicomputer Lchnology, its role
has become important even in citynewspapers. Even a smallpublication these
days requires the services ofa graphic designer. For a subeditor or incharge ofthe
fuggf, it is becoming essential to be well versed in euark and photoihop to
handle the pages.

CHscx Youn Pnocnnss
5. How has the computer age opened more possibilities for new typefaces?
6. How 'leading' still continues to play its role?
7 . What should be the right width ofa column/
8. what is the optimum format formula for newspaper column width?
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6.6 CARTOONISTS

In India, some ofthe leading cartoonists became popular at the international level.
Among them notables are K. Shankar pillai, Abu Abrahant Sudhir Telang, etc. In
some ofthe cartoons Shankar used to lampoon political leaders. The first Indian
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru was so much impressed by his caricatures that
he even asked him 'please do not spare me'. These cartoons give us an insight of
the political situationprevailing during those days.
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During the emergency ye ars 197 5- 7 7, Shanker's Weekly was discontinued'

However, he got assgrance from the then Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, that none

ofhis cartoonists willbe arrested for lampooning her.

In 1956, DavidAstor, the legendaryEditor of The Observer oflondon,

hiredAbuAbraham. The Observer was then at the height of its influence and

prestige inBritain.Abraharq then32, was anupcominglndiancartoonist inlondon
iinsearchoffame and fortune'. HiswolkinBritainuntilthenhad includeddrawings

for punchand a couple ofcaustic political cartoons for the socialist weekly Tribune.

In the March of same year, Abu was astonished to receive a letter fromAstor

appreciating his admiration for his work and offering him apermanent job and

exposnre to a larger audience nThe Observer.

Abu got this prestigious assignment on the basis of his sheer talent. The

Observerias one ofreputedperiodicals inBritain. Earlier, he hadalso servedthe

Shankar b WeeHy. Abratnrrrworked as The Observer'sregularpolitical cartoonist

for nearly 10 years. After that, he worked for three years at The Guardian of
London, a place where, he said, he 'learned to draw fast"

R.K. Laxman is one of living legends among the cartoonists ofmodern

India. His earliest work was for newspapers and magazines such as Swarajya

(founded by Sri Rajagopalachari) and Blitz ofMumbai. During his college days at

it. Uutr*uja College, Mysore, he had started illustrationwork. He successfully
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illustratedthe stories ofhis elderbrother, R.K. Narayan, one ofthe intemationally
acclaimed writers oflndia. His graphics appeared nThe Hindu. He rose to fame
forhispoliticalcartoonsintheIftnnadahumourmagazine,Koravanji.Themagazine
was founded by a well-knownphysician and humour writeq Dr. M. Shiwam.
Interestingly, Laxman was a colleague of Bal Thackeray, famous shiva Sena
politician, who himselfwas also caricaturist before he became apolitician. Howeveq
he rose to fame duringhis long innings nTimes of India.
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It is safer to sleep in the middle of
the road than on the pavement
these days.

SudhirTailang: Presently, SudhirTailang is considered one ofthe most

promising among the new generation cartoonists. He has drawn a cartoon on the

basis of the statement o f the Union Health Minister, Anbumani Ramadoss, who

had told the Rajya Sabha that the polio virus was tansmitted only in Uttar Pradesh

and Bihar, which were dogged by poor sanitation, filthy drinking water and high

population density. He added that the transmission ofpolio virus was taking place

because ofthe heavymigration ofpeople fromUttar Pradeshand Bihar. Since

Shiva Sena is for banishing people ofUP and Bihar fromMaharashtra, especially

Mumbai, Tailang has drawn the cartoon.
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Mario Miranda: Mario has given a new flavour to Indian cartoons. He
always believed incaricatures. During his student days, he receivedpunishment
for caricaturing the priests as well as his teachers. Few could realyteheve that
one day, he would be one of the greatest scartoonists in the country. For his
contnbution and his rare insight into the human behaviour, he has been honoured
with Padma Shri and padma Bhushan
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Among the cartoonists, we have discussed only a few, especially those who
used to appear in the English publications. There u.. ,.or., tf higlly talented
caricaturists, who serve on the editorials of language press. Among them, Kak is
one ofthe most admired cartoonists. He rose to national fame during his stay in
Jans atta and later n Navb har-at Times,sister Hindi dailies of Indian Express
and Tim e s of I ndia, respectively.
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6.7 ROLE OF PHOTOGRAPHS

A newspaper reader or a viewer has multiple choices. In this era ofconvergence,

typefaces, graphics and pictures have become the keys to the success of any 
I

publication or electronic channel. In the case ofprint media, it is advisable to put 
]

proper captions in photographs, except those which are self-explanatory. The

language ofcaptions should be straight and simple. It should be as briefas possible.

The controversy ofelectronic media versus print rnedia has become totally

irrelevant withthe advent ofnew media, i.e. lntemet. The era ofclashbetweenthe

print and electronic media has ended with the convefgence ofprint, audio and

video on the Intemet. Anew subeditor or reporter has to be well-versed withthe
newspaper work to understand the difficulties related to content development,

projections and printing a dailythat too when the neu's is being made available

tluough all the possible channels. The tie-ups between the news channels make

breaking news available tkough messages. The concept ofcitizen reporters, which

is getting popular these days, makes the photographs ofany event available tlrough

mobile cameras. Tltere was a time, when dailies lke The Statesman used to

publish blow-ups on natural e!'ents or personalities to attract rcadership. The

Hindu pioneered in publishing personalities during a given crisis, e.g. it carried

photographs ofthe controversial Philippines leader, Ferdinand Marcos, during the

agitation against him Another newspaper giant, Malayala Manoramahad installed

photo-processing units on a van to provide equally good photographs to keep its

lead inthe industry.

The job of selecting photographs in the print media has become tricky due

to the availability of a large number ofphotographs that too on digital platform.

However, with some irnagination" the photograpts could addlusterand information

to the newspapers. For this, newspapers must train its subeditors in the art of
handling photographs. The organization should have a team ofcalneramen equpped

with the latest digital equipment to save time. With the technology available even

to small newspapers, it is possible to have Montage as well as a Collage to add

colour to a newspaper photograPh.

6.7.1 Difference between Montage and Collage

A montage is an effort to unite two of more photo,eraphs in such waythat it appears

like a single photograph. The collage is blending ofa number ofphotographs to

add colour as well as wider coverage to any event. With the availability of software

on computers, even a subeditor may learn these tasks. However, it should be

remembered that nranybelieve that a collage is not the real depiction ofan event.

It is a sort of nranipulation; therefbre. it should not be rsed too frequently on news

pages. The right place for a collage is feature or magazine pages to add colour to

the publication. They are also Aequently used in advertisements to promote

products.
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In the 21st century media, the newspapers adopt straight style and simple
language. Therefore, this policy should also apply in selecting photographs for
news pages too. There is a need to be cautious, while selecting the single column
photographs of important personalities. For example, if a newspaper carries a
single column photograph of the prime Minister Manmohan Singh in his younger
days, it would look fi.rnny. Therefore, it is advisable to update the photo lfurary of
inportant personalities. It maybe noted that the fices published in the photogaphs
shouldnot be looking outside the pages. with the new technology, one mayplay
with the available photographs. With the advent ofconputer software, the onscieen
page enables a subeditor to assess the impact of such pictures on the page. Since
it is much easier these days to access the photo ribrary through the computers, the
subeditor may select the photographs oftris choice without much difficrtty. r*ro,
the photographs used to occupyhuge spaces, but with the computer-brrld aigitut
technology, one may store hundreds ofphotographs in a compact disc (cD).

The dilemma ofa subeditor in selecting photographs is well-known. yet,
every day we notice appropriate photographs appear in the newspapers. However,
it is high tirne that the newspaper grve up the practice ofpublishing photographs of
ceremonial welcomes, etc. However, there cannot be any set ofrules to ad*e the
subeditor. Sometimes, the body language of a leader published in a photograph
tells a lot, which even a thousand words may not communicate. There is a conuron
saying that a photograph is not always a picture. A photograph may contain areas
and objects that may not be related to a news itern Therefore, there is a role of a
photo-editor. The unnecessary parts ofa photograph need to cropped. An
experienced photo-editor may even give a new look to a photograph by intefligentty
cropping the photograph. while it will save the precious space in th. n.*r[up.r,
it may help in relating the picture to the news item as well. with the ,o*put..
software now easilyavailable, the role ofscissors is over inediting aphgtograph.
The online setting ofphotographs on a newspaper page has revolutionized the
entire job ofthe make-up man. Earlier, the make-up was to be done on the stone;
todayit isbeing accomplished inthe cozyatmosphere ofthe editorialdepartment.
The desk is supported by graphic artists who play a crucial role in giving final
touches to the finalpages.

CrmcxYoun Pnocnnss

9. what are the factors that decide the uniqueness of a newspaper?
10. What is meantbypage 3 items?

ll. What isPhotoshop?

12. What is the difference between graphics and cartoons?
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o In this unit, we learned the selection of types and their impact on the

publication. The techno lo gy has changed the entire scenario of selection of
tlpes and make-up of pages. From the editorial point of view, we

understood what is fit for the publication.

o The tlpography and graphics, in their respective roles, function as the

backbone ofanypublication. Without thenr, no effective layout is possible.

These are market-driven times. Publications are fighting neck-to-neck to

retaintheir audience and capture fresh one.

o Typography plays a great part in this. The same content is perceived

differently under different typefaces by the readers.

o With technology rnoving fast, more and more reader-friendly tpefaces are

emerging. Apart from this, graphics is the other area which, with the help of
new technolo gical platforms, is almo st redefining the identity o f mo dern

publishing.

o The role ofa subeditor, which for an outsider isjust a link in the vast network

of newsroom, is much wider. He is a visualizer, an expert in language, a

visionary to give a new look to the publication and much more. He must

el'olve as a professional to tackle the fastly changing trends in the newspaper

industry.

6.9 KEY TERMS

o Calligraphy: The art ofdecorative writing.

o Twography: The art and technique ofarranging and selecting typestyles,

line lengths, point sizes, line and character spacing, word spacing and typeset

applications.

o Type: Apiece ofmetal having a raised character or letter on its upper

surface forusing in letterpress printing.

. Typeface: Aparticular design of type.

o Linotype: Acomposing machine producing lines ofwords in the form of
single metal strips. It is rarelyused in newspapers now.

o MonotyPe: Atypesetting machine that casts type in metal, one character

at atime.

o Font: Aset oftype ofa specific face and size.

. Typesetting: Arranging the type or processing the text for printing.

o Phototypesetter: Amachine for filrnsetting.

o Leading: The distance fromthe bottom ofone line oftype to the bottom of
the next.
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Graphic arts: The visual arts using the line and tone instead of
three-dimensional work or the use of colour.

Photoshop: computer solhvare enabling digital alteration in photogpnphicr
images.

cartoon: A sirnple drawing depicting the features of its sub.jects in
exaggerated, humoro us wa-v.

Montage: The practice of uniting two or more photographs in such way
that it appears like a single phorograph.

collage: It is the blending ofa number ofphotographs to add colour as
well as wider coverage to any event.

6.10 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. There are views and counter-views on the issue ofevolution oftlpes. There
arepeoplewho credit Chinese forthis invention. Accordingto some scholars,
the movable tlpes were first invented by the Emperor of Korea in the I 2th
century. However, on the basis ofrecorded history available so far, Johann
Gutenberg is credited for inventing movable types in 1455.

2. Agroup ofJesuits sought permission fromAkbar to set up a printing press.
The Muslim clergy described the printing press 'a creation ofSatan,, and
the setting up of the press was denied. The reason rvas that the lobby of
calligraphers was scared ofthe printing press because they thought it might
take away their source of livelihood.

3. The metals are too hear.y to allow free flow of ideas. There was growing
realization that the typography will alrow free flow of ideas, if anyhow
computers could be roped in. So the computers were programmed to
automaticallyhandlerepetitious typesetter.coding. It climinated alloperator
decisions and produced a fully coded tape used for typesetting.

4. The typeface, Times Roman, became the most preferred typeface for a
simple reason that it could provide excellent printing, and ink never smeared
its face to make it illegible. Another feature was its harmony between the
capital and the lower case.

5. wth the shifting of typoglaphy from three-dimensional metal form to two-
dimensional formats on computers, the softwares have opened immense
possibilities for evolving new typefaces.

6. Although the use of 'lead'has now been armost discontinued; yet the word
has remained. because the rvritten matter though composed on computer
still needs readability by putting some spaccs on the body type.

7. The answer is simple that a reader should read the line in a column without
moving his head. He should be able to read by rnoving onry the pupils.



8. It provides for better readability of any newspaper. The formula can be

reduced to O-42 keystrokes. So, in an 8-point typeface, 42 letters of 8

point, including punctuation marks and space, willconstitute the optimum

colunnwidth.

9. Every newspaper emerges with a unique personality. Many elements

determine the making ofthis uniqueness. The most important ofthese is

tlpography due to its visual appeal. The sensationalness or sobemess, loud

or sedate, liveliness or dullness ofa newspaper are dependent on its choice

offonts.

1 0. These are the soft social news ofweddings or get-togethers. etc. The news

published in these supplements are popularly called the page 3 items. Usually,

the publishers lery huge fee for publishing these items in the supplements,

though they are presented in news form.

11. The software called Photoshop has given a new look to all publications.

This software on digitalplatform enables to add glamour to anyphotograph,

which even the best of cameras could not do.

1 2. Cartoons are also graphics or illustrations. The illustration with a bite or
message maybe called a cartoon. lndiannewspapers have a long tradition

ofcartoons. especiallypoliticalcarloons. Withthe introduction ofcomputer

software inthe newsroorn, the graphics hale now much largerrole, because

it is possible to give a nerv look to any ne\\/spaper with the help ofgraphics.

6.11 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

I . What is the significance oftypography in uplifting the image ofa publication?

2. Briefly descnbe the significance oftypography in the cornputer era.

3. What is the significance of 'treatment of a headline' in nredia?

4. Why is the selec'ion of types so important?

5. In what manner the l.:ad still continues to play a vital role in printing?

6. Discuss in brieftlrc invasion ofthe front page by graphics in the contenporary

context.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss the evolution oftypography in the historical context.

2. What is the significance ofgraphics art for the print media?

3. Discuss the new technologies in the field of graphics that are revolutionizing

the publication scene.

4. Discuss the role played by cartoonists in newspapers and magazines by
giving suitable examples.

5. Describc in detail thc rolc ofplrolographs in modc-nl prirrt mcclia.
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